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FOREWORD
ncreasing the representation of minority groups in nursing is

a major concern of the Division .of Nursing. While a variety of
recrtitinent programs carried out over the past decade have in-
creased the number of minority group members in nursing, much
remains to be done.

Continuous evaluation of recruitment nrogranis has shown the
need _for more definitive infbrmation concerning these ,factOrs
which cause students to choose or reject careers in nursing. Con-.
siderable information has been obtained on students who had
already chogen a nursing career, but less attention has been given
to aisessing the attitudes and information about nursing among
the general high school student population. Those-studies/which
had addressed this group Were generally, limited in scope, and
confined to one or another selected group or to a 'single region of
the country.

In 1972, the Division a Nursing contracted with the Center for
Health Systems Studies, American InstitUtes for Research, to con-
duct.a study of high school students to learn their attitudes tOward
and concepts, of nursing as a career. The study was broadened to
include both blacks and whites snd was extended to Chicanos and
American Indians, to both rural and urban settings, and to settinp
in the South and West, as well as the NortheaS.

The study was unique in that the objecthe was to ascertain and
compare a wide range cif knowledge and attitudes of nursing held
by a large heterogeneous sample of high school students. The
'results reported herein confirm. some previous findings, support
Some previious assumptions, provide new findings net previously
reported, and refute some conjectures.

The information and insights gained in the study have been
used in preparation of recruitInent materials and activities whith
are now being tested in active recruitment and guidance programs
underway in the areas where the study was carried out.

A
-

JESSIE M. SCOTT
Assistant Surgeon General
Director
Division of Nursing
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I. SUMMARY

The aprimary objective Of this investigation was to deter-
mine what attitudinal and knowletige factors contributed toward
minoity students not choosing nursing as a profession in
higher numbers than they currently do. A total of :.) nN7 Aine14-an
Indian, Chicano, black, and White high school
veyed a three geograpliNally disparate/sites
vania; Tallaltsee, Florida; and seyeral p ,oug , die
State pf Arizo a) to assess, their attitudes Lu_ 1r ,i concepts
.of:m(rsing as a profession, their academic preParation for nursing

vedt4ation, as .7 elf as relate these factors to certain demographic
variables. The ajor findings froM .each of these content areas are
briefly summarized in the following paragraphs.

., .

'Attitudes Toward Nursing Careers

Job Desirability / e

Eleven semantfc. differential subscales-were used to measure the
desirability ,of certain aspects of nursing careers. These scales ,

indicated that <,,Students" attitudes toward nursing were highly
positive in term§ of financial reward pe onal reward, occupational

( -status, work enjoyment, challenge, a vancement oppdrtunities,
neutral- in terms of the 'degree Of pervision, 'and negatiVe
in terms of work hours and work di .. Students also thought
that a nursing career required a considr ble amount of education
and was very female-oriented.

-7

Attitudes Toward Nursing Tasks
The pleasantneSs ratings students gave to the taskS theithought'

the hosPital duty nurse ,(HDN) performed most frequentlY ranged
lietween moderately pleasant to slightly unPleasant. When using
students' pleasantness ratings- to evaluate the tasks that a group
of. hospital ,clufk nurses gaid they actually did most frequently, a
denionstrable iinprvement in student pleasantness ratings ob-
tained. Although there were some\interesting and subStantial
differences between regional and racial subgroups, generally it
was found that differences between makes 'and females accounted
'for most of the differential attitudes toWarcl nursing tasks.



Reasons\ for Rejecting rilreers
When asked to state /the reasons '--fo&- not desiring nursing

Careers, students gave several categories 'of responses; females,
however, most frequently did not faVor it pecause of "squeamish-
ness" (i.e., they could /II& ,stand the sight-of \blood, did not like
hospital environments, or could not bear to be around-sick and
dying people). Males most frequently did not desire nursing as a
career because they felt it 'was a female-related career,

Knowledge of the 'Ikkirsing Profession
As has already been pointed out, 'Auden" - misperceivea LIi

roles of hospital duty nurses (HDNs) as defined by the taskFT they
thought nurses did. The most consistentfinding across all respond-
ent subgroups was that students identically and inc/m4ectly stereo-
typed the role of the HDN. Almpd without exception, students
thought that'ADNs most fregjuently performed relatively low skill
level health care ta.sks/that .,//e usually delegated to LPNs
taking temperatures and.. ylood pressures). 8tudents \were also
somewhat uninformed .aS Ao the high school ;icourse requirements..
(i.e., algebra, biology, chemistry) and certain noncqurs& require-,
ments (i.e., college boards high school transcripts; prenursihg
examination, etc.) needed for admissiOn to schools bf nursing.
They were, for exam/ple, unable to distffiguish .an actual pre-
nursing examination from a fictional test.

\
Academic PreparatiOn

For the most part, students were fbund to he acadeniically un-
prepared to pursue nursing educatidn. ,Less than half of all Chi-,
cano, black, and. Indian students said they had taken chemistry,-
although'most had taken biology. It was not obVious-from theSe
findings, however, that white students are stjotantially betterd
prepared academically tci pursue nursing educitioh. Regardless of ,
race, students`;generally seemed to avoid chenlistry and algebra., \

Demographic Background Information
One of-several explanations advanced for why it is that minority

and disadvantaged youths fail to enter nursing careers- in larger
numbers has to do with the lack of opportunities these youths
have for identifying with health professions through appropriate
role models. It has-been suggested *by some that such an identifi-,
cation can greatly enhance one's evaluation of nursing an nursing



careers. Although this investigation did not focus primarily on
this question, we did find several trends among the data supportive
of that hypothesis, and thus worth mentioning. Among some sub-
groups (Particularly white respondents), exposure 'to nurses
through volunteer work in hospitals pdrsonal acquaintance with
au RN resulted in higher and more \positive ratings-of nurses
than was the case among students whd

\

had no such expostire.

Integration ,of the ,Resultt
Trying-to tie the foregoing into a meaningfu whole, one has to

start out With the observation that nursirig careeri are held in
very high esteerri. On a comparative basi- it was rated on most
scales as having Attributes very close te )f a physician career,
which is One of the most highly 'es' .nieu ,ionS in our cul-
ture. That it Was also rated near . ,1- hr their own desired
decimation is alSo evidence for this cu urn, butfurther indi-
Cates 'that many studePts ttave already made career choices that
are more 'desirable to them. On the other hand, particularly among
our targeted groups, students should belwilling .16 consider nursing
,careers in fairly large numbers. There are some Spggestions that

. are'made in the implications, for program .participation seCtiOn that
try to .concatenate these findingS into a programmatic effort to
increase the--numbii-riTishts: entering nursing frorii these tar;.
geted groups.



--
II. IMPLICATIONS FOR A RECRUITMpIT AND

GUIDANCg PROGRAM \
There were many findings of the study reported herein which

indicated that a program of recruitment and guidance directed
at the- targeted groups would be-quite suCcessful. Of course: one
of the best of these indications was the respondents' generally
pOsitive response to a direct question concerning their interest in
a nursing career.

The study did more, however,thanTust prov,ide us With support
for the probable success of such a program.' It .also provided us

_

with some ideas for both the fornint and content of a successful
,,program. A review of thesr- ;,1-tiq ct.t, urnish us with some deSign
objectives for a suet ' and guidance prOgram.
These objective are:

,

1. Provide,the students with 4etter knowledgezol nursing as
a profession- -

It v,----Tiiquite obvious that although studenti. think Well of
- nurse's, they .really' do not know what nurses do. It is also

,clear that if they did know ,what nurses do, they may be
more attracted to such careers. Their responses to the super-
visory and administrative tasks, for example, were quite
positive.

In addition, their Stereotgping of nurses leads them to
believe some-negathie things)about nursing careers that are
not necessarilytrue. For example, they do not think that
nurses have good working h'ours. No one would Okue that
the 3 o'clOck to 11 o'_clock or 11 o'clock to 7 6;'dlock shifts
.Would be popular among alk people, but there are. many -

good "9 to positiatts that ai-e'not-hospital-based Wilich are
available tes nurs. and the numbpr of hospital-based..
positions:that hav%agsimilar daylight hours is increa.sing (e.g.,
PSRO RevieW Cormiinators, nurge health educators, patient

' grievance coordinators, etc.). At the same time,,they 'may
be able to learn that some of these Positions are not feMale-
related, do not require constant exposure ,to morbidity, and
maybe they can even become acquainted with the concept
that their dislike of morbidity can dissipate ith exposure .

, to it, and with knowledge and training in ca4ng for the
sick. Finally, some of 'the students do not think that nursing
is as financially rewarding as other occupational choices



and they may need tO _learn of the new and expanding nursing
roles that are more hikhly remunerated than those with whieh
they may be familiar.

2. PrOvide the students with better academic guidance and
counseling.

If members of our targeted audience wish to become
nursing students; they must become acqiminted with and
motivated toward achieving'certain equireinents. First, they
must learn that Math requireme4s must be met 'and that ,

transcripts, college boards, and ierences are important.
Then, they must be motivated to fulfill requirements that .

they seem tO know about 1214 have not elected to fulfill .(e.g.,
chemistry). We Can also probably go beYond our data with
some safety. If the students didn't have sufficient knowledge
about the pOints raised above, it is also probably true that
they lack information about the how, when, and where of
-applications to colleges and aursing prograrns: It also is
'aPparent.that they.have made sufficient trips to their .coun-
selor's Office to conclude that the remedy will not.come from
the eStablished' guidance prograrn.:. The school counselors
don'thave the information' either. Therecruitment and" gifide7.
ance program either has to provide ,that information to the
counselors and motivate them to use it, provide it direCtly.
to the students, or do tilan.

3. Provide a basis for- ex posureitz role modela. .

It is not a new i, bItt onx study has thelped tO make it a
well sUbstantiated fa:f : Staitents who know nurses and other
health Professionalstun a personal basis .haA4 More posit4Te
attitudes toward natscliagT.tilm those who have no Such con-

-tact. If members,OffirTeted group do not opt for 'nursing
careers_becaUs0:thc5, Ir had no exposure to nunie models
who are me of thkei-- -minority group, then they are not
likely in itirn to bearnmE fnurses and give exposure to Still
other members of thidr group... And ,thuS,' we have no w4er
with which to prime the pump. The program, 'then, ninstc,be
designed in such a 42ahtion: that close, personal relationships
are fostered withifInnrses,, And preferably ^with those who
represent their mincprity gvoun or a grnup with which 'they
can identify.

In a:way, the three Prottrrann design objectives listed above (=A
no suggestion i made-thal. they are all of the criteria,that neeenttp.
be considered) Seem sinurOp .e,rmatrh to grasp and probably easy to,
achieve agreement upon:. h Is ma:re, hOwever, to believe that it it



an easy task to develop a well-conceived program that embodies
these objectives in an optimal fashion. It is also naive to believe
that such al program can be superimposed on existing and diverse
'ichool programs, spread throughout the geographically disparate
rocales in our country where the many potential targeted students
are located. Yet, that is the need. And that is the intent of the
follow-on phases of this project.



III. BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF THE
LITERATURE

Two major problems face the Nation today to which the project
was addressed: One deals with the qualit[y of service proVided by
the health care delivery sysIem. The srTond concerns the nature
of our socioeconomic system which has produced a sector of our
society that has become known as the 'idisadvantaged." Further
discussion of these two problerns wi l clarify their importance as

..- two pressing national problems.
The quality of health care ,has inc easingly come wider attack

from many different sectors./ The clai s are too manifold to liSt
here; however, they include Complain that (a) the health instil.-
ance system allows for excessive fees rfd unnecessary procedures ,

and hospitalizations; (b) hospital plairming or .the lack of It hast'''
resulted in a poor distribution of hospital beds with respect to the
distribution of the population; and (C) an equally poor distribu4
tion of speCialized fagilities with respectto utilization" rates exists.
Wthether one speaks of -the facilities of the health/care delivery

L system or of the eConomic system for the procurement of services;
MP, Om problem of manpower always seems t,O o-vershadow all other

health care-felated problem areas.
. ..

The claims of manpoWer shortages range. from -tbftrk being
inadequate numbers of personnel in the health professionktO the
claim that there is poor utilization of what seems to be sufficient
numbers. It has been suggested by those who see personnel short- .

ages as the major problem that We drastically increase the number
of personnel., being trained., in the health professions. Those Who
see manpower utilization aS the major,-Prohlem propose the upgrad-
ing of nuries and certain earathedic I personnebto practitioner
status as the pririlary solution. Since the nursing profession rep- .

resents the largest source of personnel with basiO preParation hi -

the health sciences, most Specific proposals, have included using ,
nurses to fill the alleged gaps in the practitioner ranks: \As can be seen,' no matter, which analysis one sides with, the
suggested remedy is the same:.- train lb,rg er . numbers of nurses to
iner eas e the quality o f health care delivery in this count*.' The

, Contrary,.however, appears to be oCcurring. The per caiiita demand
.for nursing services has been increasing' at a steady rate, While -.

.' the supply has steadily- decreaSed. In 1956, for example, 6.4 percent'
of school graduates were admitted to schools of nursing. By 1967,
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the proportion had dropped to 4.4 percent. Although that rate
has since increased to approximately 4.9 ercent, this level still
falls short df projected needs. Clearly, a way must be found to
attract -more high school graduates to nursing, eSpecially those
professional nurses, trained at the baccalaureate 'level.

Concurrently our country has faced an additional problem. The
plight of racial and -economically disadvantaged groups in our
country represents a serious indictment of this Nation. Many have
been denied or have been unable to take advantage of oppor-
tunities available to other, more 'privileged groups. During the
1960's and continuing into the 1970's the Federal Government
took positive steps to cnate opportunities whereby minority and
disadvantaged groups could fully utilize their talents to gain entry
into many health fields not previously open to them.,

A considerable body of. literature has devel4ed in recent years
around the -problems of minority and disadvantaged groups in
nursing. These studies rwige from the prediction of probable success
in nursing school (e.g., Burgess and Duffy, _I969; Mancott, 1969';
Ewen and Kirk:Patrick 1967 ; etc.) to the-examination of person-
ality factors associated-vith success in nursing sChool (e.g., Smith, .

1968; Mowbray et al.,1967 Thurston, .et ai., 1969; etc.) ._AL review
of this literature will help to place the present study in a Proper
perspective. \

In recent years increasing attention _has been given to the
critical manpower shortage in the field of nursing. The major
impetus for the concern originated when the report of the Surgeon
General's donsultant Group on Nursing was published by Ithe
U.S. Public TIPAIth Service in 1963 and stated that an adequate
number of nurses was urgently needed to "reverse the progressive
dilution of ,nursing services . . ." (p. 19). It was .estimated that
by 1970 the Nation would heed approximately 850,000 profe4iona1
nures to provide services that were 'safe, therapeutically effective,/

tand efficient" (p. 23)- Upon presenting its firstlings, the Consultant
Group recommended that a national investigation of nursing and
nursing education be undertaken to determine the skills necessary,
for high quality patient card and ways to taake- nursing a more
attractive career: Other recommendations _made by this group
included the ,expansion of recruitment efforts at the. State and
loCal levels and enlarging the recruitment pool to include minority '-

and di advantaged groups, men, and married and older women.
It ws largely through the findings of the Surgeon General's

Consul nt Group that sincere efforts were initiated to actively

I See refer e hat page 19 .



increase minority and disadvantaged gr6u.p membership in nursing.
The following sections document those efforts as they appear in
the.literature. Four major topics are treated as they appeared/in
the literature: ree).uitment; selection criteria, training, and speeial
programs.

Recruitment
. .

Prior to the publication of the Surgeon General's report; the .
Committee on Careers; a branch of -the National .1.,4.1ie for
Nursing; had the major responsibility for rr,yuitrrient of .)ro.spee,
tive nursing candidates, This Committee; cosponsuied by . the
Nmeriean Nurses' Association, the. American Medical Associa-
tion, and the American Hospital Association organiZed Future
Nurses' Clubs in' some .4,000 high schools across the country in
lgffl. For the moSt part, this .Committee was ineffective in attract-
ing appreciable numbers of Minority, group membri to nursing, -a
-fact which is underscored.when one considers that in 1950 there/-were only 3,000 blacks enrolled in profesSional/ :nursing schools-/(about 3.0 percent of the total enrollment), . and -in 1961 tptal
black enrollments ,hadot.incneased. over- the 3/0 percent mark:of

_Ate total enrollment.. /In 1961 fewer than 40/percent of all pro-,
sSianal nursing sChools . accepted. male. applicants, .and of those

that did, only 1,400- men, or slightly leSs'/than 1 percent of the
--total, were, ever :enrolied..Between 1960 and 1966 the 'number of
blacks who graduated annually from preleSSional schools of nurs,
in (i..e.,9 diploma, associate degree, baccalaureate) was 1,050, or
3.0. perCent of the total enrollment; foi men the percentage waS
1.7, or about 604 total. (See U.S. Health.Seivice, Toward
Quality in Nuraing Needs .'and Goias. Report of the Surgeon
General's Consultant Group, 1963).

Becatise of the laCk of progres in minority, reCruitment, the
Federal Government took some.p sitive steps to..Corect that con-
dition. In 1966, Title- VIII of the Public Health, Service Act Was
amended tir? allow PA.. financidl suprioff for scholarship ,.grants
and programs designed to. recruit minority and disaarantaged
students into nursing. Onc / initiated, however, these programs.
exposed -barriers to minoriy group .recruiting efforts. These ,baf-
riers iell into three .distinct categories: (1) academic sPreparation; .

(2) attittidinal factors ;/and (3) .financial support. -

MoSt reports .indicate that',minority groups (blacks, in par-_.
ticular) hpe poor academic preparation:for" nursing study (Han
veY, 1970; Yates, 1970; Scheinfeldt; 1967; Scheinfeldtand Palmer,

/1970).- Some differences of. opinion .exist, hoWever, on Ways to
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ameliorate academic deficiencies. Harvey (1970), for instance,
views poor academic preparation among black youth as being
symptomatic of broader social injustices and argues that "afmdemic
remediation alone would not resilli in significantly better scorf
or insure future achieveme + i qn.1 average." Harvey'.
treatinent seems more desci prescriptive and leav
the impression that certain aelic : :lg minority group.;
must await si
educational sys

A second app
demic de

ant changes in the soch.ii structure or in the
fore they can be diminished.

e problem of recruitment views aca-
as cause. by factors ekternal to the student's

n. a ability and, giv
minority group mem
careers. Scheinfeldt,
1970; ,Scheinfeldt, 19

s can b
her

r remediation and guidance, many
successfully directed into nursing

sóciates (Scheinfeldt and Palmer,
e generally confirmed the fact that

many minority group Me-mbers are poorly prepared in4hose sub-
jects and skills most essential to nursing, (for examine, biology,
'chemistry, mathematics,- and basic communicative !:sliiVs) but
maintain that inadequate counseling accounts for a me4urable
portion of theSe academic inadequacies.

, In .á study designed to assess' high schbol counselor's kriowl-
-:, edge of the requirements qf three types of nursing 'schools (that

is, diploma, associate degree, baccalaureate) and the character-
istics of student needs in each (for example, prograni costs and
length of study), Williams and Aichlmary (1971) found that
counselors were often confused about unique schbol entrance
requirements, ,had little knowledge of intraprogram Credit trans-
fer possibilities, and could not distinguished between professional
and technical nursing. Most often counselors had prohibitive case-
loads and could not provide the lengthy counseling services needed'
by many disadvantaged youth. In a,snrvey of 384 freshman nurs-
.ing students in several Atlanta, Georgia schools of nursing, Taylor
and Richter (1969)/ found onlY 33'fieshnien, or 8.6 percent of all
freshmen questioned, identified the high school counselor as the
person who most influenCed their choice of nursing as a career.
These findings support result§ reported by Lande (1966) Who sur-

; yeyed, 934 fethale Catholic high school seniors. In that. study. 68
. percent of those students who indicated a desire to enter nursing

Said their personal contact with nurses had inhuenced them
tively in their choice of the nursing career': Lande did not,- hoiv-
eVer, -repert dataan the percentage of, students who said the
cOunselar haddnfluenceel their choice.

Fbr.the most Part those programs set up to assist minority and
diSadvantaged students to bring up academic skillS to acceptable

1?



levels have reported moderate levels of success (Scheinfeldt, 1967;
Scheinfeldt and Palmer, 1970) . The nature and scope of these
programs are conzadeted in greater detail under the Special Re=
cruitment Efforts section below.

Another major barrier to the recruitment of 'minority grou'ps
into nursing is attitudinal.. The literatuire suggests.that a separate
set oficognitions is operative among-Packs and men which cause .
these groups to reject nUrsing as a career. First, the decision to
enter _nursing seems to be made at a fairly early age. In a survey:
of 348 student nurses, Taylor and Richter (1969) reported that
over 50 percent of all respondents made firm decisions 'to pursue
nursing carmrs in the high school years or earlier. Second, nurs-
ing as- a professional career is typically v,iewed as a woman's
domain. Vaz (1968) attempted to' single out those factOrs which
contributed to the di;ProPortionate sex, distribution in nursing
and identify the conditions which acted as deterrents in the selec-
tion of nursing as a career by men. Using a checklist procedure,
506 high school boys were asked to rank several occupation's On
a masculinity scale. Nursing ranked last on masculinity and did
not vary when other .factors such as income, education, etc..,.were
ifitroduced. Vaz concluded' that nursing was not. perceived by
men as a suitable masculine occupation, and ,before Men coUld be
attracted to the field in any significant numbers, a concerted effort
to Modify the sex-role perceptions of the nurse wai clearly needed.,
It shOuld. be 4dinted out that most of the nursing literature re-.
viewed here-still refers to the nurse as "her" or tailors commeas

r especially for-women.
. .

The attitudes of black students toward nursing haVe received
considerablY less attention than have those of males. One author,
hoWever, attempted to shed sonie light on this problem. Winder
. (1971) postulated that black 'women Would view nursing ,as an
extension of the .Servitude. role (that is, waiting on others) rather
than a service-oriented role, since black women .in America have
a history of being "domestics.", For .this reason it waS predicted'
that black wognen would manifeSt significantlY morenegative atti-
tudes toward_ both LPN's and. RN's when 'compared to a white .
population.. ThirtylwO black and fifty white girls from the 10th

7, grade were administered an attitude survey. No significant race
differences obtained in the evaluative peiceptiOn of either LPN's

. ". Or RN's, although hOth groups held .RN's in :higher esteem than
"the LPN,. B,1ak respondentS, however, shoWed significantly less

---LchanceLtiLpersonalize 'their attitUdes toward RN's through direct ..

experience, a result whic11,71riall-p-robability,-interactS with poor
counseling and inadequate-, academic prePara 'on in 'keeping a



significant number of blacks out of nursing. Winder concluded
that before black women could be recruited into nursing in repre-

_ sentative numbers, they must have more exposure to nursing
models. Scheinfeldt (1967) has also suggested that because black
youth have been systematically excluded from past xecruitinent
efforts, many are skeptical of current recruitment overtures.

Selection Criteria,
Selection for admission to nursing schoólsi is ustially contingent

upon a candidate's performance on a series Of tests (for example,
Scholastic Aptitude Test, National League; for Nursing Test)
designed to provide some indication of probable success in nurs-
ing School. Invariably the questions arise: DO these tests discrim-

f inate unfairly against the minority ethnic group member?. Do
they have any predictive validity for any group?.

Clark and Plotkin (1964) and Cleary (1968), among others,
have expressed concern that general ability tWe may actually dis-
Criminate against blacks. According to Sedlacek and Brooks (1970)
most large colleges and univerSities, however, still use these tests
as the main criteria for admission as do -mo'St nursing schools.

Reports on the ability of tests to distinguish dropouts and gen- _
eral 'performance are. equiVocal. Haney, Michael, andGershon
(1962) found that grades on achievement lests in reading and
mathematics were significantly related to formal course work
in urse training but were, unrelated toward 'effectiveness or
cliniCal experience. TheY found also that high school Chemistry
grades alone were more predictiveof probable success formal
course work than.overall high school grade point average. Madaus

_ (1966), who undertook a study to examine the predictive validity
of the National League for Nursing Pre-Nursing Examination for
success in a '3-year diPloma program, found that the correlations
between test performance and nursing theory and scienee courses
did not account for enough variance to, Make reliable decisions

,. regarding admissions. Madatts concluded that the crucial area
of clinical nursing course performance was unrelated to antecedent
Terformance of any of the tests in the PNLN battery.

wen and Kiirkpatrick (1967) conducted a series of /studies ,

designed -to investigate ways and means of practicing f ir
tion procedures: Using a Sample of black and white nur ing stu-.
dents, these investigators sought to determine whether a battery.

.';of tests which measured several academic Skins could predict-.
scores on the State liceniing examination, classroom nd clinical .
ratings, and termination repOrts. Predictors were ound to be



valid for the whife sample but mostly invalid for black subjects.
,

The use of race as a moderator variable did lead to some impro,(re-
ment in prediction, however. The authors argued that separate
selection procedures should be used for different ethnic groups;
however, no indication was given as' to just what election pro-
cedures would constitute a "fair" selection. Applewhite (1971)_
has addressed the problem of admitting black and other minorities
to medical schools. He has suggested that general motivation and'
personal interviews are more accurate indicators of probable
success/for -these students than grade point average.

Tho problem of predicting probable success in nursing is a
formidable task for minority and white candidates alike. May .

(1966) has suggested that nonintellectual factors might best be
employed for prediction o , student nursing success.,

_
i

i Training
i

,

1

Once accepted info a nursing school, minority, and disadvantaged
groups have a higher attrition ,rate than do their white counter-'
parts:. (Sclieinfeldt, 1967). The, factors whieh contribute to this
state of affairs represents 'a complex set of motivational and aca-
demic variables. Some minority nursing students have reported e:

being iknored by their fellow clatsmates or made to feel inferior
/ by their instructorS (Scheinfeldt and Palmer, 1976). Cooper (1958)

. feels that teachers often fail to understand the very ibasic prin-
ciples of motivation and, as'ap result; rimy be, good nurses but poor.
teachers. A minimally effective teacher, according to 'Cooper, is
one who becomes acquainted with the students and recognizes that
teaching Methods often need to be tailored to the individual needs'
of the students. In a. more in-depth study Iiayton (1969) asked
students about theeperceived attitudeS of instructors which ,seemed
to help or hinder them most. An instrucfor's interpersonal skills

7 were found to be More important in influencing students than
course content.

,

Blacks who find themselves on white campuses or in predoth-
inantly White training institutions often experience difficulty ad-
jusitng to and-:copirig iviti, the pressUres (Ohervis, 1971). Heath
(1971) found that this ish further comPcated byt the ..fact that
many white instructors have difficulty relating to, minority and
disadvanfaged students. Altho,ugh some anecdotal evidenee exists
of discrimination in Itrairing practices in nursing schools,_the
phenomena is 'prevalent enough; in other institutionScifThigher
learning.to warrant the-aSsumptiorithat it also existS in schools

._._4i nursing:
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Special Recruitment Efforts

In this final section we will examine the recruitment efforts
which have jbeen made to increase the number of minority and
disadvantaged groups into nursing. For the most part these efforts
can be classified under two general. approaches : public appeals
and special programs.

Public Appeals

One of the most widely used techniques for mass recruitment
is the public appear (i.e., publicity efforts which utilize the mass
media to encourage a specific target population to consider nursing
as a career). One such program initiate& by the E-Lax Drug
Company ("A Nurse Recruitment Program," Nursing Outlook, .

April 196-61I-V-hiCzed_..the services of a professional Public relations
firm to launch a nationwide recruitment program. A brochure was
designed depicting in words and pictures the experiences of one
.black Student's nursing school activities froin admission to gradua7.
tion and- was diStribUted throughout Harlem. A New York radio
station provided facilities for recording and broadcasting several .
1-minute spot commercial's throughout the black cOmmunity.
Within "a month over 4,000 responses were received .from young
,pedple expressing an interest in nursing. New York residents who
expressed similar 'interests were invited to hear Speakers discuss
the need for nurses, the role of the nurse in the community, etc.
Although specific: data 'on the success Of this program were not
made available, the general, response Was reported to be "excel
lents." Similar programs have been initiated in Washington, D.C.,
and other major metropolitan areas., but none offerifollowupinfor-
fnation ccincerning the impact Of such efforts.

While public appe:als are generally helpful in publicrzing -the
need for _increased participation of certain Minority groups.in
nursing, these-approaches are usually too broad and far-reaching

I to., pinpoint or address specific:. problems. Further, little time is.
ever devoted to evaluate followup of public appeals, and, therefore,
the relative effectiveness of such efforts is difficult to asSess.

Special Programs
-

Many nursing schools Have attempted.-to increase minority group
representation by setting up special, ffn-house recruitr)nent pro-
grams. Since the publication of the Surgeon General's Consultant
Group's report on nursing, many special recruitment programs
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have been initiated, each reporting varying degrees of success..
Baugh (1972) reports on one of- the more recent of these which
has expanded into a nationwide program called Nursing Educa-
tion Opportunities. This program uses as its model a program
described by Scheinfeldt (1967) called, "Open Doors Wider in
Nursing" (ODWIN). Since ODWIN was-the prototype for many
recruitment programs now in existence, it is described in detail
below.

.

Scheinfeldt (1967) reports the efforts of the _Boston University
School of Nursing (BUSONPA-lumni Association to mobilize its
staff_and_gudentsori5half of actively increasing the number of
black-thirsing studel*. Realizing that many problems were' asso-
ciated with this task-aiin that they lacked expertise in this'area,
the problem was approached in several careful stepS. First, 1 puts
were elicited from 'black students 'and black nurses 'a BU ON.
They discovered that there was a lack of accurate information,
guidance, and general preparation provided potential black nursing
aspirants in high schools. Also, recruitment teams were nearly
always white, posters and advertisements typically portrayed white
nurses exclusively, and films,-texCbooks, and other recruitment
materials generally ignored the existence of black stOents. Black

, stuaent4 were, for these reasons, generally suspicious of overt
recruitment efforts. Attempts to interest them 1/, nursing, then,
would necessarily have to be active rather than passive (i.e., black, .
students would have to be shown rather than be told that nursing
had a, place for them). ODWIN's staff adopted a policy to send.,
out only racially integrated recruitment teams on.'All recruiting
trips.

Community participation waa also recognized as. another neces-
sary prerequisite for minority group recruitnient. It was discovered
that the general public had no- clear; conception of the various
types of Programs existing in nursing, the function bf those pro-
grams, or the level of competence required for each. Most blacks
who expressed an interest in nursing were usually directed to
practical nursing and diploma-type programs rather- than bacca-
laureate programs. This practice was attributed, in part, to a lack
of informed counseling about appropriate nursing programs, and
required high school preparation. Community workshops were set
up in which school counselors and -the community at large were
given information aimed at (clarifying and differentiating. van
types of nursing programs, admission requiremVs, etc. ODWIN's
staff established a community-based Future Nurses' Club, which
was instrumental in recruitment efforts.

....-
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Active recruitment, although necessary, was found to be insuffi-
-cient for increasing minority 'group. nurses. Because of inadequate

7 educational preparation, many students needed academic assistance
to qualify for admission to .and successful completion of required

r nursing programs. .Two steps were taken to help alleviate this
-problem. First, semester loads for students admitted under ODWIN
were reduced from 18 to 12 hours, with summer sessions devoted
to making 'up- credits so that it was possible to graduate on time.
Next, with the aid of several grants, a summer program .was
establihed where students scheduled to enter nursing school the
following fall could take advanced remedial courses in skills Vital to
their success (for example, English, chemistry, biology, physics).

ODWIN's success was, encouraging. Since its conception /in
1964, it has expanded its operations to include supplemental educa-
tion for disadvantaged youth, formal classes, informal- encounters,
and counseling ("Project Expansion," Scheinfeldt and Palmer,
1970).1n-the third year of its operation, of 88 stud6ts placed in
nursing programs, only 12 dropped out, fewer than 15 percent.
Twenty-eight were in baccalaureate, thirty in diploina, fifteen in
associate degree, and two in practical nursing programs (Scheinfelt
and Palmer, 1970).

Although it is too early to assess the final success of ODWIN's
program, some insights can be gained from the words of its former
coordinator :

We havre learned what 'recruiting from a minority group' really
means: an entire educational program. First of all, there must be a
,clear indication of the opportunities that exist in nursing. Then, the
way to realize these opportunities must be outlined step by step.
Guidance in high school is needed so that students will take the courses
'prerequisite to nursing, and to help them select the type of nursing
edueation program best suited to their abilities and goals. Supplemental
education and tutorial assistance, bpth in high school and nursing
school, may be necessary. And, for many of these 'students, financial
help is essential. (Scheinfeldt, 1967)

In general, barriers to recruitment seem to be academic (i.e.,
poor high school preparation and inadequate counseling) and,
attitudinal (i.e., men perceive nursing as a feminine occupation,
and minorities perceive it as a white person's o,ccupation). Finan-.

-cial barriers are heightened by increased costs Of \remedial educa-
tion either through extended training progilffis-eitutorial services
which are, most often, passed on to students. Selection procedures
have often discriminated unfairly against minority groups while
teacher attitudes and expectations had often acted as self-fulfilling

,
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prophecies of student failure. Special programs have been designed
which report an encouraging amount of success in helping prospec-
tive nursing candidates from disadvantaged and minority groups
overcome many of the handkaps associated with their status.

The abiive survey of existing nursing literature has provided
some important hypotheses, concerning some of the factors which
seem to contribute to the poor representation of disadvantaged,
,minority groups, and men in nursing. It was felt, however, that
much-of what was reported was opinion, some of it stemmed from
questionable research, and it was almost all limited to one minority
group (i.e., blacks) and to one limited area of the country.

It was therefore decided that a special study should be performed
to determine if :

1. there is any,support for the opinions and findings reported
above;

2. %he factors outlined were applicable to Other minority groups;
3. those same factors were operating in some areas where

there was a desire to initiate some recruiting efforts.
The rest of this report describes a research project carried out
to tnswer those questions.
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IV. SURVEY DESIGN

There are many area's in which attitudinal and knowledge factors
might contribute to an interest (or lack thereof) in nursing as a
career. In considering each of these many, factors, v76 realized that
their number, in addition to the many questions that would have
been necessary to proibe each of these conmitive areas in detail,
would hare given rise,ito a surVey instrument grossly unmanage-
able in size. That is, irL,designing a survey instrument which would
tip a maximum number of- content area's of interest, it i,vas also
necessary to take into consideration -the burden- placed on the /stu-
dent respondents and the schools. It was therefore decided that
the length of the instrument would be governed by the length of
the classnoom periods, which, in the school systems that partici-
pated in the survey, ranged between 45 and. 55 minrites. Thus some
priorities were set. Initially, this was accomplished by assigning
priorities to content areas, and then priorities were assigned to
questions within these areas. Priorities were assigned by project.
staff based on areas of concern that were gleaned from reviews
of the nursing and counseling literatures, information from the
Hospital Council of Western Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania
Nurses Association, and the Pittsburgh Board of Education. The
content areas of interest that resulted. from these investigations
and the method used for exploring them were:

Job- Destrability.The semantic differential, which has been
employed previously .with considerable success in collecting large
quantities of information along both descriptive and evaluative
dimensions (Osgood, et al.,. 1957), was employed to measure atti-
tudes toTward -a number of job desirability.4imensions. This methOd
was chosen instead of several others that' were considered because
of its economy of time in data collection arid its efficiency in meas..'

the desired concepts. Twelve bipolar adjective sets were used
to describe the desirability\ of nursing careers. (See pages 2 to 8
of survey instrument, appendix A.)

To place the results in a context that would allow for interpre-
tation, four other occupations were also included in the instrument
in an identical semantic differential format. The fotir additional-
occupations, high school teacher, medical doctor, laundry worker,
-and secretary, were chosen using two criteria: (a) a reasonable
amount of female representation within the occupational field;
and MI the probability of the occupation being rated differentlSr"
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than an 'RN or tne bipolar scales. The firal ehoice e Qac wpational
fields was bez. ad on inllot tests where R/s, f..f e itPrirstarr.- target of -

concern, WULE ixrceived as being locatec weer ttie Laundry;
worker (LTV) and the medical dOctor .{,lit t, ith secreita (SEC).
located be.....-ween the RN and LW, and -:. high -.lelnucil teacher
(HST) locate.--Therweer: the RN and the ML .

The .addithrzal occuipations were used to anchor f...rie concept
"Registered ICaurse," atince the students' n...,,ting of ti1 i,.5 ccncept on
an absolute 'magi's Iva:i4d- 'have been caficult :: inteits,=./.-- . To anchor
-their responses' fut±aler, ii. sixth occupatiomai: field Asta...i :used: the
etudent's. ovr "...simil mccupatidri (OWN)... ..).

Nuriing Saaaol Adinissian Reguirenzents.As saggested by the
literature review in this report, studente aze someLiznes 'unaware
of what high: school courses and other special requdrements are

.. needed for admissnon to nursing schools. Thus, a second sectiontof the survey tnstriment was designed asse-t3 the etent to which
students were aware of cridcally requii ed hia-h school courses and
other special moncourse requirements jof nursing schools. In order
to determine: whet:ter any knowledge deficits were pecriliar to
nursing or whether there was a general lack of knowledge of
higher educational requirements, nursing school requirements were
embedded among those for three other post-Secondary edudationaI
institutions: junior college., wocational and technical schools, and
4-year colleges. It was recogrodzed that considerable varriation exists.
in institutiomal requirements both Vrithin and across geographical

t -regions; however, the-intent of this section was tra tap student
,awareness ott-1 those requirements Most generally rmeded.

/ Starting Salaries of Occupatiina.Financial reward is almost
- adways cited as 71 major _factor linflarencing choice of Occupations.

/

A third section was designed to aspiess student knowledge cif the
stárting salaries of the registered nurse and the other target occu-

N t

-,pations sed to assess job desirability.- The instrument was de-
signed to assess both .the accuracy of perceptions :by comparing
the results to actual beginning salaries and to examine .the per-
ception of nurses' salaries relative to other tarIW mccupations.
This section differed froni the financial reward subscale of the
semantic differential in: that it prorzided a measure of beginning
salaries in .actvial dollar am unts .mstead of the relatnvely unan-
chored five-point scale.

Nursing Tasks' .--Sinee there waQ _reason to believe that the na-
ture of the ta ......41:'s that .are performeil by an occuPation are part of
the hire into .7-aiat oecupaton i. z,-.. t'ourrth section was designed to

I
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measure .!:.a..7.7%-lece of the tasks ot l'Tequently per-
formed .-.ospita_ ..1:112.77 Lses, as well as :leek attitudes of the
pleasamtnes. assoctee -with performiing thtas.. The hospital
duty nur;.., was. c. -laser because it represe- tri e. targest single
category nurse F=riplont and alsb representt ati enviromnent
Where a .;;f--ide var5zy of .7.nzsing tasks are penfzr.-Lted.. It also rep-
resented seitting7wiitir.-wricin most -students would expected to
be reasou.tAlr-faim :tan.

In the 7=st,part e this .tction, a list of nursira-,..-tls was chosen
to reprement a varrety (ff. health care, recorriliieep-ing, custodial,
supervisory, admi.....astniti,e, and professional. These tasks
were prented to d...14.S. who were asked to esetect the 5 --z-a.S1.1
that they -thought duty nurses spent itz...,7s of their' time
-performing. In thes..-.,z±mart of the .section, stnidents were asked
to rate each of thE-- according to how pleaEant they thought
each task-was..

Acadeirac Preparation fur-Nursing School Athmission.As was
suggeited in the liiterat=e review above, man.,.. 7,tudents do not
take the high schcal courses required for adam;.tAioni to nursing
schools. This section of -tit.e survey instrument -.vas .designed tza
assess which of the required monies students wou..d have success-
fully completed by the time .af their graduation iand When those
courses were iaken. One.of...-the reasons for using these itemS was
to determine 'in wthich grades the 'recruitment anid guidance pro-
gram should be presented.
v-=' Demographic Dairt----A general background section was incltded
-to select .specifie initirmaticon to assist bi the anaiysis and inter--
.pretation.,.of the .datt.... witith included informatfon; regarding ethnic
origin, sex, date -of .birth,anid family site. Other information that---
was collected inithiseectiominclutied:

.Father'S andnrtilees-education....
Fathees an±7-1-mther's occripatiorr...
Career-deciam (desired occtrpon).
Plans to go mollege.
NuMber of ::..4.1se student had tatIked .Igh school counselor

.abont careters.
Desire for :career as registeren nurm or ..4i714"- health profes-

sionL
Persontahmcaminitmr,- -with registere6..ir.lrsEand/or other health

preffeenon.;.,
Iinpatanre nif*c-xitnitg after catmrpl.g.---high- school.
Ann/um support needed aftermonubleting high.

anhool.



A copy of tle survey iustrument nse.-1 to s:,,---.7ey stidents :in the
Aa:-izona and Tallahassee Lreas_ can be I :lund appendix A. -That
it'a.atrument is essentially identical to tha used -I-- Pit:sburgh, ex:eept

Pittsburgh instrumon:
Was not precoded;

.2. Contained the terms "financially rewarcairg" and "financially
unrewarding" as anchors on the rust semantic differentia]
scale;

2. Within the admission requirements an.: ad. Htional renuire-
ments sections, ,contained lists of reo-ai.TeryiL,z1rs requesting
the students to ch&ose some, item: (three a:nn two respec-
tively) from that list that applied c17.2,9ol. type (the,
same list was used ur that in the iTi--trunwin. appertdim-
except in :the latter instrument L..ie i3 repeated after
every school tree) ;

4. Contained the following 10 salary ._ILtegor:
Under $ 4,500 UndE F5 80

4,500 86
5,20(J. 100
6,40D 120
.7,000 134
IMO 150
,8,50G 163

UMW 192
11,500 220
1340004 2504

5. In the two sections on nursing tasks, cenzadned some; WI not
others, as shown, mostly becatis the Pi:::tsburgh instrument
showed the propensity of tuc1eits to low-level health
care itasks, and o lijKhor .iev4 iitalth care tasks were added
to allow for the diScrrrnirmation :

Contai4ed thest.ta.s cm.tain these ta:sizs
Attends professional A.I!!1-.,inist-ers medications,

conferences i i operating-room
Explains nursim A trea:32&, staff meetings

procedures to relativas -ritrng case wk
Irrigate wounds-
Keeps patient rezureis ftrt ceffzeter
Turns patient lVf, mann -post-surgical drain-

age -tubes
F-arts .and monitors intrave-

3 nous- injections
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6. Asked about participation in a scholars'. program not -In

effeet in the other two geographicarareas ;
t. Requested race only in three categories (black, white, azid

other) ; and
8. Contained questions about whether the respondent had 60-
- culty with any of the questions in the instilment, since it

was the first mass administration of the instrument and 3
preliminary evaluation of the instrument'F, intellizibility was

desired.

:3 0
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Pittsburgh Site

V. METHOD

Sampling Plan

At the time the attitude survey was colleted, the public school
system of the City of Pittsburgh had 13 hikh schooli under its
jurisdiction, with a total enrollment of over 23,000 students. These
schooli could be divided along a rough racial predominance dimen-
sion into three groups: (a) predominantly white (25 percent or
fewer minority group students) ; (2) predominantly black (25
percent or fewerwhite students) ; and (c) middle range, or racially
mixed (schools whose proportion 7of minority students ranged
between 26,and 74 Percent). Each of these schools could be further
divided along a socioeconomic dimension based primarily on the
general characteristics of the neighhorhoods which supplied stu-
dents to the schools (See table 1.). For want of a reasonable set
of terms t;) describe the socioeconomie discrimination,.we have
divided the schools into tWo groups and have herein termed them
as upper socioeconomic status (SES) and lower sodoeconomic
status (SES). Table 1 gives the racial and socioeconomic break-
down of these 13' high schools. The percentage of Minority group
Student in each,: school is given in parentheses beside each school.
While the racia breakdown was based on actual data supplied by
the Pittsburgh --oard of Education, the socioeconomic categoriza:
tion is based on consensus judgments of the project staff.

Table 1.Racial and socioeconomic predominance of Pittsburp
city high schools 7

Socioeconomic Psredominantly
status (SES)_ black schools

Racially mixed
schools

Predominantly
white schools

11-pper SES lSchenley (80%) Peabody (30%)
Lower SES __ =Westinghouse (99%) Gladstone (56%)

=Fifth Avenue (99%) Oliver (36%)
=Perry (33%)
Allegheny (37%)

Allderdice (9%)
South Hills (17%)
Carrick (6%)
South (13%)

2 Langley (17%)

1 Ntynerical ectries rem resent percentage of minority group students as of acadarnic school
year September 1972-73.

2 Schools that participated in survey.

-In attempting to draw a sample of students which best reflected
the racial and socioeconomic distribution of students in -the Pitts-
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burgh area, six high schools were selected to participate in the
study. These schools were: Schen ley, Peabody, Allderdice, West-
inghouse, Perry, and Langley. Since many nursing students have
Catholic parochial high' school backgrounds, it would have been
desirable to_include a representative sample of these students in
the Pittsburgh survey to see if their knowledge and perceptions
of nursing differed from students in public high schools. Three
Catholic high schools were contacted and asked to participate in
the study. Although each of these schools expressed an interest
in the study, they refused to participate, indicating that due to
severe financial problems, the survey would place an extreme
'burden on their time and resources. The fact that several Catholic
high schools were soon thereafter forced to close, sending their
students to public. schools the year following the survey, was evi-
dence of the severity of their problem.

After obtaining general approval from the Pittsburg Board of
Educatfon to conduct the survey, a letter was sent to the principal
of each school selected to participate, explaining the general pur-
pose of 'the survey and asking permission to include their school

in the study. Of the six schools originally selected, three (Schenley,.
Peabody, and Allderdice) were unable to participate because of
administrative conflicts or because' their senior students were par-
ticipating in other outside research projects. Those schools which
finally agreed to participate are presented in table 2, which gives

Table 2.Distribution of students ,surveyed in Pittsburgh
by school, race, and sex

Schools
Male

Black White School

Female Total Male Female Total total

Langley 9 17 26 98 96 194 220

Perry 22 33 55 70 77 147 202

Westinghouse 98 72 170

Fifth Avenue 23 30 53

High school totals ____ 152 ' 152 304 168 173 341 1645

1 Fourteen students wha (lid not indicate race and/or sex on their survey forms were omitted

from Rrami total and 8ubsequent analyse's.

.the racial and sex breakdown of each participating school. It
should be pointed out here that, because several of the schools -

.'that.were initially_chosen were unable to participate in the survey,
Nve.were.unable ,to preserve the, desired socioeconomic distribution.
Student participating in the survey were, however, about equally
distribut,ed over race (341 white and 304 black students) and sex
(320 males and 325 females).

;
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To get some idea of Students' emerging perceptions of nursing
and the nursing field, a sample of ninth grade students was in-
cluded as part of the data-collecting-activities in the Pittsburgh
area. These students were drawn from. Herron Hill Junior High
_School, which is located in a predominantly black Pittsburgh area
neighborhood. The results for this group are not included in this
report but majr be 'found in the expanded project report previously
referenced.

Tallahassee Site
At the time the survey was conducted, Leon County, of which

-Tallahassee is the county seat, had three senior high schools with
a total aPproximate enrollment of 6,083 high schaol students, 66
percent of whom ,were white and 44 percent black. Students sam-
pled in Leon County..included all seniors who attended class and
were available for survey at each of the three high schools on the
day the survey was administered. Table 3 gives a breakdown of
student respondents by school, race, and sex.

Table 3.Distribution of students surveyed in Tallahassee
by school, race, and, sex

Black White SchoolSchools
Male Female Total Male Female Total total

Godby 25 32 57 64 77 141 198
Leon ...31 46 77 . pa 80 184 261
Rickards 38 52 90 . 27 38 65 155
Total (all schools) 94" 130 224 195 195 390 614

Although the Tallahassee area was chosen to provide a sample
of rural black and white students from economically disadvantaged
backgrounds, several problems were encountered in delineating
these groups .in Tallahassee. To appreciee this problem more
fully, it is helpful to review sampling procedures in the other sites.
In Pittsburg, for example, the target population for the survey was
the urbanized black student. Since all students in the schools sur-
veyed came from urban backgrounds, it was only necessary to
isolate the respondents' race to identify the sample group. A simi-
lar situation prevailed in Arizona in identifying the MexiCan
.American., and American Indian target groups.

In Tallahassee, however, the target population, poor whites and
rural blacks, was less easily discernible. According to 1970 census
figures, 103,047 people lived in Leon County. Approximately 70 per-

.- cent lived inside the city limits of Tallahassee, and of the remain-
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ing 30 percent, moSt lived in areas (directfiy adjacent to the city-
limits in- residences which could mostly be described as suburban.
This breakdown makes it extremely difficult to classify students
in the Tallahassee area as "rural." From za economic standpoint,
the tot,a.1 ciwilian labor force: breakdown, ac2cording to the Florida
Departhient of Commerce, was aipprmitimately 48,600 in 1970, with
only 600 people .c!'.;assified, as unemployed_

Since no wa- was aVailable of having etudents self-designate
themselves intc :he categories rural and r economically dis-
advantaged tha-: would not, hay& comtazninad the overall survey
results, we hav,-3( not attempted 7,0 chan-acten--7-;:e the Door and rural
black tzsrget groups in analyzMg these data.

Arizona Site

At the time (of the survey, the Fholenix Union High School, Sys-
tem had 10 hfigh schools located f'f, the n7a square mile area of
Metropolitan Phoenix... Since th imary target populations in
Arizona -were American Indians ..Erdi Mexican Americans, the 10
high schools were ranked according to the percentage(9f Mexican
American (Chiicano) students i mch, using figures supplied by
the Phoenix Union High School Syrstem (Annual Reoort %of the
Phoenix Thiion High School .Symnri, 1971-72).. Three schools
'which containei the largest pencerf:age of Chiicano students in the
area (were selected: Phoenix lEgin Scihool, with 52 percent

- Chicano population; Carl 1.147.1imiEhgli School, witai a 39 percent
Chicano population; and South 1 comuwwin High School,. with a 29
percent Chicano population. rim -dtheir aggregate, these schools ac-
counted for approximately 4fIg rdecican American seniors during.

, the school year L971-72, with projjectionsfor "he school year 1973
74, the year in which the srarvey as :Conducte.d, in excess of 400.
Since the percentage of Indium students in-theArizona pmblic school
system was negligible, IndiUn respondents Were;drawn from the
Bureau a Indian Affairs (W1.0 and reservation school's...Four
schoole, the two BIA schOols (oneof which was Located lin Phoenix)
and two .public schools located an the Indian reservations, were
Chosento obtain_Indian respondents.

Eac-ni school was contacted, and nf the ...seven, six agreed to par-
ticipate th the survey. South Monntain High School -was unable
to parcipate, because it ihadi recently conwerted to a quarter sys-
tem and was in the process of student registration at the time of
the survey; in:the opinion of the school principal, it couild not bear
the burden of additional ,disrigations durimg that time. A total, of



920 students were surveyed at the Ariz Ona site. Of that number,
46, or approximately 5 percent, were eliminated from seVeral of
the analyses because they did not complete the survey.; Also, 76
black respondents representing approximately 8 percent of the
total sample population were eliminated -since they did not consti,
tute a major target group in the area and including them would

-haVe considerably complicated' the inter-race coMparisons. Given
the above oniissions, a total of 798 Students were included in the
final analysis of .'data for Arizona. Table 4 gives a breakdown by
race and sex of these 798 students.

Survey. Administration Procedures
The survey instruments were administered in two types of set-

tings: mass or ificiiiiidual classrooms. When mass administration
procedures were nsed, the survey was conducted in either the
school auditorium or school cafeteria. During these administra-
tions, the teachers. usually responsible for the students during
those class periods served as monitors.

In Most instances Several counse1ors2assisted in the monitoring
of Mass administration sessions. Since English and social studies
were mandatory spbjects for all seniors, the survey was admin-
istered to each senior English or senior social studies Class when '

/ individual classroom .administration procedures were 'used,, thus
Making it possible to Survey most:senior students. Sufficient staff
was available so that at least two monitors were in each clasi .
in 'addition to the project staff member: No problems were en-
Countered in either mass Or individual classroom data-gathering
setting. Students were generally, receptive and in some. cases -

asked questiong: about the design, content, or uSe of :te survey
after data had been collected.
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Schools

Table itDistribution of
students,rveyed in Arizona by school, race, and sex

Indian Chicano White
School

Male Female Total Male Female Total Mile F male Total
totals

c),) Many. Farms
14

Tuba City

phinle

Phoenix Indian

Carl Hayden

Phoenix Union'

t

Total Jail schools)

52, 76 128 ___ W.I. .." 1 1 \ 129

IP 40 80 -.Ma 1 14 95

47 53 100 "- ..... 11 . , 111

40 19 89 .... . ..." ,..., ... \89

4 1 5 81 63 114 72 87 159 308

2 1 3 29 28 57 1 5 6 66

185 220 405 110 92 202 91, 100 191 798 ,
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VI: RESULTS

Job Desirability
The.four occupations included in the survey in addition to reg-

istered nurse were chosen with the expectation that their rank-
ordering from highest to lowest on most scales would be: medical
doctor, high school teacher, registered nurse, iecretary,.and laun-
dry worker. The five scale positions in the semantic differential
were converted to numerical scale points, with 51 being assigned
to the most favorable end when the concept "favorable" applied
(i.e., all scales except the sex-relatedness, education, Self-supervi-
sion, and work difficulty subscales, where the "women's work,"
"lot of education," "chance to supervise self," and "easy work"
ends were assigned-the value 5). Using these numerical weights,
mean scale points were computed for the six occupations.. for
sex/race groups (i.e., black mpAes, black females, white males,
white females, Chicano males, Chicano females, Indian males and
Indian females), as well as total race groups and total sex groups.
These mean ratings are presented in tables 5 through 40 for each
subgroup mentioned above.'

It should be .nOted that several response patterns might result
in a score in the middle of the scale (e.g., an equal number of
extremely high and extremely low ratings or a high frequency of
neutral scores would both result in' an average around 3.0) ; how:.
ever, only a fixed pattern of responding (i.e., almost all students
checking either 1.0 or 5.0) ;would result in mean scores which
ariproach 1.0 or 5.0. Thus, for each semantic subscale (i.e., financial
reward, personal reward, education, etc.) a one-way analysis of
vari Ince was performed between the mean ratings of RN for
b1ac1 males, black females, white males, white females to de-

if among these four subgroups" means there was, any
sign ficant difference. Where the overall F-ratio was found to be
sign ficant at or beyond the .01 level of significance, a Duncan's
Mul iple Range Test was performed (alpha set at .01) to identify
tho e race/sex means (i.e., black males, black females, white males,
white females) which differed significantly from each other. A
one-way analysis of variance was also used to "examine racial (i.e.,
black vs..white) and sexual (male vs. female) differences in the
mean ratings of RN.

Tables in this chapter are Presented at end of chapter, besrinning on page..80.
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To determine whether there were significant differences between
how students rated RN and their own desired ocupations, stu-
dentized t-tests for correlated observations (Winer, 1962) were
performed between the mean ratings of RN and WN for black
males, black females, white males, white females, tôtal race (e.g.,
black vs. white), and total sex (males vs. fema es) subgroups.
This latter procedure made it possible to determi e whether stu-
dents rated their own desired occupations differ ntly from RN
and, if,so, in what direction i.e., significantly aboie or below RN
on any particular subscale). The results of these analytic pro-
cedures are presented below under the appropriate subscale head-
ings. Differences between individual schools, a co cern secondary
to race and sex variations, are excluded fom thi main report to
avoid unnecessarily, complicated reporting. Betwieen-school differ-
ences, when observed, were minor and most probably were due to_

di&rences in the racial composition of schools

Financial Reward r
/.

,

The financial reward subscale was anchZred with the expr ssions
"financially rewarding" (5.0) and "fina/cially unrewarding" (1.0).
Tables 5, 6, and 7 giire the mean ta get ratings on *financial
reward .subscale. For senior students, the mean occupation ratings,
ranged from a low of 1.4 for laundry worker (Tallahassee) -to a
high of 4.7 (Tallahassee) for medical doctor, indiating. that the
respondents used most of the scale (and at least/at one site, used
approximately 86 percent of .it) to assign occdPathinal ratings.

Students did not rate the occupations in the/order that they were
expected to be ranked -(i.e., laundry worker', seeretary,- registered
nurse, high school teacher, medical doctor). That they consistently
rated laundry worker as the least financially rewarding occupa-
tion, followed by high, school teacher,' secretary, registered nurse,-
and medical doctor, not only shows that students seriously engaged
the semantic differential task, but also that they made clear dis-
criminations betwen the various occupations on this particular
subscale. Four of the six occtiPations, however, were rated above
the neutral (3.0) point.. ,'

In Pittsburgh, the mean RN ratings by black males (3.6), black
females (3.8), white males (3.6), and white females (4.1) were
siknificantly 'different/ from each other (F=5.534; df=3/641,
p<.001): The Duncan's Multiple Range applied- to:these four
race/ex subgroup/ means yielded two homogeneous subsets of,,--,

means (i.e., two/distinct subsets of means where, within subsets,''
Means did not/differ significantly but where means between sub-. ,

_
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sets did) formed by black malesr white males and black females
in one subset and white females in the other. The mean rating

I of RN by white females (i.e., 4.1) was the highest of the four
1 race/sex subgroups, showing that white females regarded the RN

as more financially rewarding than did the other subgroups.
Although the RN means by blacks (3.7) and whites (3.9) ap-

proached but did not reach the established level of significance,
the means for males (3.6) and females (3.9) did (F=10.497,
df=1/644, p<.01). It appears, however, that the observed sex
difference resulted from the high rating of RN by white females.

To detemine whether students -rated their own desired occupa-
tions significantly different from RN on the financial reward sub-
scale, t-tests were performed between the mean ratings of RN and
the mean ratings found fdr their own desired occupations and
these results are prdsented in the last columns of tables 5 through
7. The direction of difference is indicated by the sign associated
with the mean difference, where a plus ( + ) would have indicated
the mean rating of RN -was higher than OWN on the scale and a
minus .( ) indicates the mean rating of RN was lower than OWN
on the scale. All mean differences were negative (i.e'., RN was
perceived to be less financially rewarding:than OWN) and, with
the exception of white females, all were significant beyond the .01,
level. With the.exception of 'white female's,- Students thought that
their own desired occupations would be substantially more finan-
.cially rewarding than registered nursing.

In Tallahassee, the mean ratings of RN for the four race/sex
subgroups were: 3.3 for white males, 3.7 for white females; 4.0
for black males and black females. The overall difference between
these four subgroup means was significant (F=115.112, df =3/614,
P<.001) where the mean rating by white male 1Was significantly
lower than the mean rating by white females 6 both of these
were significantly lower than means by black in les and black
females, whose mean ratings viie-re not significant y 'fferent from
each other.

, The mean difference between the ratings of RN and own de-
sired:occupation on the financial reward subscali were all negati\ve
and significant, indiCating that all 'subgroups considered their

"- own desired occupations to be significantly more financially reward-
ing than registered nursing. /

To determine whether students in ,Tallahassee rated- the RN
differently on the financial reward subscale than students in Pitts-
burgh, one-way analyses of variance were performed between white
students, black students, and sex groups in each site. White stu-
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dents in Tallahassee rated the_RN significantly lower on the finan-'
cial reward subscale (3.5) than white students in Pittsburgh (3.9) ;
however, black students in Tallahassee rated the RN significantly
higher than black students in Pittsburgh (4.0 vs. 3.7). Both of
these mean differenceS were found to be significant beyond the
.01 level of, confidence. No significant differences were found be-
tween the mean Nings by males and females' between the two
sites.

In Arizona, mean RN 'ratings ranged between 3.5 for. both
Chicano males and white males to 4.1 for Indian females. The over-
all differefice between these six subgroup means 'was significant
(F=8.130, df 5/800, p<.001) where three homogeneous, overlap-.'
ping subsets ot means were formed by: (a) Chicano males (3.5),
white males (3.5) in the first subset; (b) .Indian males (3.7),
Chicano females (3.8) ,and white females (3.9) in the second
subset; arid () Indian females (4.1) in the third subset.

Chicanosqated the RN significantly lower than did the Inaians,
but the mean 13r white students, which fell between, the two, was
not significantly different from either. Despite the significant
differenceAeti*n race Subgroups, differences between sex groups
were more substantial :.riales rated RN's significantly lower than
females (F=26.670, df =1/803, p<.001).

The mean ratings of Arizona students' own desired occupations.
were high, but not as high as those .for the medical doctor. The-
difference between the7rneans of RN and own desired occupation
were negative (i.e., financial reWards of .RN Were considered Tess
than OWN) for all subgroups except Indian-females. Froin table 7
it is clear that Arizona males thought that the financial rewards
of nursing were siigniiiantly less than those of their own desired-
occupations.while Ariz:one females did not

Summary.No overall significant differences obtained between
sites; stUdents in Pittsburgh (3.8), Tallahassee (3.7), and Phoenix,
(3.8) :rated the RN about the same with respect to finandal re-
ward. Sex emerged as the strongeSt. factor, which differentiated
the perception of financial rewafaS associated with nursing. Across
all sites, males (3.6) rated the RN lower than females (3.9).

Amount of EducatiOn .

Subscale was anchored with the bipolar expressions "lot
of education needed" and "little education needed," 'where "little
education" was arbitrarily set at 1.0. -Mean scale ratings for each
occupation are provided in tables 8, 9, .and 10 ftw all sites, and

. .
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for all appropriate sex and race- subgroups, as well as mean
ratings for the total group. The lowest mean rating given to an
occupation by any senior subgroup was 1.2 for laundry worker,
and the highest was 4.9 for the medical doctor. Thus students
used about 90 percent of the total scale to distribute their mean

yratings (althoug the Tallahassee and Arizona . students were
,somewhat more onstricted in their use of the scale). Means for
the total group shOw that the laundry worker was perceived as
requiring the least amount of formal education and the medical
doctor was perceived as requiring the most. With the exception of
laundry worker, and high school teacher in Tallahassee and
Arizona, all occupations had mean ratings above 3.0, with secre-
tary being rated above laundry worker, RN above sec tary, and
medical doctor above secretary. Students, by and large made .clear

, distinctions between occupations With regard to the amount of
education required to achieve each. Ratings for own desired occu-.
pation were less than the RN for all subgroups.

The ratings for own desired occupation generally ran hither
than those for see-retary, indicating -that most of the students (par-
ticularly the males) expected some posigh school edimation..In
Pittsburgh, the ratings ran close enoutthi to high school teacher
to deduce that- thethr aspi 'ations were leading them toward a col-
lege educatier In :the ot er two sites, Ir.w.ever, the ratings of the
education reqgnired for 1-kgh school teacher were- so 'unrealistically
low as to makr-- a similar analysis impossible.

,Irl, Pittsbuh., a one-way analysis .of variance performed he-
tw'freen the mean ratings of RN by black males (4.2), black females
(4.4), white males (4.2), and white females (46) was significant
(F=6.813, df --- 3/641, p<.001), and a Duncafi'S Multiple Range i

Test showed that the mean ratings of RN by white males (4.2)
and black males (4.2) were_ not significantly different from each
other, but both were significantly different (p<.01) from the mean,
rating by white females (4.6). The mean rating:- by black females
(4.4), the third homogeneous subgroup; was significantly higher
than'the mean ratings by black males and white males but Sig-
nificantly below the 4.6 rating found for white females. No signffi-
cant race.differences onr.this subscale were found. Females,/ how-
ever, perceived- RN to be significantly more difficult to achieve
educationally than did males (F-10.684,- df =1/643, p<.01).

The last column 9f table 8 provides differences between the
mean ratings of RN and own desired occupation. Again; a positive
on the difference score indicates that thte mean rating/Of RN was
above that of OWN and is interpreted to, mean that,Students per-

/
/
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ceived RN as requiring More education than their on desired
occupations. The difference§ for black males and white males were
not significant; however, similar values for black females and
white.females were. Thus males, as a group, did not perceive RN
as bemg any more difficult to achieve educationally than their own
desired occupations, while females as a group did.

In Tallahassee (table 9), education subscale means for' the RN
in each subgroup were high (above 4.0). Ratings of RN on this
subscale by black males (4.0), black females (4.4), white males
(4.2), and white females (4.4) were not significantly different
from each other at the .01 level of confidence. One-waY analyses
of variance were performed to determine whether overall raCe or
sex differences prevailed. No significant differences were found be-
tween the mean rating of RN by black or white students; the
mean by males, however, was significmatly lower/than the mean
by females (F-10.u84,, df =1/614 ,P<.301)-

The dffemnce between mean ratin of RN and own desired
careers revealed_ no significant differences in the way males of
either:race:group rated their own desired occupations relative to
RN;:however, both bl ck arid white females rated their own occu,
pations as'..rEsmiving's gnificantly less eiturcation than 'an RN career.

No racial. or sexijal differenc-es obtained betWeen the mean
ratings of_ /UN by stjidents in Tallahassee and Pittsburgh on the
eduratim-usubscale. I Arlzona, some variation v,T.s found between
race and sex .s:abg oup RN means. Indian males ranked RN's
lower (4.0) than a y other subgrouP, followed by Indian females- ,.
(4.2), ChiCano m es (4.2), white males (4.2), Chicane females
(4.4), and white females (4.6). Tho overall difference between
these six race/sex, subgroup . means was significant (F=904,
df =5/790, p<.,1) as were the differences betWeen race group
RN means (cembiried across sexes) significant `(F =17.054,
df 1/790, p<.001) .

Stgdent subgroups thought their bwn desired occupatiOns would
be less educati5mally" demanding than that .of an RN. With the
exception of total males, Indian males, and Chicano males, all other
mean differences Were significant at or beyond the .01 level of
confidence.

While no significarrffference obtained between the Mean
ratings of RN on this cale by white students in Arizona and
white students.in Pittsburgh, the overall difference between RN
means by Indiana, blacks, Chicanos, and whites was significant
(F=4.874, df =372053, p<.001), Where India-I-is rated the RN -as .



requiring significantly less education than any other ethnic sub-
igroup.

Personal Reward
The personal reward subscale was anchored with the expres-

sions "personally rewarding" (5.0) and "personally-unrewarding"
(1.0). The mean ratings for all occupations at all sites are pre-
sented in tables 11, 12, and 13. Mean Tatings ranged between 1.3
as the lowest to 4.8 as the highest, with these two extreme scores
isaccounting for approximately 87.5 percent of the total scale. As
found in previous subscales, the laundry worker was perceived by
the total group as the least personally- rewarding occupation and
the medical doctor the most personally rewarding of the five target
occupations. -

In Pittsburgh, the mean ratings of RN for the four race/sex
subgroups, from the -lowest to the highest, were 4.0 (black males),
4.1 (white males), 4.1 (black females), and 4.6 (white females).
The difference between these means -was "significant (F=11.834,
df =3/641, p<.01), and the Multiple Range Test showed that

\\black males, white males, and blacklemales formed_a homogeneous
subset whose means were not significantly different from each

but all means within this subset-were significantly different
froln\ the similar rating by white females. Altlibugh white fe-
males\perceived registered nursing- to be significantly more per-
sonally \rewarding than did all other groups, the other groups did
perceive nursing to be highly personally rewarding.

The mean \ratings of own desired occupation were significantly
higher than similar ratings of RN by black males, black females,
and white males, but not for white females. As observed in the
above results, while black and white male stddents rated RN sig-
nificantly below their own occupations with regamls to personal
rewards, white fernaleq perceived no difference between the per-
sonal rewards of nursing and their own desired occupations.

In Tallahassee, the mean ratings for RN between the four race
and sex subgroups showed\the same trend as in Pittsburgh: 3.9
by black males ; 4.0 by blackemales; 4.1 by white males; and 4.5
by whitelemales. The one-way\analysis of variance between these
four subgroup means was siFificant (F=13.967, df=3/613,
p<.0.01), and the Duncan's Multiple Range Test revealed that the
means generated by black males, black females, and white males
were not significantly different from\each other but were signifi-

-cantly different from the mean rating b white females.
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The ratings of own desired occupation wera:higher plait .sinillar
ratings. for RN for all subgroups. The discrepancies itweer., the
mean ratings of RN and.:students' own -desired occuipati ns m-ere,
with the exception of blacik males, significant at or beTon th-,.. .01
level, indicating a perception that their own desinKI occi. sation
was more personally rewarding than RN.

No:significant differences were found between racial or se
subgroups in Tallahassee and Pittsburgh in the ratings of.RN v
reSpect to personal reward. In,Arizona, the RN was rated as th

/Second most personally rewarding occUpation by each race/sex
subgroup, with the overall difference between these six subgrov
means being statistically significant (F=13.554, df 5/70g,
p<.001). There.was some overlap between race and sex Subgroups'
ratings of RN. Indian males and females. rated RN significantly
lower than did white males, Chicano- females, and. white females.
Between 'ethnic groups, Indians perceived RN significantly lower
than did Chicanos or whites, and the difference between the latter
two race grouP means wasnot significant. Males (4.0) rated. RN
significantly lower than 'females (4.2).

-The differences between the 'ratings of RINI, and own desired
occupation Were Significant for' indian males, Chicano males, total
Indians, and total males but not significant for any of...the. other
subgrouns: No Significant differences were 'found between the
mean ratings of RN for Whites. in Pittsburgh aild whites in
Arizona.

v

ual

Occupational Status

The bipolar expressions "low status occupation" (1.0) and "high
stattis occupation" (5.0) were used to identify the occupational
status subsscale. Mean target ratings were found for each subgroup
by, the procedures outlined previously \ark? are presented..in tables
14, 15, and 16. Occupatgrn means ranged betwaen-1.3 as the lowest
(laundry worker) and 4.8 ast the highest (medial doctor), Audi-
eating that students used approximatelly 87:5' percent of the total
sCale to distribute mean occupational ratings. As was expected,
students consisthntly rated laundry 1,vrker as the lowest status
occupation and- medical doctor as the/highest, making clear dis-
tinctions between occupations-with regards to (occupational status:

A Pittsburgh, an analysis of variance performed between ,the'
mean ratings of the RN by black males' (3.9) , black females (4:1),
white males (3.6), and white females (4.2) was significant
(F=10:635, df =3/641, "p<.001). Groups having Mean 'ratings
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that were significantly different from each other were found using
a Duntan's Multiple Range procedure (alpha=.01). These were
white males (3.6), black males (3.9), and white females (4.2) . The
mean rating by black females (4.1) was significantly different from
white males, but not significantly different from the mean ratings
of black males or whije finaIes.

In coMparing RNJtO tkeir own desired occupations, both black
males and white les r ted RN significantly below their own
desired occupation whil the ratings by both female groups did
not show differenca een their own desired field and RN that
Were statistically significant.

In Tallahassee, white males rated RN lowest (3.6), followed by
black males (3.9), black females (4.0), and white females (4.0);
The overall difference between these four race/sex subgroup means
was significant (F=6.413, df =3/613, p<.001), and the Duncan's
procedure showed that the mean RN rating by white males (3.6)
was significantly lower than any of. the other three subgroup
means, while no significant differences were fotMd between these
other three race/sex subgroups.
Y All subgroups rated their own desired occupations higher than
RN. These differences, with the -exception of blatek 'females, were
all significant (p<..01).

Ananlyses befurvel 1,',tudents in Pittsburgh and Tallahassee indi-
cated no significam racial or sexual differences in the ratings of
RN, on 'the occupational status subscales. In Arizona, a signifi-
cant overall difference obtained between the mean ratings of RN
by the six .race/sex subgroups (F=9.354, df =5/798, p<.001).
Three homogeneous, non-overlapping subgroups were formed
where the mean of (a) Indian males (3.6) was significantly lower
than the -means of (b) white males (3.8), Indian females- (3.8),
and Chicano males. (3.9), and these were significantly lower than
those of -the (c) Chicano females (4.2) and white females (4.2).

_Students generally rated their town desired occupations slightly
higher than RN, but only the difference for total males was
significant.

In comparing the mean ratings of RN on the occupatiOnal status
subscale, no significant differences were fotind between the stu-
dents in Pittsburgh, Arizona, or Tallahassee.

Sex-Relatedness
The sex-relatedness subscale was kbitrarily anchored with the

expressions "typically a woman's occupation" at _the high (5.0)
end and "typically a man's occupation" at the low 1.0) end. Tables
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17, 18, and 19 provide the mean occupational ratings for each
subgroup at each site. Students used a more restricted-range-of
response on this scale than they did on the other scales. With sub-
group mean scores ranging from 1.9 to 4.5, only 65 percent of the
scale Was used. The secretary and the RN were considered to be
highly female-related, while he medical doctor was perceived to
be highly male-related, a resu consistent across all subgroups and
all sites. Two occupations, i.e., the laundry worker and the high
school teacher, were consistently rated neutral with regards to
sex-relatedness. RN was perceived by all students as very female-
related, and, only slightly less so than secretary.

_ No significant racial or sexual differences were found among the
mean ratings of RN in Pittsburgh or Tallahassee, while the differ-
ences between the mean ratings of RN and own desired occupation
were significant for each subgroup. In Arizona, however, Indians
(3.9) thought RN significantly less female-related than Chicanos
(4.1) who, in -turn, thought the'RN significantly less female-related,
than did whites (4.4), wbile no significant differences obtained
between the mean ratings of males (4.0) and-females (4.1):

All differences between the means of RN and own desired occu-
pation were positive, however, indicating that Arizona students,
like Pittsburgh and Tallahassee students, and regardless of race
or sex, thought of their own occupations as less female-related
than RN. These differences were significant for all subgroups at or
beyond the .01 level of confidence.

-Work Enjoyableness
/ The mean occupation ratings in the work enjoyableness sub-

scale, which contained the bipolar expressions "enjoYable work"
on the high extreme (5.0) and "boring work" on the low extreme
(1.0), are presented in tables 20, 21, and 22, along with the differ-
ence between the means 'of RN and own desired occupation. For /
the various subgroups across sites, these ratings were found to be
as low as-1.4 and as high as 4.6, representing 80 percent of the
range of the scale. The laundry worker was consistently, desig-
nated as the least enjoyable occupation, and the medical doctor
the most enjoyable. In most cases students agreed on the rank-
order of occupations, where 'RN ranked as the second- most en-
joyable occupation and the high school teacher was third.

In Pittsburgh, the mean ratings of RN for the race/sex sub-
groups were significantly different (F=7.856, df =3/641, p(.01).
A Duncan's Multiple Range showed that white females (4.1) rated
RN significantly higher than black males- (3.6), black females
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(3.8), and_ white males (3.9). Differences between these latter
three subgroup means were not significant. 1

1The mean rating of RN was lower (i.e., less 'enjoyable) than/-
similar ratings found for own desired oceupati n, and the differ-t
ences between these two sets of means were all highly significant.

In Tallahassee, between the four race/sex subgroups, the RN
received ratings of 3.5 by white males, 3.6 by black males, 3.8 by
bitiek females, and 4.1 by white females. Overall, the difference .*.

between these four subgroup means was significant (F=11.432,
df =3/613. p<.001), where the fonr race/sex subgroup means
were patterned in the following manner: white males (3.6) was
significantly lower than the similar rating by black females (S.8) ;
black females was significantly lower than the RN' mean by white
females (4.1) ; arid black males"? (3.6) was significantly different
from white females but not significantly differentr from white
males or black females. Combining sexes, the difference between
the means by blacks (3.7) and whites (3.8) was not significant;
'in combining races, however, the similar rating by males (3.6)
was. significantly lower than the rating by females ,(4.0). In effect,
all student subgroups perceived their own desired occupations as
being significantly more enjoyable than the work associated with
nursing. .

One-way analyses of variance were performed between race and
sex groups in Tallahassee and Pittsburgh. No significant differ-
ences were found between these survey site groups. ,

In Arizona, some variatioh exiSted between the race/seX sub-
group ratings of RN where the overall difference was significant
(F=5.940, df 5/798; p(.001). The. means of Indian males and
white males were not significantly different from each other, but
both were Ognificaritly different from similar ratings by white
females, Chieano males, Indian femes, and Chicano females. The
latter four subgroup means also wee not significantly different

/ from each other. \
Students regardless of race or sex 'thought their own esired

'occupations would be significantly more enjoyable than RN careers'.
No significant differences obtained between the mean ratings of

.0,white students in Pittsburgh and white students in Arizona.

Occupational Challenge
The bipolar eXpressions "challenging" (5.0) and "unchallenging"

(1.0) were 'used to define this subscale, and the mean subgroup
ratings presented in tables 23, 24, and 25 ranged between 1.4 and
4.8, indicating that students used about 85 percent of the total
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scale tO rate the 'occupations: The medical dOctor was rated as the
most challenging occupation, while the laundry wOrker, as ex-
pected, received the lowest mean rating. The RN, rated as the
second most challenging of the five occupations, received relatively
high subgroup scoresi

cnIn Pittsburgh, the four race/sex subgroup means were signifi-
cantly different (F=4.046, df =3/641 p<.01), with the Multiple
Range procedure yielding two homog neously different subsets of
groups consisting of black males an white males in one subset
whose means were not significantly ,diFferent from each other but
were significantly different from white females' mean RN ratings,
the second subset. The mean laN Elating by black females was be-
tween.these two subsets of groups and not significantly different
from either.'

Differences between RN and OWN were negative and significant
for males; only, indicating that RN was considered to be less,chal7
lenging t4an students' own desired occupations for that sex group.

In Tallahassee, the one-way analysis of variance performed
between the mean ratings of RN for black males (4.2), black fe-
males (4.2), white.males (4.0), and white fethales (4.4) Was net
significant. Students of both race and sex subgroups regarded the
RN as a highly challenging occupatiOn second only to the medidal
doctor.

Some interesting racial differences were observed between the
ratings of students' own desired occupations and similar ratings
for RN. Neither the mean found for black males (4.5) nor black

males, (4.2) for own desired occupation's was signifidantly differ-
en from similar ratings of RN. Mean own desired occupational
rati gs by white males and white females both were significantly
diff ent from similar ratings given to RN, however.

T e comparative analysis performed between students in Talla-
hass e and students in Pittsburgh indicated no significant racial
or s4ual differences in the mean ratings of RN by student sub-
groups.

In Arizona, considerable variatiop was observed between mean
RN 'ratings by Sex grouPs within each race 'where Indian mares,
with a mean cif,,3,5f had the lowest rating, and white females, with
a *an of 4.5, had the highest. The overall difference was signifi-
cant (F=11.613, df=5/798, p<.001) with soine overlap between
shbgroups. Indian males rated the RN significantly lower. than
white females; Indian females rated the RN significantly higher-
than Indian males but significantly lOwer than White females/; the
mean rating Of RN by Chicano females was significantly higher
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than Indian males and Indian feniales'but,significantly lower than
the mean rating by white females. White males .and Chicano males
rated the RN significantly higher than did Indian males and sig-
nificantly lower, than white females but not significantly different
from the ratings of Indian females or *Chicano females. Clearly,.
both race and sex influenced students' perceptionS of the amount
of challenge associated With nurSing Careers; Indian males and
Indian females rated it as significantly less challenging than did
Chicano females or whife females.

In domparing ratings of AN with own desired occupation on
iis subscale, only male and Indian categories had statistically

signifikant ratings. No significant difference was found between
the metht 1331 ratings cif white students in Arizona (4.3) and white
students in Pittsburgh (4.'2).

Advancement Opportunities
This subscale was anchored on the. extremes with the bipolar

expressions "many opportunities for advancement"--set at 5.0 and
"few oPportunities for .advancement" set at 1.0. The ratings for
each occupation obtained from this subscale are contained in tables
26, 27, and 28. Subgroup means for the occupations were as low
as 1.3 and as high as 4.7, representing usage of about 85 percent
of the total scale. Laundry worker received the lowest ratings,
and medical doctor received the highest among all, sbgrOups. The
RN received Moderately high ratings on this scale, being the second
highest rated occupation in Tallahassee and Arizona.

In Pittsburgh, the four individual race/sex subgroups had sta-
tistically significant disparity in their Means, with- \white males
rating RN least rewarding (3.4), followed by black males (3.6),
black females (3.9), and white females (3.9) (F=6.255,
df = 3/641, p(.001). Two homogeneous subsets were. found, con-
sisting of white males as one subset whose mean was significantly
different from black females, and white females, the second subset.
The mean rating of RN by black males was not significantly differ-
ent from the means in either of the two subsets.

As would be expected from the above, the mean rating of RN
by blacks (3.7) was, not -Significantly different from the similar
rating by whites (3.6), but the rating for males (3.5) was sig-
nificantly lower than the 3.9 rating for females (F=13.343,
df =1/644, p<.01). With the exception of white females, all other
subgroups rated their own desired occupations significantly higher
than RN on this particular-subscale.

In Tallahassee, the overall difference between the mean ratings



of RN on this subscale by black males (3.8), black feinales (4.0),
white males (3.6), and white females (3.7) was not significant.
With the exception of black/females, whose ratings of RN (4.0)
and own desired occupation (4.1) were not significantly different,
each subgroup mean for own desired occupation was significantly
higher than similar RN ratings.

The analytic procedures utilized to determine whether students
in Tallahassee rated RN's significantly different on the advance-
ment opportunity subscales from their counterparts in Pittsburgh
revealed no significant differences between ratings of any student
subgroup in "either site.

In Arizona, the mean RN 'ratings between the race 'sex sub-
groups were 3.7 for Indian males and Indian females, 3.9 for
Chicano males, 4.1 for Chicano females, 3:6 for white males, and
3.8 for white females. Four homogeneously different subsets of
means were found with the mean by, (a) Indian males, as the
lowest, significantly lower than the mean by (b) Indian females,
which was 'significantly lower than the mean by (c) Chicano
females, which was significantly lower than the mean by (A) white
females. Neither the RN mean by white males nor that of Chicano
males Was significantly different froth that by Indian females
(homogeneons subset two) or ChiCano females (homogeneous sub-
set three).

Generally, students thought their own careers wouid offer More
advancen-int opportunities than RN careers. The differences be-,
tween the mean ratings:of RN and OWN were significant for each
subgroup except Indian males, Indian females, Chicano females;
white females, and total Chicanos.

The mean RN rating by white students in Arizona (3.7) was
not significantly different from the similar wean by white students
in Pittsburgh (3.6). No significant differences obtained between
any of the three Sites.

Work Hours
This subscale was anchored with the bipolar. expressions "good

working hours" set.at 5.0 and "poor working hours" set at 1.0. The
means generated by this subscale for the various subgroup's are
presented in tables. 29, 30, and 31. None of the- occup;ations was
rated as having extremely "bad" or extremely "good" work hours.
A very constricted range in scale usage characterized the response
to this item. subgroup means ranged from 2.2 to 4.3, which was
just slightly in excess of 50 percent of the scale.

In Pittsburgh, the mean RN ratings for the four..race/sex sub-
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groups were: 2.6 (white males), 2.7 (white females), 3.1 (black
males), and 3.2 (black females); The overall F- between these
means was significant .(1F-- 9.835, df= 3/641, p<.001). Two homog--.\eneous suhsets of means emerged composed of white males and
\Ante females in one sUbset, which was ignificantly different from
black males and black_females in the second subset. A one-way
analysis of variance between race and ,Sex groups further indi-
cated that, within race, males and females did not rate RN sig-
nificantly different from each other.

All the differences between the means for RN and.own desired
occupation on this subscale were negative and Itsignific§nt beyond
the .01 level, indicating that all students, regardress of sex or race,
thought the work hours associated with registered nursing were
substantially less desirable than those assOciated with their de-

,
sired occupations.

In Tallahassee, the one-way analysis of variance performed be-
tween the mean RN ratings by black males (3.3), black females
(3.5), white males (2-4), and white females (2.2) was significant
where the ratings of white males and white females were not
significantly different from each other, but both of these were
significantly different from similar RN ratings by black males
and black females, clearly indicating racial but not sexual dif-
ferences.

Each subgroup rated their own desired occupation as having
better work h urs than those of an RN. The differences between
mean ratings of OWN and RN were all nega(tive and significant.

White stud ts in Tallahassee rated nurses significantly lower on-'
the work tioitirs subscales than did their white counterparts in
Pittsburgh ;friowever, the Mean ratings of RN by black students in
Tallahassee'were not significantly. different from similar ratings of
RN by black students in Pittsburgh.

. In Arizona, RN means varied considerably betweeINt he six race/
sex subgroups. White males had the lowest (2.6), fo lowed by

' white females (2.7), Chicano males (2.9), Chicano femaleN(3.2),
Indian males (3.7), and Indian females (4.0). Analyses revealed
strong race differences (F=86.918, clf= 802, p<.001), where white,
students (2.6) rated RN significantly lower than did Chicanos
(3.0) who, in turn, rated RN significantly lower than\ Indians

- (3.9). Sex differences, although significant, were not as s ibstan-
tial as those found between race groups.

The ratings of own desired occupations-were higher than sirh1ar
RN ratings for each subgroup, andall differences were signific t
at or beyond the .01 level of confidence.
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No significant differences obtained between RN means of Pitts-
burgh and Arizona white students.

Differences between: total sites also obtained. Collectively stu-
_dents in Tallahassee rated RN significantly lower (2.7) than did
students in Pittsburgh (2.9). Students in Arizona rated RN
significantly higher (3.4) than did students in Pittsburgh or
Tallahasee. .

Self-Supervision
The subscale utilized the expressions "chance to supervise self"

(5.0) and 'Ino chance to supervise self" (1.0). Subgroup means
ranged from 2.6 to 4.1, utilizing just 1.5 scale points or only 37.5
percent of the available range. Although all subgroups agreed that
the medical dt:Ictor had more flexibility with regard to self-super-
vision and that high school teacher came next in that regard, no
clear consensus was observed as to what occupation had the least
amount of self-supervision. Also, the subgroups varied from site
to site. Perhaps the best summary comment is that there was no
consistent attitude toward self-supervision across sites and within

/subgroups that discriminated between the professions other than
/ that the medical doctor has a reasonable amount of it and everyone

else had some of it to a lesser degree. It could very well be that
high school students either do not understand the implications of
self-supervision or do not value it', or both. This may be true even
though they rated their own desired occupation high in supervi-
sion. That is, they don't knoW if it is good or necessary, but they
are sure their job will have'it.

In Pittsburgh, the RN,received mean ratings of 2.9, 3.1, 3.2, and
3.5/from white males,//black males, white females, and black fe-
males, respectively. A. significant difference between these four sub-
group means obtained (F=7.788, df =3/641, p<.01), with the
Duncan's Multiple, Range procedure showing three homogeneous
subsets of means, all of which were significantly different from
each other: (a) white males, (b) black males and white females,
and (c) black females.

All students rated RN as having significantly fewer chances
for self-supervision than they think they would have in their own
desired occupations.

In Tallahassee, white males rated RN lower than any other
.race/sex subgroup (2.8), followed by whith females (3.1), black
males (3.3), and black females 0.5). The difference between these
four subgroup means was significant (F=9.330, df =3/6V.
p<.001) and three homogeneous subsets of means from lowest ta
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highest we ej( (a) white males who rated RN significantly lower
than (b) IN '3, females who rated RN significantly lower than
(c) black males and black females who were not significantly
different from each other. In effect, although the means for RN
by black students and white.students were well within the neutral
range, black students though* nurses had significantly more oppor-
tunities for self-supervision than did white students.

The mean ratings for own desired occupation with regard to
self-supervision were high for all subgroups: The mean differences
between ratings of RN and similar ratings of students' own desired

/occupations were all negative and significant.
" The comparatiVe analysis performed for subgroups between
Pittsburgh and Tallahassee 'revealed no significant difference in
the ratings of RN between race Or sex groups between the two
sites.

.

In Arizona, the differences between the means of race groups
( F 10.582, df = 3/802, 2 <.001 ) and sex groups (F = 14.795,
df:=1/803, p<.001) were both significant. Regardless of . race or
sex, student subgroups rated their own careers as having signifi-
caritly more self-supervision than RN careers. No significank dif-
ference obtained between the RN means of Phoenix white stuAnts
and the white students at the other two sites.

*lurk Difficulty.
This subscale was anchored with the expressions " asy. work"

5.0) and "hard work" (1.0), with the scale assignments being
arbitrary. The mean ratings of each target occupation are pre-
entend in tables 35, 36, and 37 for the various subgroups, along

) ith the mean differences between RN and students' own desired
Cccupations. None of the target occupations-waS rated on ttie "easy"
hide of the scale. Only 60 percent of -the scale was used. and .the
ordering 'of occupations along this subscale for most subgroups was
the inverse of that found on other subscales (e.g., financial reward
and occupational status).

4 As a side note, it can be observed that students did not seem to
think that the work they ha,:::: chosen for themselves will be easy.
Either they think that "hard work" is the sign of a good job, or
these results stand in contrast to those found on the financial

. reward, .personal reward, and. other subscales, where 'OWN was
.given ratings at the mor acceptable extremes.

In Pittsburgh, the r tings of RN were quite similar among
three of the four race/sex subgrouns, with 'white females giving.
it the lowest rating (1.8), folloVed by black females (2:1), white

1
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males- (2.2), and black males (2.3). A Duncan's Multiple Range
Test showed that the RN mean for white females was significantly
lower than RN means for the other three race/sex subgroups.

Neither black males nor white males thought the work performed
by RN would be more difficult than their own desired occupations,
but both black and white females did.

_White females perceived nursing as being more difficult (1,7)
than did any other subgroup. White males aild black females rated
RN's at 2.3, and black males at 2.4. The difference between the
four subgroup means was significant (F=16.102, df = 3/613,
p<.001) where the means by black males, black females, and white
males were not significantly different from each other, but-eall
were significantly different from the mean of white females.

Again at this site, the mean ratings for the 'difficulty assbciated
with the students' own desired occupations were generally low
(i.e., students thought their own careers would be difficult), rang-

e ing between 2.0 and 3.0. The differences between the means of
RN and own desired occupation were significant for black females
and white females, but not for black males-or white males.

The overall mean ratings for white students in Tallahassee and
Pittsburgh were not significantly different from each other, nor
were the mean ratings for blacks in Tallahasseeand blacks in
-Pittsburgh significantly different. No differences :!..-__Cre found be-
tween the mean ratings of RN for either of the two sex groups.

In Arizona, some variation in the mean ratings of RN was.
observed between the race/sex subgroups. White females (1.6)
perceived RN as the most diffiCult, while Indian males (2.5) per-
ceived it as the least difficult. The pattern emerging from these
six means suggests that sex, as well as race, inflUence perception

. of RN on this'subscale. The means of Indian males. (2.5) and
Indian females (2.4), were not significantly different from each
other, but both 'were significantly higher than similar ratings by
white females (1.6), Chicano females (2.0), and white males
(2:1). The means of Chicano females and white males were nbt
significantly different from _each other; however, both were sig-
nificantly higher than the rr+n IV white females. Chicano males
(2.4) differed significantly from both white females and Chicano
females, but not from any other race/sex subgroup.

Between race subgroups, the RN mean by Chicanos (2.2) was
:significantly lower than the similar rating by Indians (2.5).
Clearly, the difference between Indians and whites was both sig-
nificant and sUbstantial (.6 scale points) and less thaii,the differ-
ence between Chicanos and Indians or Chicanos and whites. Males
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,
(2.4) perceived RN to be significantly legs difficult than did fe-
males (2.1). (F=11.908, df =1/803, p<.001).

On work difficulty subscales reported above (i.e., Pittsburgh
. and Tallahassee), the general trend was observed where males did
not think that the work associated with RN was significantly more
difficult than the work associated with their own occupations, but
females did; this same trend obtained in Ar' ona.

No significant differences between RN nans by Arizona, Pitts-
burgh or Tallahassee white students were ob- rved.

Desire to Enter/
. The desire to enter subscale was anchored with the bipolar
expressions "I haRe a strong desire to enter this profession" (5.0)
and "I have no desire to enter this profession" (1.0). The means
for each occupation for the desire to enter subscale are presented
m tables 38, 39, and 40 for each of the subgroups. None of the five
target occupations were rated very high, with. only three of the
seventy subgroup occupation combinations generating means above
the midpoint of the scale. Laundry worker was rated by all sub-
groups as the, occupation they have the least desire to enter. Males
of ..all racial groups rated the medical doctor and high school
teacher_ highe-r than RN and secretary. Only white females in
Tallahassee failed to rate RN higher than high schgol teacher,
and only Indian females rated RN higher than secretary.

In Pittsburgh, RN was rated 1.3 by whitii males, 1.7 by black
males, 2,1 byoblack females, and 2.2 by white females. A one-way,
analysis of variance between these_ four means was significant
(F=19.697, df =3/641, p<.4)01), and, according to a Duncan's
Multiple Range Test, the mean for white males was significantly
different from ihose by black males, black females, and white
females. None of the latter three subgroup means were signidcantly
different from each other.
. It should be pointed o t that while significant differences were
found between race/and ex subgroups' mean ratings of. RN. on
the desire .to enter subscMe, the fact that all mean scores were
low tends to make between-mean differences of little practical
importance. This point finds more explicit expression in the differ-
ence between the means of RN and own desired occupation, where
students rated their own desireil occupation§ extreniely high. Given
the low mean scores for RN, at differences between OWN and RN
were significant far beyond the .01 level.

In Tallahassee, females, regardless of race, had higher mean RN
ratings than did males. RN ratings-were :,1.3 for white males, 1.7
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for black males, 2.2.for white females, and 2.5 for black females.
The overall F statistic was significant (F=27.688, df =3/613,
p<.001). The mean rating by white males was significantly lower
than the means by black males, and both were significantly lower
than the means by white females and black females. Although both
race and sex differences were significant, the Multiple Range Test
suggwted that sex was a more important determinant of desire to
enter nursing than was race, although both ratings were low.

As would be exiiected, the mean ratings for own desired occu-
pations were extremely high for all subgroups. Between sites, com-
parative analyses showed tlu.S.; students in Pittsburgh and Tana-
hasSee were-ndt significantly different from each other in their
ratings of RN on the desire to enter subscales for race or sex sub-
groups.

Ir. Arizona, substantial differences obtained between means of
RN for the six race/sex subgroups. Indian females (3.3) had a
stronger desire to pursue RN careers than did any other subgroup,
and white males (1.4) had the least desire. The differences be-
tween these means were highly significant. The means for Chicano
females (2-.7), Indian males (2.3), and white females (2.4), while
not significantly different from -each other, were significantly lower
than the similar ratings by Indian females and significantly higher
than the rating by white males.

'Between racial subgroups, the RN mean by Indians (2.8) was
the highest and signicantly different from the similar ratings by
Chicanôs (2.2). The mean of Chicanos was significantly -higher
than that by whites (1.9). Total males (1.9) had significantly
less desire to pursue RN careers than total females (2.9).

Differences between the mean ratings given to RN and those
given to OWN were all negative (i.e., with OWN rated higher
than RN) and highly significant.

No significant differences were observed between mean RN
ratings by Pittsburgh; Tallahassee, and Arizona white students,

-nor were any differences observed between total group RN ratings
among the three sites.

Job Desirability Summary
On all but four subscales (i.e., sex-relatedness, work hours .. wprk

difficulty, and desire to enter),%senior students rated the laundry
worker consistently low (below 2.5) and rated all other occupations
at or above 3.0. Students utilized over 75 percent of the total scale
to discriminate between occUpations on 8 of the 12 subscales and,
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for the most part, tended to agree on the rank order of occupations
on all subscales. That 'students so consistently between and across
sites diicriminated between occupations minimizes the possibility
that they did not seriously engage the semantic differential task.

Although .we pointed out throughout the above text that there
were significant dfferences between groups, most of those differ-
ences were of research rather than practical value. That there
were a few tenths of scale points separating the various race/sex
subgroups is less important than that almost always all race/sex
subgroups generally positioned themselves at about the same place
on the overall scale.

If we consider mean scores between 2.6 and 3.5 as neutral, those
below this range as low, and those above it as high, we find that
the RN was generally perceived as a desirable occupation. That
is, all subgroups of students thought RN was a financially and
personally rewarding career which was high in status..The work
nurses do was generally perceived as enjoyable, with opportunities
to advance. It was considered to be a challenging career, although
dominated primarily by females. Some of that career field's less
desirable features (where ratings clustered around the "neutral"
point) were its work hours and aMount of self-supervision. The
least desirable attributes of that career field were the amount of
education required to become a nurse (more than students desired)
and the difficulty of the work. In spite of this generally favorable
attitude, however, students did not want to become nurses.

Some sex and race group differences were found. With the excep-
tion of work hours, race differences were confounded with, and
primarily due to, sex differences. Sex differences between mean
ratings of RN were highly significant on all but two subscales
(i.e., sex-relatednes4 and work hours).

Relative to their own desired occupations, nursing does not
appear, at least on the scales which were used in this survey, to
be an attractive career to students. It might appear that several
inconsistencies obtained in students' ratings of their own occupa-
tions. For example, they rated their own occupational choices as
requiring less -education than either an RN or MD, but rated their
own occupations more financially rewarding than the RN and
almost as much as the MD. From a logical standpoint, the students
seemed to perceive the rewards inconsistently with what is gen-
erally known to be true (i.e., amount of education is positively
correlated with financiaijewards and status). An equally plausible
'explanation of these apparent inconsistencies, however; is that
they result not from illogical thinking but rather from psycho-
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-logical thinking. The unusually high ratings students assigned to
their own. occupations might very well indicate a "halo" effect,
Students operating under such a halo might be unwilling to assign
anything but very high ratings to occupations of their own choos-
ing. In making such high ratings of their occupational choices, the
students may have been indicating the importance of these occu-
pational _attributes to them rather than indicating their realistic

next section we will examine more clearly some
aspects of st ents' occupational choices as reflected on the seman-
tic differential scales.

Occupational Choice
As part of the semantic differential formati students were

asked to indicate the occupation which they desired for themselves
before rating it on the 12 semantic subscales. They were asked to
indicate their desired occupation in two other places on the instru-
ment as a check for consistency of response. Of those who gave
responses, approximately 92 percent gave identical responses to
each question. The results presented are based on responses ob-
tained using-the-students' --ovvndesired-dc-cupations-as
get occupation in the semantic differential format. A few students
(about 3 percent of tre total group) did not make a specific occu-
pational decision. They were asked to write "undecided" as their
occupational choice and rate each subscale according .to their
"ideal" occupation. Because this question was based on an ex-
tremely wide variety of occupational choices, the responses ob-
tained were considerably varied. To ,facilitate analysis, several
broad occupational categories were generated within which re-
sponses could be classified using the Occupational Outloolc%Iland-
book (1972-73 edition) as a guide. These categories were:

1. Professiondl I. Any occupation that normally required 4
years of undergraduate study plus additional training at the
graduate or equivalent level as a minimum was placed in
this category. Examples of occupations included in this
category were: psychologist, lawyer, college Professor, phys-
icist, etc.

2. Professional II. This category included those occupations
which have a minimal educational requirement of 4 years
of undergraduate study or its equivalent and is'exemplified
by such occupations as: elementary or high school teacher,
medical technologist, engineer, journalist, etc.

3. Technical. Occupations grouped under, this category are
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those which require specialized preparation in a technisal
or associate arts program but not necessarily 4 years Vi
formal undergraduate education. Occupations which exem-
plify this category include computer programmer, drafts-
man, airline host or hostess, and barber.

4. Managerial. All occupations related to business that require
organizing and coordinating skills in some organizations or
establishment were categorized 'as managerial. Some ex-
amples are: personnel manager, sales representative, mar-
keting, office manager, company executive, and purchasing
agent.

5. Skilled craftsmaK Occupations related to skilled trades
(e.g., steamsfitters, stonemasons, roofers, sheet-metal work-
ers, plumbers, etc.) and normally require some tleriod of
apprenticeship and/or union membership were classified
under this category.

6. Laborer. Both skilled (i.e., nonapprenticeship and non-
union) and semiskilled jobs were included under this classi-
fication. These jobs included: auto mechanic, construction
worker, garbage collector, waitress, and janitor.

7. Clerical. This category included all occupations requiring
secretarial or other clerical skills such as filing, typing,
stenography, etc. Some examples are: secretary, bank teller,
file clerk, telephone operator, receptionist, and cashier.

8. Civil servant. Students who indicated they wanted to be
policemen, firemen, postal ;workers, or join the militarY
service were classified under this category. Also included
were jobs listed under State and Federal Government
agencies (e.g., correction officer, probation officer, etc.) .

9. Nursing. In cases where students indicated a desire to enter
some field of nursing, these responses (e.g., nurse, registered
nurse, or special nurses such as pediatric nurse) were
grouped together to form this category.

10. Other health professions. Health-related occupations other
than nursing were included in this category. No restrictions
were placed on the education required to achieve these
occupations or the level of jobs in this category. Conse-
quently, it contains positions which vary considerably (e.g.,
medical doctor, X-ray technician, physical therapist, etc.).
This category was kept distinct to determine the proportion
of students that were interested in health careers other than
nursing.
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Two additional categories were used to accommodate students
who said they wanted to be homemakers (e.g., "married and raise-
a family") or self-employed (e.g., "have own business"). Responses
such as "singer," "dancer," or sports-related careers (e.g,. base-
ball orlootball player) were classified as self-employed.
- Tables 41, 42, and 43 depict the percentages of respondents de-
siring careers in each of the above categories in each site. There
are some interesting interr and intra-site differences. In- -Pitts-
burgh, the two racial grouwarallel each other closely, but blacks
seemed to choose both prelPsional categories (particularly Pro-
fessional II) with a greater frequency, while the white students
chose clerical occupations more often than did blacki As one would
expect, sexual differences were profeund, with Professional II and
Clerical predominating the female choices and Professional I and
Skilled Craftsman predominating the male selections. Only females
chose nursing careers, and equally between the races. Other health
careers were chosen equally between the sexes, but predominantly
by blacks.

In Tallahassee, there were more distinct racial differences in two
major categories : a much larger proportion of whites chose Pro-
fessional I than did blacks, and a much larger proportion of blakS
chose Clerical. Sexual differences showed the same pattern as in
Pittsburgh, with males choosing Professional I and Skilled Crafts-
man as their two most frequent categories, while females again
chose Professional II and Clerical as their two most frequent cate-
gories. Again, only females /chose Nursing, equally divided be-
tween the races, but whites and females predominated in the selec-
tion of Other Health Careers (In fact, no black males chose this
category.). The undecided category was almost four times the sii.e
of that group in Pittsburgh survey, becoming in Tallahassee a
major category.

Arizona responses were somewhat different than in the pre-
vious two sites in that all three racial groups had males choosing
Skilled Craftsman as a very predominant choice (approximately
half of all Indians and one-third ef the Chicanos and whites). The
second most popular response for Chicano and white males was -
Civil Servant, there not really being a second popular response
for Indians. The two professional categOries had low choice levels.
Again, Clerical and Professional II choices predominated the Chi-
cano and whitejemale choices, while the Indian females chose
Clerical Old RN. RN was a popular choice amohg Arizoha females,
with equalliroportions of whites and Chicanos choosing that field
and over twice as many Indian females choosing the field:No males
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chose that field. Other health fields were chosen t*ioe as often by
females as by males and were most popular to Chicanos, with
whites choosing those career fields somewhat less, and Indians
making that choice infrequently.

Table 44 aggregates these comparisons across the three sites,
depicting more vividly the contrasts that have been described. The
lower aspirations for professionalism in Arizona are also evident
in the white, Indian, and Chicano populations making up that site.
There is an equal degree of interest in professionalism among the
sexes, with females opting predomirtantly for the lower level of
professionalism, while males opted for the higher levels. It is alsc
evident :that if these classes characterize thos,e that will follow
them in their respective sites, we should predict that Arizona,
Tallahassee, and Pittsburgh, in that 'order, should be the most
susceptible to a gobd recruiting program, that the Indian, Chicano,
and black, in that order, represent the best targets, and that males
will constitute only a fourth ot the program.

Admission Requirements for Schools of Nursing
To determine student aWareness of the high school courses and

the other requirements most needed for admission to schools of
nursing, students were askesrto select from a list of course and
noncourse requirements those they thought were most essential for
admission to several schools. For this item, nursing schools were
imbedded amahg junior and 4-year colleges and vocational/techni-
cal schools. The students were to choose among algebra, biology,
business 'math, calculus, chemistry, English, foreign languages,
social studies, shorthand, shop courses, typing, and "no course
requirement" categories for the course requirement item, and
among guidance/placement test, high school transcripts, NLN test,
teacher recommendations; upper 50 percent of class, college board
exams, and "no other requirements" categories for the additional
requirements item.

Several sources were used to determine the current requirements
for 4-year baccalaureate, 3-year diploma, anll 2-year asaocrate de-
gree nursing programs to compare these with student responses. The
majority of these three types of schools required students to have
algebra, chemislry, biology (course requirements) and high School
transcripts and college board examinations (noncourse require-
ments). The NLN Examination was not generally required for
4-year colleges or A.D. programs but was, however, required for
the majority of diploma schools of nursing. In addition, Many
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diploma schools required that students *be in the upper third of
their graduating class. Two years ot a foreign language was re-
quired by the majority of 4-year programs and was suggested but
not required for A.D. and diploma programs.

During the first administration of the instrument, the NLN test
received an extremely high proportion of selections, and this was
believed to he due to its "face validity" (i.e., it had nursing exam
for part of its title). Therefore, for the administrations in rthe
remaining sites, a fictitious exam was included to test this face

\-validity hypothesis.
The major results across all three sites are presented in table 45.

For economy of presentation, only the three most frequently
chosen relevant courses (of the less relevant courses, only English
was chosen mom frequently than algrebara-45 percent of the time
in Pittsburgh, `X .xercent in Tallahals., and 43 percent in Ari-
zona), and the fmr most frequently chosen noncourse requirements
are shown and only for schools of nursing.

From these data we can see that Pittsburgh had an edge over
Tallahassee in students' knowledge of courses required for nursing
school, 'with Arizona students trailing the Tallahassee .students
by a similar margin. All three sites were deficient in students'
knowledge of the need for algebra. It can also be seen that this
deficiency is manifest among all of Arizona's,three racial groups,
although' someWhat less evident among its -white students.1 Al-
though less pronounced, similar deficiencies were noted among
black students in Pittsburgh and Tallahassee. Also, as would be
expected from alignment with interests, malei were more deficient
in their knowledge of nursing school course requirements than
were females.

Some of the same differences as were found with course require-
ments were also found among the noncourse requirements. The
Pittsburgh students had a much better idea of the, necessity of
transcripts and boards for entering nursing schools than was the
'case with the Tallahassee students, who were not much more
knowledgeable than were the Arizona students. The knowledge
differences between the two sexes were negligible as were the
differences between blacks and whites. Black and white students
were much more knowledgeable than were either the Indian or
Chicano student groups.

When the term "deficiency" is applied in this report, it is dorie so in a relative sense. All
students need not have knowledge, and M some analyses rot presented here, it was de.
termined that students who wish to be nurses make better response* to these knowledge items
than do students M general, and by a subsdantial amount. Also. as is evident from the data
presented here, females are more knowledgeable than males about requirements for entering
into training in this female-dominated field.
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From their highly frequent choice of the fictitious ANA exam,.
it is obvious that it was chosen because of face validity. Its being
chosen more frequently than the NLN test was probably either
due to its having more face validity than the NLN or because it
appeared earlier in the list. At anY rate, it is doubtful if you asked
student's what exams were required to get into nurSing school that
many of them would volunteer the name of the .NLN exam.

In summary; about three-fourths of all students know that
chemistry and biology are required subjecis for nursing school,
While only one-fourth recognize the necessity of algebra. Females
'know the requirements more than males,, whites better than
blacks, and ChicanoS and Indians know them poorly. No student
groups\seem to apPreciate the. value of high school boards Or tran
scripts in getting accepted to nursing schools.

Median Estimated Starting Salaries,of Occupations.

As indiCated previously, the occupations chosen for this survey
were seleeted-Tteaehieve--spreadalongtheva-rious:4tiryeyscales.
Siree salary is one of the factors associated with the sgection of
occupational choice, it was desirable to assess students' Perception'
of the salary of registered nurses in comparison with that made
in other fields. Students were asked to selea from a range of salary
categories that which -they thought persons in each of the rated
occupations would make when- they were just starting out in the
field. In 'addition, they were, alse asked to indicate what starting
salary they expected to earn in their own desired occupation.
Tables 46, 47, and 48 provide the median salaries for each occupa-
tion at each Site derived from this procedure.

In pittshurg, median salary estimates for the total group ranged
between $98 and $260, where, as expected, the medical doctor was
perceived as earning the highest beginning salary ($236) and the
laundry worker:as earning:the lowest salary ($103). The secre-
.tary was ranked seeond lowest ($152), the registered nurse second
highest ($176), and:the high school teacher ($175) was ranked
.in the middle by the total group. Several inversions ocCurred beL
tween -the salary orderings of the registered 'nurse and the high
school teacher between race and sex subgroups. Males of both
racial groups rated RN higher than the high school teacher, while
females rated the high sd1100 teacher higher than RN. -

Except for the high school teacher, black Students assigned
higher starting salaries to octupations than did white students,-and
males:assigned higher salaries than females.
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The difference between the median RN and salary estimates of
what they would make in their desired field are also shown in these
tables:Observe that in Pittsburgh ths largest discrepancy was for
black males, who thought the weekly salary of RN was about $39
below What7thby. would -expect; white Males thought it was $20
below'; black females thought is was $6 above; and white females,
$11 above their OWN expected salary. When adjusted in light of
what nurses actually make (actual RN salaryOWN), only white
females' would have earned salaries lower (by $4) than RN, while
black females would have earned $19 more, white males $40 more,
and black males $58 more. It would probably be reasonable to gay
that students have a; general idea of- what relative salaries are
Made by the various 'fields. It is the salaries associated with their
desired occupations that appear to be Unrealistic. ,

In Tallahassee, black students thought that the laundry .worker
4470) made less than did white students ($35) (table 47). NO
racial differences for the subgroups were found. Except for the
$15 difference between the-median salary estimate§ of laundry
worker for males and females (the median given by Malea was
$86, and the median by females was $70), no other lex differences
were observed in salark estimates.

For students' own desired occupations, median salaries were,
folind to be as high as those for the medical' doctor, With slight
variations above and below that amount depending on raceor sex
subgroup§. The median salary expected was $200 per week for
black and white students, but between sex groups the median de-
sired salary for females was $185, compared to- $220 for males.
Male§ associated starting salaries of around $220 per week with
their chosen fields whereas females ($185) aSSociated lower start-
ing salaHes with their chosen fields.

Where the median desired starting salary was SUbtracted from,
the perceived starting salary of the RN, it can be seen that each
subgroup desired considerably more money than they thought was
made by an RN. For males, these.differences were twice as.great
as they were for females ( $55 comPared to $20). By subtracting
the actual starting salary of an RN from students own desired 7
starting salaries, the dollar difference between what an..RN actually
makes and what stuaents generally associat'e with ;their chosen
fields (where BN is alWays lower) ranges between $39 and $74.

In Arizona (table 48), the median salary estiniath for laundry
worker was $85 liy ,Indians and whites, but only $70 by Chicaiios.
The lowest medien salary estimkte for secretary was $125, given
bY white students, folloWed by $145 -given bY. Chicanos and $165,
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by Indians. The median starting salaries given by Indians for the
high school teacher ($165), RN ($185), and medical doctor ($220)
were higher than similar ratings by Chicanos and whites', where
these latter two racial groups had equal medians for the high .

school teacher' ($145), the RN ($165), and medical doctor ($200).
With the exception of laundry Worker, the median estimated start-
ing salaries of all occupations were higher for Indians than were
similar ratings by Chicanos or whites.

Between sex groups, males gave higher salary estimates for the '

laundry worker, high school teacher, and medical doctor than did
females. Both males and females estimated the starting salary of
the secretary as $145 and the RN as $165. There appeared to be
sliihtly more agreement among Indian malep and Indian females
with regard to salary estimates than between Chicano niales and
females and white Ina les and females. With the exception of the
laundry worker, where Indian males -rated it higher than did
Indian females, all other median salary estimates for occupations
were the same for both Indian males and Indian females. Chicano
ma es rated 'the laundry worker, high school teacner, and tmedical
doctor higher than Chicalio female's, and white males rated the
laundry worker, secretary, and medical doctor higher than did
white females.

Although males ;tended to rate some occupations higher than
.females (i.e., laundry Worker, high school teacher, and medical
doctor), differences between_racial groups seemed to be m'ore
pronounced. Overall, Indians assigned higher beginning salaries
to occupations than did Chicanos or whiteS. With the exception
of laundry worker and secretary, white and Chicano students gave
similar estimates for each ocCupation.

The median salary estimates for the RN ranged between $165
and $185 with clear racial variations. Indian males and Indian
females thought the beginning salary for an RN was $185, whereas
all other race and sex sub/groups thought it was about $165.

Median salary estimates for own desired occupation varied con-
siderably.The lowest was $145, and the highest w as $200. As was
expected; males ($200) expected to earn considerably more than
females, ($165), a difference of approximately $35. Although this
sameGad was observed between sex groups within each race
(i.e., males expecting_higher starting salaries han females), In-
dians as a group ($200) expected to earn more than Chicanos
($185) or whites ($165). Indian females .($18-5) expected to-earn \

more than Chicano females ($145) or white females. ($145) . Indian
males and Chicano males expected to earn approximately $200;
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however, both groups expected to- earn substantially more than
white males ($185). ot,..

In looking it the dollar differences between the median7stimated
starting salary of RN and the median estimated starting salary Of
own desired occupation, no substantial differences obtained for
white s,1:*mts; RN as $15 below OWN for Indians and $20
below O's','N for Chicanos. Total males -rated their nwn 'desired
occupations $35 above what they thought RN's made; but females
rated their OWN and RN the same. Both Chicano and white fe-
males thought that RN's made $20 more than what they would
make in their own chosen field. When adjusted in light of what
nurses actually made and what students said they would make in
their Chosen fields, only Chicano females and white females would
earn less than the actual starting salary of RN ( +$13 for each).
All Other salary estimates for own desired occupation were above
what nurses actually made. These differences were quite substan-
tial for Indian .males and Chicano males ($42 difference)i, ae well
as Indian females arid .white males ($27 difference). \

Most Frequently Performed Nursing Tasks \
Por the Pittsburgh instrument, 35 nursing tasks Which included

health care, custodial, interpersonal, professional, adAinistrative,
and supervzky type functions were generated .froni a variety of
sources. Students were asked to select the fivetasks they thought
hospital duty nurses spent moat of their time doing. These choices
were tallied; and regponse percentages of students selecting each
task were computed.

In addition to the most frequently performed task ratings, stu-
dents were/also asked to rate the same 35 tasks on a scale indica.-
ing the degree of pleasantness they associated with each task.
Mean pleasantnesa scores were derived for each task by -weighting /
the degree of pleasantness categories and computing a weighted/
arithmetical mean, dropping the decimals. The -potential range
of the mean pleasantness 'ratings between 100 (a highlY un-
pleasant task) and 4100 (a highly pleasant task) , with, zero
representing tasks witih neutral pleasantness.Jritlfe actual ratings,
however, the scores ranged between +87 to 69. Table 49 gives
the percentages of .the frequencies with which the tasks . were
chosen by race and sex gibgroups, and table 50 giVes the pleasant-
ness ratings found for those same tasks for the same subgroups4i

The data indicate that stu&nts posseas fairly strong stereotypic
perceptions of nursing tasks, since the response percentagee begin
to decline rapidli after the sixth task.
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Not only did students select refatively few of the 35 tasks as
those most frequently performed ; rank-order correlations between

'subgroup rankings .of tasks showed that considqable agreement
existed between subgroups, with more agreement between males
and females (Rho = .98) than between blacks and whites (Rho
.62) . 411111111

In order to provide the reader with some sense of how students
distributed task pleasantness ratings over the total scale, figures
1 and 2 shoW histograms of mean pleasantness scores for males
and females. The distributions for black and white students are
not presented here because they were not diSsimilar from those
sh4n. The distributions of mean pleasantness scores are multi-
modli for males and females, but females skewed their, ratings
a little more toward the pleasantness end of the scale, as well as
having a highir degree of dispersion to their ratings than did
males. Two important results are evident from the histograms in
figufes 1 and 2. First, studen±s were able to make cl ar evaluative
discriminations between nursinasks. Some were r ted extremely
positive, while others were rated ex reme y nega ive y eac su -.
group. Secondly, females generally rated nursing tasks More ex-
tremely,than males. Becaupe of thse observed sex differences, the
mean pleasantness ratings of the 'Eve most frequently checked
tasks presented in table 50 were broken down by race and sex
°groups. and are presented in table 51, along with an average
pleasantness 'rating over the five most frequently checked tasks.

_ The differenses between the pleasantness ratings for males and
females were substantial and significant where females rated tasks
more pleasantly than males. Differences between the ratings of
'black and white students were minimal and, with the exception of
"keep patient progress records," insignificant.

Because the Pittsburgh students responded with stereotyped
versions of nursing taski apdy,..that these stereotypes included' a
heavy weightfng of low-levelhealth care tasks (giving shats,
taking temperatUres, and taking bloOd pressures were among the
five most fequently chosen tasks), .the nursing task list was 'ex-
panded- to include higher level health care taski. Twenty-nine of
the tasks were common with- the thirty-five-task/Pittsburgh list,
and se4en tasks were added, yielding a thirty-six task list. As can
be seen from table 52, which gives the percentage of students who
Selected *each task in Talahassee, no thange-in the stereotype oc-
curred as a -function of this modification. Again the similarity in
ratings 'between racia) and sexual subgroups in evident.



Figure 1,Bistribution of mean pleasantness ratings (Pittsburgh males)
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Figure 21Distribution of mean pleasantness ratings (Pittsburgh females)
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In addition to these frequency ratings, stiidents were again/
asked to rate each task on a scale indicating the degree of pleasant:p
ness they associated with each. Table 53 gives the pleasantness
ratings found for tasks rated by each major subgroup, in Talla-
hassee; a positive sign indicates a pleasant task and a negative
sign .indicates a negative or undesirable task. The distribution of

mean-pl ea:sari-tress -sco reS"Vail etrb etween-race- and- seit Subgroups,
and consequently, some differences were Observed in the mean
ratings of each task between the subgroups. All mean differences
in pleasantness ratings presented in this section were employed by
two:tailed t-tests.

To provide a meaningful baSis of, interpretation, an attempt was
made to identify those tasks hospital duty nurses actually per-
formed in their daily activities. A sample of 49 nurses .with no
fewer than 2 years of experience as general hospital duty, Muses
in medical/surgical services was drawn from 3 Pittsburgh area
genefal'hospitals._,The_criteria used-in-selecting-these,nurses--werez
(a),, that they had sufficient 'exposure to hosPital duty nurses'
tasks (b) that their knowledge of hospital duty nursing taskawas
eurrent; (c) that they had no other types of nursing employment
(se that all of their resPonses were .not confounded -with tasks
related to bther settings) ; (d) that they had no experience as
supervisors (so that they woUld not confound their responses with
superyisory tasks) ; and (e) that they represent all three typeaof
nurse training programs (i.e., B.S., A.D., and diploma).-In
ing these criteria, the nurses selected ranged in age from 21 to 30
yearS, with a median age of 24. Twenty-nine had been: trained in,
diploma programs, and ten each had been traintd in baccalaureate
and A.D. programs. ApproximatelY one-half shad had 2 years .or
fewer of employed hospital duty nurse eicperience beyond their
exposure during their nuries' training. The remaining half had
3 to 7 years employed hospital duty nurses experience. None had
had any supervisory experience. n

The nurses in, this sample were asked to responddo a modified
version 'of the student survey instrument to obtain criterial data
against whieh to °measure the accuracyof student responses. The

responses obtained from these hospital duty nurses for the' five

tasks they most frequently performed are presented in tabie 55.
Although the consensus (percentage of nurses checking'each task)
was not high, the majority incated that they admin;ster medica-

tions, chart progress records, interpret Medical treatments to pa-
tients, diseuss nursing ..are with iloctor,-and plan nursing care 'with
the family. With the e ception of "adminiSter medicatiOr,'' the
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tasks nurses said they actually performed were different from
those that the students thought nurses performed. Comparing the
mean pleasantness ratings given by Tallahassee student subgroups
for the tasks nurses said they performed: (table 55) reveals that
students perceived.them much more positively than they did those
that they thought nurses performed. Black students rated the
actual tasks performed by hospital duty nurses more positively
than whites, and .females rated them more positively than males.
1t. seems likely, then, that given accurate information of what
nurseS 'aetually do,Istudents in each race and sex. subgroup might
have a more positive perception of nursing careers.

Table 56 .provides 'the _percentage' of respondents in each Ari-
zona subgroup that selected the taslis they thought nurses most

. frequently perform. Again, that students generally held stereotypic ,

notioncs of what nurses do is evidenced by the relatively high'per-
-treiTrage-- of respoidens in each subgroup who checked the five most'

frequently chosen tasks.There was also considerable agreement
among each respondent subgroup, and With the other . sites that
nurses spend Most of their time taking temperatures, giving Shots,
administering medication, taking blood pressures,. and charting
patient progress .recods. .

Table 57 gives the' mean pleasantiiess scores .for the five moSt
frequently checked tasks for each subgroup. With the exception of
"give shots," tasks were rated moderately high on the pleasantness
scale. An average rating across the top five tasks for each sub-
group in.table 57 shows that white' respondents-rated these tasks
less pleasantly than Chicanos or Indians. Within race groups, the
average mean pleasantness ratings across the five.tasks were about
equal for Chicano males and Chicano females; however, the aver-.
age rating.-by Indian males was less than the similar rating by
Indian females, ankthe average rating by white males was less
than the similar rating by white females.

Also given in table 57 'are the five taSks nurses .said they most
frequently perforrned, along with the mean pleasantness scores
each student subgroup gave to those tasks. ComParing the differ-
enCes between the average mean pleasantness rating across the
five tasks students thought nurses performed with their average
rating across the five tasks nurses said they 'performed most fre-.
quently. indicates that little differences would obtain in the way
students evaluate the actual.4iwrsing tasks. The greatest amount
of change was for white respondents,'where the average rating of
tasks they thought nurses performed -most. frequently -vias 13,
compared with a rating of /-F 21 given by-thern to .tasks nurse§



actually said theY performed most frequently. The reason why
suth differences were found in Tallahassee but not in Arizona may
be due to the Tallahassee -students rating the.five most frequent
tasks they selected as being much less pleasant in the first place,--
where the Arizona -students rated their selections moderately
pleasant, leaving much less room fqr improvement. -

Table 58 gives the percentage of each subgroup across the three
sites. The reader will observe that "administer medications" and
".chart patient progress -records" were selected by students and
nurses alike. The reader should also note that tip tasks "administer
medication" and "assist in operating room"- were not included on
the Pittsburgh Survey. The most obvious conclusion that can be
drawn from table 58 is that students, regardless pf race, sex, or
geographic region; held stereotypic perceptions of what it is that
nurses do. Further, based on what nurseS said they actually do, it
seems clear that t ese s ereo ypes are erra lc.
Table 59 Provides the mean 'pleasantness ratings asSIgned by

studenth to those tasks they thought nurses most frequently Per-
formed. Students across regions.generally thought that adrninistet-
ing medications, taking temperatures, taking blOod.-Pressures, and \

charting patient progress records were relatively pleasant tasks,
while they thought giving Shots, assisting in the operating room,
collecting specimens, and dressing surgical wounds were unde-
sirable tasks: .

. sz.
.

/ Academic Preparation for Nursing School
This section of the survey was inclUded to determine ..whether, ,

and by when, stUdents w e 'taking those ,,courses (i.e., biology,
chemistry,. algebra) that wo d rePare them for admission to a
nursing sehool. Students were asked.to indicate fro'n a list con,
taining nine high school courses those thpy hakd,already taken and

successfully passed, and those they were. cuqently taking (i.e.,

during their last year of highschool). Tables 60, 61, and 62 con-
tain percentages. of the relevant courseaitakeri, broken down by

when they were taken and by race and sex.subgroUps-. Given these

data, it was possible to determine (a) the proportion of student's
who had .taken the-most frequently required courses before enter-
ing their. senior year, (.1a5 those who 'had taken them during their
senior year, and (e) the tot:al Percentage of students who would

have taken these, courses by the time they had graduated front
high school (i.e., the other two groups combined)'. .

In Pittsbinth, the only racial difference was with a slightly
smaller proportion of blacks taking chemistry. AmOng sexes., how- :
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ever, there were substantial differences with a larger pre-portion of
. males taking both algebra and chemistry. In Tallahassee, the racial

differences were substantial, with only one-half of the blacks taking
algebra and orie-fifth of them taking chemistry. The only sexual
difference was with fewer females taking chemistry. The sexual
difference held for females of both races.

In Arizona the proportion of stu-dents who took each course was
substantially lower than the proportion of students who took simi-
lar courses in Pittsburgh and Tallahassee. Indians were substan-
tially better prepared in algebra and biology than were Chicanos
or whites. No racial differences obtained for chemistry; less than
50 percent of each race subgroup had taken chemistry by the time
of graduation. In all cases but one males were better prepared than
were females acrOs all races. The one exception was the higher
,proportion of fprnatp. Chicanos- who.---we,ulthh
the tithe they had graduated.

For the most part, and at all three sites, those who had planned
to take algebra and biology had already done so prior to entering
into their final year in high school. From one-third to one-halfof
these who had planned to take chemistry by graduatiori .were tak-
ing that course in their final year.

( Demographic Information
This section of the survey inArument requested that respondents

pyovide background information in five major categories: (1)
family size (sex and placement of siblings relative to the respond-
ent) ; (2) parental education and occupation; (3) amount of career
counseling; (4) plans after high school ; and (5) exposure to health .

models and health careers through volunteer work in hospitals
and/or personal acquaintance with health professionak These
responses were crosstabulated with selected attitudinal Measures
of the riN to determine whether a discernible pattern obtained
between the perception of nursing careers arid-these demographic..
variables. TheSe variables aye discussed below.

Fatnily Size

'Tables 63, 64, and 65 contain the distribution§ of the- family
sizes ,of respondents" at the three sites. There were -some definite
differences between sites, as well as aluong racial groups. In Pitts-
burgh, there was no difference betWeen blacks and whites, while
in Tallahassee, black students as a group came from larger fami-
lies. In Arizona, the Indian students camc from the,largest families,
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followed in order by the Chicano and white students. Since there
were white groups at all three sites; they served as a control group.
There were little differences between the white students at the
three sites, with the exception of the Arizona white students at one
extreme of the distribution. That is, in Arizona there were fewer
students who came from very large families.

To determine whether family 'size was related to the perception
of RN, an average RN score was derived from eight semantic
differential subscales (i.e., amount of pay, personal reward, occu-
pational status, occupational challenge, work enjoyableness, ad-
vancement opportunities, ,work hours, and work difficulty). These
subscales were anchored such that 1.0 represented a low or nega-
tive evaluation, and 5.0 represented a high or positive evaluation.
The ratings were summed across these eight subscales for each
respondent and divided-.by eight, yielding zn average RN rating
for each respondent. Then, these average RN ratings were grouped
into three categories : (a) low (rP4'ings between 1.0 and 2.5) ; (b)
neutral ratings between 2.6 and .6) ; and (c) high (ratings at
or above 3.6).

Two levels of family size (i.e., total number of siblings ir. the
family) defined by large (three or more children) and small (two
children or less) were crosstabulated with three levels of_ evaluative
RN perception. No distinguishable pattern obtained between fam-
ily size and the evaluation of nursing careers in any of the sub-
groups at any-of the sites.

Parental Occupation and Education
Informatior concerning parental education and occupation was

requested to riroWde an indicator of family socioeconomie status
(SES). There are, of course, yways probleins associated with
using SES indicators. For example, parents' occupation and educa-
tion are two of the best SES indices, but students do not always
kriow what their parents do or how much education they have.
Even when, they do know this information, frequently they tend to
overstate these variables in their responses accordingly to a socially'
"desirable" or: "undesirable" bias. The same occupational cate-
gories Used previously to Classify occupations were used in these
analyses. This classifidation perrnitted the identification of twov
broad occupation groups composed of : (a) "white collar" occupa-
tions (i.e., professional I arid II, technical, managerial, and RN) ;
and (b) "blue collar" occupations (i.e., skilled craftsman, laborer,
clerical, and agricultural). The inconsiitene-y df this claAsificatory
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scheme is obvious; however, given the constraints described above,
it was felt that this procedure provided the best possible analytic
option for determining whether trends would obtain suggestive of
possible relationships between SES factors and the -p.rception of
nurses.

In addition to the two levels of parental occupation, three levels_
of parental education were defined : (a) parents with 11 years or
fewer; (b) those with 12 years ; and (c) those with more than 12
years. These were termed low, middle, and high, respectively.

Each of these reconstructed variables for parental education and
occupation Was crosstabulated with high, neutral, and .low RN
perception groups to determine whether parental education and/
or occupation patterned with respondents' perception of nurses.

The-dist " I . ions con e oun in tables
66, 67, and 68, from which it can be sebn jhat there are some
definite site differences. Pittsburgh and Arizona students have
fathers with "blue collar" occupational profiles, while Tallahassee
students' fathers have "white collar" profiles. Most of that profile
is contributed to by the white students, as there were definite differ-
ences! in_ the white and black students' responses. In Pittsburgh,
such a racial difference was not found. Interestingly enough, large
differences in the .profiles between Indian; Chicano, and white
students were not found at the Arizona-site.
-As was indicated previously, se-me caution must be exercised in

dealing with _these data. For example, there are two reasons why
a difference in sex-linked profiles might occur. One is that for a
given occupatiohal category, it is more likely that an offspring of
one sex would drop out of school than an offspring of the other sex.
We have no specific knowledge of these types of social patterns
within the communities where we collected the data and thus do
not know whethei any of the data reflect these patterns. The second
reason is,that one sex may.feel a greater need to give "acceptable"
answers about such things.. Whichever is the reason in any of these
cases, Indians manifested such differences in the laborer and civil
serVant categories, Tallahassee blacks and whites did so in the
Professional II category (and in opposite directions, with the male
black::: and the female whites predominating in that choice), Talla-
hassee blacks did so in the' laborer category, and Pittsburgh blacks
did so in the laborer and self-employed categories. Thus, at least
one racial group demonstrated differences in fathers' occupational
profile at each site for the category laborer, and it *as always in
the direction of males choosing the response with a high fre-_ _

quency. .
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Tables 69,-70, and 71 preseritStriiilar distributions of mothers'
occupationS. In Pittsburgh, roughly twiothirds of the black students
and slightly over one-half of the white Students liSted homemaker
as their mOthers' occupations. The only other category.also checked
with any high degree of frequency was ciVil servant. In Tana-\hassee, employment rates rose tri from one-half to tWo-thirds.of
the mothers working, with professional II taking\a second .place in
.frequency to civil servant. -A somewhat less clear 'pattern obtained.
in Tallahassee, but with "other health professidnal" :taking a
second place,to civil servant. None of the response rates rose on

, this item, particularly in Pittsburgh, Tallahassee, and with female
Indians in AriZona:

The striden1sLfather4edrication.--Ls--cliscribe.d411tables--2,--711,
and 74.- There do, not appear tO be sekual or racial difference's in
Pittsburgh, but in- Tallahassee the white students seeni to have
better educated fathers. ThexprOportion of no responses among the

-Iblack students is substanti/ al, however, arid although there is some
reason-to believe that t nonrespondents would not have changed
the profiles,-no defini conclusions along.that line canbe drawn.

In Arizona, there o ,not appear to. be substantial' differencea,
between the educational, leVels of the fathers of ,Indians and;'
canos, but the wh/te students do have better. educated fathers.
Again, the propokion of nonresponding Indians' make any con-
elusions tentativ at best.

The educational levels of the students.' mothers are depicted in ..

tables- 75, 7.6, and 77. It can be seen that the descriptiori of
educational profiles of the. fathers .also hold for the mothers' eduea-.._i_

tional levels, although nonresponse by the black- Tallahassee stu- .
dents was not nearly as high as with their fathers edueation.

Relationship of SES Attributes_
and Attitudes Toward Nursing"'

Although there are some diffitulties in knowing the exact distri-
bution of the educational and occupational indices of SES through-
out the student populations surveyed, these inaccuracies probably
are more likely to lead to miSsing actual relationships between
-SES and attitudes toward nursing than they are to generate relav-
tionships that don't ekist. Thus the7relatiOnshiPs described below .

are most likely valid. This is even more likely, the case, since they-
paint a consistent picture of an inverse relationshiP betWeen SES
and positive attitud . toward nursing.



In;Pittsburgh, both black and white females who classified their
fathers in the low edlication group (i.e.,11. years br fewer) more
frequently assigned higher ratings to the RN than resPondents in
those Same subgroups who crassified their, fathers in the hig
education group. FeMales of .both racial groups whose fths

:were classified as "blue collar" Workers more frequently had-higher
average. RN ratings '-than respondents in those groups whose

;fathers were classified in the "white collar" categoi
In Tallahassee, bOth white female respondents and White male

respondents whd classified their mothers' edu`catiori as loW(11
years or .fewer education) inore frequently had high RN lath rs
(i.e., ratings between .3.8 and 5.0)...than students in tho Ob-
groups who classified their. Mothers' education as middle 6r high.
No distinguishable relationship obtained between parental educa-
tion' or occupation and evaluative RN perception for the other
subgroups.

In Arizona, no significant relationship obtained between fathers'
education and the rating of RN. There V,.as- a dc''.ite relationship,
however, betWeen .mothers ethication and the evaluative rating ofi
RN for tothl whites and white males. Within those subgroups,
students who classified their mothers' occupation -as low rnore fre-
quently gave higher ratings to RN. than students in those same
subgroups wiles& Mothers' education-was classified' as midile or
high. A significant pattern obtained -between fathers' occupation
and the perception of RN.fdr Indian males _and Indian females.
.Indran- females and totarIndians Whose fathers were classified as
."blq. collar". mil-kers assigned significantly ..higher ratings to RN
than!students in thoSe Same i9bgroups whose fatherl were classi-
fied .as "white 'coillar" workers. -No other significant patterns were
found between parental education and occupational pleasures and
measures of evalurt:-.-e perceptions for RN.

Post-High 'School Plans

A numbpr.of queStions were directed \ at determining what the
respondenV post-high School pians were. Tables 78, 79, and 80.. .

resent the students' feelin about the amount of financial de-
mands that: will be made on them, In Pittsburgh, there was a.
slightfy greater. need felt by the black. studentS .to be responsible
for greater amounts of their oWn financial support. The pattern
was the saMe, but the difference was .nnich 'more substantial in
Tallahassee, while. the differences among the Indian, Chicano, and
'White .stOents.,in Arizona Nere -slight. There was a -significant
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sexual dlifference as well in all three sites, with females feeling
responsible for large amounts of their/support. But the difference-,
was due mostly to black females in Pittsburgh, and to Chicano
and white femaleS in Arizona, Mils, white women in Pittsburgh
and Indian womn in Arizona did riot feel they\were spared finan-
cial responsibility in less measure than were their male counter-
parts. .

Tables .81, 82, And 83 present the data for, career decisions. In
Pittsburgh, more black than white students planned to go to college
'and thought they would be succesSful. The reverse was true in
Tallahassee, with greater amounts of whites_ anticipating success-
ful college .careers. At both sites, however, more black students
had made firth career decisions than,iad whites. There were not
great differences in the proportion of students 'who planned college
areers nor in those making firm career _chOices aniorig the three-
racial groups in Arizona, but the whife and Chicano stUdents
expressed more confidence in the probable success of their colleçe
careers than did their.Indian counterparts.

In Pittsburgh, there were no race/sex interactions, ,but mo
males anticipating college careers, More females having made a'
firm career deFision, and a negligible difference' in the anticipated
degree of college success beteen the sexed. In Tallahassee, there
was a race/sex interaction, with more black males (than black
females) arid ,more white females (than white 'males) planning
c'ollege CareerS, more black males (than braek females), and no
sexual differpnces among the Whites in anticipating College success,
and more white males (than white femaleS) '..and no sexual differ-
ences among the blacks in making firm \career decisions.

A similair complicatc:d race/sex interaCtion oCcurred in Arizona.
More Indiafi females. (than Indian males) and more Chicano males
(than Chicano females) opted for college careers, while no sexual
difterences were manifest between the white sexual subgroups.
More Chicitho and White m.ales expected success in college than
did their female counterparts, while the Indian students displayed
no sexual differences.on this factor. Finally, more Indian and white
females and more male Chicanos had made firni career . choices
than had their sexual counterparts.

FreqUency of Career Counseling

Students rePorted Career counseling visits ori an average of a
little over three times in, Pittsburgh, two times in Tallahassee, and
fewer than two times in Arizona durix:v the school year in which



they were surveyed:: The ranks of these three- sites correspond to
the times within the academic year in which they were visited,
though, and in no way can they be taken to be suggestive of real
differences in minseling frequencies between the zites.

Within Pittsburgh and Tallahassee, black students- reported
visits with counselors at higher frequencies (and substantially so)
than did white students. The differences between the sexes were
slight and inconsistent, with white males having a slightly higher
_visit rate than white females in Tallahassee, while the reverse
was true in Pittsburgh. Fernale blacks in Tallahassee had more
frequent visits than did their sexual counterparts of the same
race, and again.the reverse was true in Pittsburgh.

In Arizona, the Chicano students had higher visit rates by a
small margin over the white students, and both were trailed sub-
stantially by the Indian students. Again, sexual differences were
much lesS important than were racial differences, with male Chi-
canos having a \very slightly higher rate than female ChiCanos,
white males having a consistent but moderately higher rate than
the white female subgroup; but with the fel-hale Indians leading
the male Indians by fairly substantially higher visit rates.

So far, only the visit rates of .the sularoups have been discussed.
major importance with this variable is whether it is related.

to The perception of nursing careers. In none of the sites was there
eviden\ce of any relationship between the .frequency of career
counsetng visits and the evaluative peeception..of RN.

.
.

Tabul ted as cumulative percentages, the results of these .an-
alYSes ar depicted in tables .84, 85, and 86. Those tables contain
a category:- termed "percent no response." The instrument -had a
response category that allowed the.stunents to indicate that they
had' made no visits to the counselor, but that category Was rarely
used. Ikre must conelude that the category of no response includes
both those who had made any visits and those who failed to answer
the question. There is reason to believe that those who had not
made 'any visits may; be the major Portion of those included in this
category. That group was quite sinall in Pittsburgh, where the
stirvey was conducted .at the end;i6f the .acadeMic year and became
sizable in Tallahassee and Arizona, where' the survey was con-
ducted at the middle and beginning, respeetively, of the school year.

_

It shOuld be noted that, the student was asked only to report the number ot times that he
saw ha Founselor, with no distinction as to whether the yisit was initiated by the counselor
or the student.
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Ex's-Ts-are-19 Health Careers

Tables 87, 8, and 89 present data related to the; students' exf-
posure to health careers. There.were no differences between black
and white students in hospital volunteer work in Pytsburgh- or
Tallahassee, but in Arizona the differences found favored the In-
dians, whites, and Chicanos, in that order, in thdr level of. volun-
teer service. There was substantially greater female volunteer pK.-
ticipation than male prticipation in all subgroups- at all sites.

There was a ,slight difference faVoring white stu-dents in their
willingness to do volunteer work- in hospitals in Pittsburgh, but\
.no similar difference in Tallahassee. While the willingness to do\
volunteer work by white students ;n Arizona was not sub.stan-
tially different than their white counterparts in Pittsburgh and
Tallahassee, the Arizona Indian and Chicano student's were much'

\

more willing (and about -equally so) to do volunteer hospital' work.
When it came to working in a_ hospital for pay, while the white \\

students in.Pittsburgh and Tallahassee increased markecilyin their
.willingness for such an experience, the increase waS far outsized
by the black students who were willing to work in he.--:iItals for
pay in both of these sitek. This was directly mirrored by a sub-
stantial increase in white students' who Would work in hospita1 :4
if pay'were involved, and the much more substantialAndian and
hlack students who would work in hospitals if pay were involved.
'-"in.Pittsburgh, larger numbers of black students indicated they
knew physicians and -RN's perSonally thn did whites, while the
reverse was true for dentists. T.he differences were relatively small
With all 0-Tee professional groups. In- Tallahassee, white sturInts.
claimed such relationships with all three profeSsiona! ;.'Dtlbs with
a Substantially greater frequency.- than did black .,students. ' In
Arizona, the deereasing order of' such relationShips was. white,i

/ Chicano, and Indian students with,all three professional cittegori6;
except for dentist, where there were no differences between Indian
and Chicano students.

'Greater interest was expressed by black students than by white
students in nurSing careers both the Pittsbugh and Talta assee
sites, with the difference being highly substantial -in Tal assee.

,The interest f thite students in nursing careers was, )racticallY ,

identical aeross the three Sites (betWeen 12.0 percent and 13.1
percent). Chicano .students, also had a su`bstantially/greater inter:
est than white students in such careers, and Indian students had
substantially greater interests than did Chicano students in such
careers::



Generally, across sites and across most of the subgroups, in-
yolved, there were significant positive correlations between (a)
haying done volunteer work in a hospital, (b) willingness to do
volunteer work in a hospital, (c) willingnesS to do paid work in a
hospital, (d) personal relationships with all three. categories .of
health occupations, an\I (e) desire to become a nurse; with positive
evaluative ratings of nursing,careers.

Rejection of Nursing Careers
This item was not on the instrument adMinistered in Pittsburgh.

Tables 90. and 91 present the findings from the respondents in.
Tallahassee and Arizona. It will be recalled that the v s
open-ended, .asking- hose students who indicated in thE .

item that they woul not consider a nursing career to
why they would not. T ose tables, and the following analysis 0. fer
only to those students, and excludes studmts who said they would
consider nursing careers. Students from the minority 'groups, and
particularly feinale students, failed to respnd to the item in fairly
high frequencies. All of the responses were codable within five
basic response categories. In all Subgroups 'except: Indian males
and-Chicano females, 30 percent to 49 percent cf the stUdents in- \
dicated that they just had no interest,or had made another career
choice. In all male subgroups, tfhe Most frequent reason given was
the female-relatedness .of theprofession, accounting for roughly
-half of the male responses. AMong Ple females, reasons.classifiable
as squeamishness (e.g.; "Can't Stand the sight .of blood," "Don't
like being around-sick peoplerethe atost .pre-dowinant, ac-
counting for 40 percent to 50,percent Of -the_responses of the fe-
male-.subgroups, with "ToO much education reqiiired" being ..the
'second mosi: l'requent female-response.

8 7
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Table 50-14ean ratings of occupations on the Enancial reward subscale (Prtsburgh)

Subgroups'

Occupations Differences

betweei

Laundry High school Registered Medical Own desred means of R,N

worker teacher. nurse doctor occupation and OWN

Race/sex groups ,

Black males 22 3.6 3.4 3,6 45 4,4 ' 0.862

Black females 2,0 ,4.0 3.1 33 42 43 % 1 0.540

co White males 2,0 3.6 32 3,6 45 43 1-0.661o
White females 1.8 4.0 3.5 4,1 45 42 0.053

Race groups
o

. Total black 2.1 3.r.! 32 3,7 4.4 4,4 ' 0.701

Total .whites 13 3.8 3.4 3.9 45 4,3 4.400
,

. Sex groups

, Total males I 2,1 3.6 33 3,6 45 43, 1 0.748, Total females 1.9 4.0 33 3,9 43 43 \ ' 0354

Total group 2.0 3.8 33 \ 32 4.4 4.4 A '4547
1,

p <01 (two-tilled)



Table 8.41ean :girls of 4cupations on the hhancial reward sPbscale (Tallahassee)

Subgroups

.........,.--...Wm.n...ftn,
Occupations Differences

between

laundry High school Regis.. Medical Own desired means of RN

worker Secretary teacher nurse doctor, occupation and OWN

Race/sex r;,oups

Black hill, 2A 4.0 3,3 4.0 4.7 4.1 4-0.707

Black females 2,4 4,1 3.1 4.0 43 ' 4.394

White males 1.6 33 2,1 3.7 4.4, 4.1 0.828

White females lA 3,7 , 2.1 3,7 4.1 4,: 4400

Race groups

Total blacks

Total whites

Sex groups

Total males 1.8. 33 2.5 3.6 405 43 1-0.776

Total females 1.8 3.9 2.5 3.8 42 42 0.382

Total group 1.8 3.7 23 3.7 4,4 43 '.0.653

2,4 4.1 32 4,0 4.6 43 0.520

1,5 3.5 2.1 3.5 42 4,1 0.613

,0....Wrm
p al (*ailed)



Subgroups

Race/sex groups

'Indian males . 2.5 3,8 3.3 3.7 4.5 4A 1 -0.639

Indian females , .. , .., ..... 2.1 3.9 3,6 4.1 ,
,,

4,1 +0.014

Chicano malesl 1.9 4,0 2.9 e 3.5 .. 4.6 4.3 r

Chicano femalis 1.8 4,0 3,0 3.8 4.6 33 -0.068

White males .. 1.7 3.6 2.6 3.5 4.6 4,0 1-0.522

White females 1.5 3.9 2,7 3.9 4.4 3.9 -0,010

Race groups

Indians 2.3 32 3,5 3.9 4.5 42 1-0279

Chicanoc . 1.9 1.0 2.9 3.6 , 4.6 4.1 ' -0.456

Whites 1.6 32 2,1 3.7 4.0 4.0 ' -0242

Sex groups

Males 2.0 3.8 3.0 3.6 ' 4.5 4.3 1-0.657

Farnales 1.9 3.9 32 4.0 4,5 4.0 -0.002

Total group 2.0 3.8 3,1 4.0 4,5 4 4.0 1 -.0.318

Table 7,.-Mean ratings of occupations on the financial reward subssale (Arizona)

Occupations Differences ;

between

Laundry
cre arySe t

Nigh school Registered Medical Own desired means of RN

worker teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN

p al (two.tailed)



Table 8,Mean ratings of occupations on the amouni of education sutscale (Pittsburgh)

Subgroups

Occupaticins

,
'Differences

hetween

LaundrY Secretary
High school Registered Medical, Own desired 'means o! RN

worker teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN

'Race/sex groups

Black males . 1.6 32 42 12 4,9 42 +0.046

Black females 1.5 , 3,3 4.3 4.4 4.9 4,0 4 0362

White males 1.3 3,1 4,4 12 4.8 4.0 +0.175

White females ............. 1.4 3.1 4.1 4,6 4,9 3.8 1+0381

Race groups

Total blacks 1.5, , 3.3 4,3 4.3 4,9 4.1 1+0204

Total whites _ 1.3 3.1 4.4 1,4 4.9 3,9 ' +0,491

Sex groups

Total males 1.4 3,1 1,3 1.2 4.9 1,1 +0,115

Total females 1.4 3.3 4.4 4.5 4.9 3.9 1,40.565

Total group _ 1.4 3,3 4.3 43 4,9 4,0 1+0349

A.n

1 p <.01 (two.tailed)
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Table r1,41ear: Jings of occupations on the amount of ehcation subscale (Tallahassee)

Subgroups

Occupations
l

Difference!- -- between

Laundry high school Registered 11:idical Own desired means of R

worker
Secr.etalY

teacher nurse doctor occUpatico and OWN

Race/sex groups

Biack

Black females

co White males

White females

Race groups

Total blacks ..... ....... --

Total whites

Sex groups

Total males

Total females

Total group

..m.
p <.01 (two.taited)

1.9 3,6 1.8 4.0 4.6 3.8 +0.152

1,7 18 1.8 4,4 4.7 4,0 +0394

1.4 3.1 2.0 42 4.9 4.0 +0.177

12 33 2.0 4.4 1.9 4.1 +0270

1.8 17 1,8 42 1.7 3.9 '10290

13 2 2.0 4,3 4.9 4.1 1+0226

_ 15 3.3 2.0 4,1 4.8 3.9 +0.191

1.4 33 1.9 4.4 4.8 4.1

13 33 1.9 43 4.8 4.0 1+0301



Table 10.-Mean ratings of occupations on the amount of ducation subscale (Arizona)

Subgr3311s

Occupations Differe.nces

between

Dundry
Secretary

High school Registered Medical Own desired means of RN

worker teacher nurse doctor cccupation and OWN

Race/sex grim

Indian males 23 3,9 1.9 4.0 4.6 33 +0.183

Indian females 1.8 4,0 1.6 42 4,6 , 4.1 .±0.173

Chicano males 1.7 3,7 1.7 42 '4.8 3.9 +0238

Chicano females lA 3,9 1.6 4.4 4.8 31 1+0304

co White niales 1.5 32 1,6 42 4,9 3.9 +0322

White feme.es 1.4 33 15 4.6 5.0 3.8 1+0.750

Race groups

Indians 2.0 3,9 1,7 4.1 4,6 3.9 +0.177

Chicanos 1.6 3.8 13 4.3 4.8 4,8 1+0.451

Whites 1.4 3,4 1.6 4.4 4,9 3.9 ' +0.547

Sex groups

Males 1.9 3,7 1.8 4.1 4.7 3.9 +0.236/

Females 1.6 3.8 1,6 4.4 4.8 4,0 1+0.419

Total group 1.8. 3,7 1,7 4.3 4,7 3.9 ' +0.417

p <.01 (twatai led)



Dible 11.-Mean ratings of occupations on the personal reward subscale (Pittsburgh)

Subgroups

...... Occupations
1

Differences

between

Laundry
Secretary

High school Registered Medical Own desired means of RN

worker teacher nurse doctor occupkin and OWN -

.M1 w+..,.`

Race/sex groups
.

Black males 2.0 33 3,5 4.0 4,6 4.6 ' -0.572

Bl.pk females 2.0 3,6 3,6 4.1 ".5 4.5
1 _0.408

otl iffnite males __ ,_ 1.5 3,1 3,7 4.1 ;.7 4.6 ' -0.515

n
White females 1.7 3,6 3,8 4.6 4.8 4.6 -0.036

Race groups

Total blacks 1.9 3,5 3,6 4.0 4.6 4.5 1 -0.490

Total whites 1.6 3.3 32 4.3 4.7 4,5 1 -0229 /

Sex groups

Total males . 1.7 32 1 4.0 4,6 4.6 ' -0537

Total females 1.8 3.6 3,8 4.4 4,6 4.5 4.163

Total group . . ...___ 1.8 3.4 3,7 42 4.6 4.5 1 -0,349.

.,Ov
p <.01 (twoed)



Table 12.--Mean ratings occupations on the pen( ,:ward subscale (Tallahassee)

Subgroups

Occupations Differer.ces

between

Laundry High school Registered Medical Own desired rnyns of RN

worker te(:cher rsse doctor Cccopation' ánd OWN.1.,M.M.M..1....
13ace/sex groups

Black males I
2.3 3.4 3.5 4.0 4.3 4.1 -0.198

Black females 2.3 3.9 3,7 4.1 1.5 4,3 1 -0307

Do White males 1.5 2S 3,6 4.1 4.5 4.5 ' -0.438
-1

te females , ..........._ . 13 2.9 3.9 4,5 4.8 0 1 -0.168

groups

ral blacks , 2,3

1,4Total whites

Sex groups

Total males 1.7 3.0 3.6 4.0 4.4 4,4 1 4.327

Total females 1.7 3.3 3.8 4.4 4.6 1,6 -0211. .

Total. group . 1,7 3,1 3,7 4.2 4.5 -0287

3.7 3.6 4. 4.4 42 -0264

2.8 , 3.7 4.3 4.6 4,6 1 -0.308

=1.,
p <.01 (two.tailed).



Table 13-Mean ratings of occupations on tne persorial reward subscale (Arizona)

Subgroups
Laundry

worker

Occ. iptions Difference7

High school r laegistered MeJical yin desired meth:o fe e nRN

and OWN
Secretary

teacher nurse doctor occupation

Race/sex groups
.

Indian males 2.i . 3,5 35 31_ .:,. 4,4 4.0 1, -0311

Indian femaies 2.3 3.6 3.7 4.0 43' 4.1 -0.119

Chicano ms 2.0 3 ; 3.7 4.1 4.6 .,. ,.1.4 .., i1257

Chicar,o Itmales 1.9 3.1 18 _ 4.5 . 4.7 : 4.4 +0.045

oo White males . 1.7 :,0 3.7 43 ,4.6 4.4 4:0.023

co
White females 1.7 32 33 4.5 4.7 4.5 4200

Race groups,
Indians 2.4 3.6 3.6 33 4.4 4.1 1 -0205

Cfacanos 1.9 3ij 3,7 4.3 , 4.6 4.4' -0.119 ;

Whites 1.7 3.1 3.8. 44 4.6 4.4 +0,021

Su groups
.7

W,dies
.f

22 3.4 3.6 / 4.0 4.5 4.3 -0321 ,

Females 2.1 3.5 3.7 42 4.5 43 -01J48

Iota! group 2.1 3.5 3.7 ,A 4.2. 4.5 43 1-0,133/ . ....._

1 p <.01 (two.tailed)
//

,-1
. /

,



Table 14.....Mean ratings of occiipations, on the occupational stab's subscale (Pittsburgh)

Subgrolips

Occupations( Differences

between

I.,,aundry High school Regist'ered Medical Own desired means of RN
Secretary

worker teacher nurse doctor occupation andOWN

Ra Ce/sex gp2ups

Black males

tack females

White males

White females

Race groups

Total blacks

Total whites

SeZ groups

otal males'

Total females

.total group

1.7 3.4 35 3.9 4 4.7 43 0

L6 3.7 35 4.1 4.6 42 -0.178

1.4 32 35 31 4.7 42 -0.516

3.6 3.7 42 43 4.1

L7 3.6 3.5 4.0

1.5 3,4 , 3,6 3.9 4 4.1

15 3.3. 3.5 3.7 4.7 42\ 1*-0.522

1.6 3.6 3.6 4.1 4.7 42 \ 4151 \

1.6 3,4 )3.6 3.9 4.7 41 -0279

/ r

p <.01 (tv'gRailed)



Table 15,Mehn ratings Of occupations on the,occupat* nal ,status subscale (Tallahassee)

Subgrops

Race/sex groups

, Black males

Black females

White males

WhiO females

RacetroUps

Tcital blacks

Total whites

SO groups

:total males

Total. females

Total goup

Occupations 6ifferences.

between

''Aundry c .Highischool Registered Medical Own desired ineans of R!!

worker 'acreiary
teacher nurse doctor s cupation and OWN

POI (twataikl)

2,1 3.4

2.0 3.9

1,4 3.0

13 33

)2,1

1.4

3,7

3,6

3,7

3.0

3.2

3.9

4.0

3,6

4,0

4.5

4.6

4,7

4.4

42

4.1

4.3

1.-0A73

;:Ou2.52317

0291

3.6 4.0. 4.6 ° 4.3, .; 0,324

3.1 18 4.7 42 1,-0.426

1.6 3.1 3,2 . , 33 4.6 42
i

33 . 3.4 , 4,0 4.7 4.,

1,6 .. v 64
2 7

3.3 \ 3,9 ' 4.7 42:=. "..
I I

4*

j

0245

0238



Table 18.-Meatings of occupations on the occupational status subscale (Arizona)

Subgroups

1

Race/sex groups'

Indian males 2.4 3,4 7;2' . 3.6 42. 3.8 -0208

,I.ndian , females, 2.1 3.6 35 3.8 43 3.9 f -0.064

Chicano males 1.8 3.7 33 . 3.9 4.7 42 -0257

Chicano females 1.8 3.6 3,4 42 4,6 . 4.1 +0,114

White males 1.6 2.8* 3.3 3,8 4.8 4.1 -024

White females ' 1.5 3.5 3.5 42 4.8. 4.1 +0.150

1

Race gfoups

/

, \

Indians .22 3,5 , 3.4 3.7 43 3.8 -0,130V

Chicanos 1.9 3.6 3.5 4.0 4.7 . 42

WhiteS _1.6 3.2 '3.4 4.0 44 4.1 -0.026

Sex groups

rOles 2.1 3.4 3.4 3,8 4.5 .4.0 .r0201

Females . 1.9, 3.5 3.5 4.0 4.5 4,0 +0.0QT:

TOtal group ' eiN . 21)

/
i 35 3,4 3.9 4,5 4,0 ' -4'114

.

Occupations Differences'

between

rtrSecear
Laundry High school' Registered Medical Own desired means of RN

worker . teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN -

.01 (two.tailed)
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Table 11.Mean tings of occupations on the sekrelatedness subscale (Pittsburgh)

'Subgroups

Occupations.
Differences.

r between

Lunt
Secretary

High school Registered Medical Own desired means of RN

worker teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN

..mrgla,,=aa..,,,==.

Race/sex groups .

5

Black males 32 ', 42 P 3.0 42 23 2.1 1 +2.066

Black females 3.0 43 3.1 4.1 2.4 3,6 ' +0480

White males 3.4 1.4 3.1 4.3 2.0 1,8 1 +2.439

White females ' 33 4.4 3.1 42 23 3,7 1+0.416

Race groups

Total blacks__ 3.1. 42 3.0 4.1 23 2.9 41213

Total whites 3.1 4.4 3.1 i 4,2 2.1 :8 ./ 1 +1.448: 7'

Sergroups .

. Total males 33 43 3.0 42 2.1 2,0 1 +2246

Total females 3.1 4A, . 3.1 4.1 23 3,8 . '40.505 :

Total imp 32 43 3.1 42 2.2 1+1.357 '

p <01 (twatailed)

01.a.M.
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Table 18.--Mean ratings of occupations on the .sokrelatedness subscale (Tallahassee)

'.0.,bn.,...,...............,
1

Subgroups
,

1

Occupations Difference!

between

Laundry
Secretary 'High

schoohegistered Medical bin desired means of RI

, worker teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN

r 1 ,

Race/sex groups

Black males 1 '3.0 3.9 ,' 3.0 4.0

Black females 3.0 4,2 3.3 , 4,1

,.

White males 3.4 4.5 3.3. 4.3

.White females 32 45 3.4 43,

Race groups

Total blacgs ,.. .
3.0 4.1 32 4,1 2.4 2,9 ' +1155

Total wtiites 33 4,5 . 33 43 2.1 2,6 1.+1.693

22

2.6

2.0

2.3

1,9

3,7

1,9

33

1+2

1+0.460

1+2391

1+0,957/

Sex group:,

Total males 33

Total feriales 3,1

Total group 32

4.3 32

33

33

42

42

42

2.1

2.4

22

1,9

35

2.7

1+2280

'14,735

1+1.502

IP (twatailid)

0



Table 19.-Meap ratings of occupations on the serelatedness subscale (Arizona)

Subgroups

Occupations Differences

between

LaundrY St High school Regiiteted Medical Own desired means of RP
ecraa

worker 1'
m

teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN

Rate/sex groups

Indian males 3.0 3,6 2.8 3.7 2.0 2.0 +1.644

,` Indian females
0

32 4.0 33 4.1 2.6 3,8 ."1 +0297

Chicano males 3.2 4,4 2.9 4.1 2.0 1,9 +2143

Chicano females 3.1 4,4 32 4.0 2.4 . 3.6 +0.432

White males 32 45., 3.0 45 1.9 1.6 +2,978,

White females 32 4,4 e 3.1 42 2.1 3,5
1

+0.690

Race groups

Indiah 3.1 3,8 3.1 , 3.9 2,4 3,0 +0.905

Chicands \ 32 4,4 3.0 4.1 22 2.7 ' +1.363'

Whites. '4. 3,1 4.1 32 4.4 2.3 16 +1,774

Sex groups /

Males ; 4.1 2.9 2.1 1,9 1

Females 4.1 32 4.1 2.4 \ 3.6 1+0.439

Total group t, 3.1, 4.1; 3.1 4.0', 2.3 1 +1231

0 9 p <.01 (twatailed)

k
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Table 20.Mean ratings of oecupations on the ivolt enjoyableness subscale (Pittsburgh)

Subgroups

Race/sex groups

Black males

Black females

al White males

White females

Race groups /

Total blacks 1.8 32 3.4 3.7 4.1 43 1-0,776

Total whites 15 3.0. 3,5 4.0 44 45 1.-0532

Sex groups

Total males 1.6 2.6 3,4 3,8 42 43 1-.061

Total females . 1.7 33 3.6 4.0 42 45 1-0355

-Total. group 1,6 3.1 35 3,9
ir

1-0,659

<,01 (twatade'd),

,Occupations

.

oesten

Laundry en,rj,, High school Registered Medical Ownldesired means of Rh

worker 4"6'`w teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN

/ Differences

1.8

1.7

2.9 3,9 3.6

3.8 3,4 3.8

2J8 3,4 3,9

32 3,7 4,1

4.5

4,0 4.5

4,3 45

4,4 4.5

1 4255

I-0,697

1-0,667

1 0Al2

103
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Table'21dMean ratings of occupations on the work enioyableness subscale (Tsllahassee

Subgroups

s= =m1=1

Occupations . Difference!

tetween

Laundry twol, High school ',Ifeiistered M!dical Owndesired means of RI

worker teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN

2.4 3.1 35 3.6 41 45 0.924

21 32 35 3.8 41 43 1 0312

1.4 2.4 31 3.5 42 45 0.958

1.4 25 3.5 41 43 4.8 '4,692

23 3,4 .35 3,7 4.1 4.4

1,4 23 3.3 3.8, 43 47 1 4134

1.8 25 32 s35 42 4.5 034
12 3.0 35 , 4,0 43 45 LOS
1.8 3.4 308 4,3 . 45 .1 4786

Race/sex groups

. Black males

Black females

to White males'
03

/ White females

Race groups

Total blacks

Total v:hites .....

Sex PuPs

Total females,

TOtal group.

p <01 (WOW)



Table a-Mean ratings.of occupations on the work enjoyableneu subsiale (Arizona)

Subgroups

Occupations
Differencet

between

Laundry High school Registered .Medical 'Own desired means of Rh

worker Seretary
teacher nurse doctor, ocCupatiOn and OWN

Race/sex groups

Indian males 2.6

Indian females
23

Chicano males ._ -...................................
1.9

,

Chicano females
1.7

co White Tales

"4 White females
2

Race groups

Indians
2.4

Chicanos
1.8

Whites

Sex groups

Males

Females

Total group

227

2.6

2.1

3.4 3.6 3.6 3.7 43 4355

3.6 3.6 /9 3.8 4.4 14362

3.3 3.6 4.0. 4.4 4,5 1-0,562

-14 3.6 4.1 43 43

2.5 32. 3.6 4.1 4.6 149561

3,0 3.5 3.9 43 4.6 1-0.661

3,5 34 3.8 3,8 43 '4,541

33 3.6 4.0 4.1 43 1,-0.500

2,8 3.4 3.8 42 , 4.6

32 3.5 3.7 4.0 4.4 , 1-0484

3,4 3.6 4.1 4.1 , 4.4 1-0.112

3,3 3S' 3? 4.0 4.4 0.587

p <.01,(twatailed),

105

,

n



Table 21-Mean ratings of occupations on the occupational challenge subscale (Pittsburgh)

SubgrouPs

Race/sex groups

Black males ..... ......

-Black females

4) White males 1.7 2,9

White females 1.9 . 3.4

'Race groups .

Total blacks 2.1 33

Total whites LB 3,1

Sex groups'

Total males

OccupatiOns
Difference

between

LaundrY S t
High school Registered Medical Own desired .r,.neans.pf RI

ecre ar
worker

y
teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN

2.1 3.0

2.0 3,6

Total females

,Total group

1.9

2.0

1.9

2,9

32

33 4.1

4.0 43,

3.8 4.1

4.1 4.4

4,6 4.5 1--0447

4,4 4.5 41165'r

4.4 4,5 '-0364,

4,8 4:5
1
-0,102,

3.9 42 4,5

3.9 , 43 4,6

3.9 4.1 4.5

4.0 4.4 4.6

3.9 42 4.5

4,5 -0306

4.6 -0,194

1

'4109

- 14250

4.5

4.4

4.5

p al (tvotailed)



Table 24.Mean rating of occupations on the occupational challenge subscale (Tallahassee)

Occupations

-----Sabgrb`u-ps Laundry
Secretary

High school Registered Medical Owndesired

worker teacher nurse' doctor occupation

Differences

between

means of RN..

and OWN

Race/sex groups

'Black males , 2.4 .. 33 3.7 42 4.3 4.5 0264 .

Black females , _.. 23 3,,8 , 3.8 . 42 4.3 , 42. +0.009, .

0 White males 1.6 Ps 3.6 .4.0 4,4 4.5 4'10.468

co.

,

White females 1,4 2.9 4.0 4,4 4.6 4,7

Race groups

Total blacks ..

Total whites _

23 3.6 3.8

_._.....

' 42 , 4,3 .7 43

1.5 2.8 3.8 42 4.5 4,6

....:0035.1131

Sex groups

Total males .._ . 1,9 . 2.9 3,7 4,1 4.4 4.5 3 0369

Total females. ts, . _ 1.8 33 3.9 43 4.5 ; 45 4.160

Total group _____..... V __, .. , 1,8 3.1 3,8 42 4.4 43 .4286

, ..........:........._,.....--.1......rrp..................... al......0411..1.~...
I

<01 (two-tailed)

I 1

0 7,
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Table ..Mean ratings of occupadons on the occupational challenge .subscale (Arizona)

Subgroups

Race/sex groups

Indian malei 25 34

Inaian females fa.
2.5 3.7

Chicano males 3.4

Chicano females 2,f1- 3.5

White males- 12

White 'females -4 1.7 3.0

Race groups

Indians 23 3,5\ 3.6 3,7 41 4.0 0303

Chicaips 2.0 , 3,4 3.9 4,1 4.6 . 1.3

WhiteS 1.7 32 3,9 , 43 4.6 4.4 410

Sex grOPs'

Malei 22 32 3.6 , 3,8 43 4.1 '4283'
v

femalel 22 , 35 3.9 4,0 43 42 !

Total grotO 22 33 3.1 3,9' 43 42 --0255

( '

Occupations Differences

between

Laundry High school Registered Medical Own desired meansofR

worker '''re`44-- -teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN ,

,33

3.8

3.9

3,8

4.1

1

33, 4.1 4, 14.433

3.9 4,0 1-0.18f

4,1 4.6 4.4 1-0324 1

12 4.7 / IP
13,9 4.4 43 0,367

4,5 4.7 4.5 4010

p <01 (twogailed)

1

108
M.,

4



/"

I
/ Ra e/sex groO,

B ack males i

1 81 2,9 4,0 3,6 44 4,3 1 0,71 ,..=

B ack females 1,1 3,5 3.4 33 4,4 4,3 0.483 =;

bite Inales 0 1.4 , 22 2,8 3,4 4.5 42 ' ...0.879

Wi,lite females i
,....---

1.4 34 3.0 3,9. 4.6 4.1 4.163
'

i.,;),4,141cc'ekgroups 1 .11

f.,
,

Total blacks. Li . . 32 33 33 4.44 43 -7.0,6 iy

Total whites \ 1,4 3,0 2,9 3,6 4,5 42 ' -.0.529
,

Sex groups

Total males
,

, 1.6 % 2.8 ' 3.0 35 4,4 4,3 4,798 :::

Total fem4ies 1.5 3,5 '3,2 H 3,9 43 12
1

Tobl group 1.5 3.1 3,1. 3,7 4.5 42
,

.....,,..*, .s,....,,....01,y10...,... ..1.......11.,141=0.1.1.P.............Y ..-__.__7-------..........;n-.

.......

Table 26.Mean ratingioreccup4io.nion the advocient-opportunities subscale(Pittsburgh)

' .

\111)grquos
Lau

or

Occupations,

'h school Registered Medical Own desi.

,eacher nurse doctor occur 11

7777
Differences',.

between')

means of' RN

and OVilst.';;:



Table itMean ratings of occupations on the advancement opportunities subscale (Tallahassee),

Laundry

worker

Occupations
Differer0

betweeri

High 'Ir,hool Registered " Medical Own desired . means ofF
try ,

nurse doctor 'occupation nd OWN

Race/sex groups

Black 'fri8le60 1
22 ':'32 3,3 _3.8 42 43*

'Black, femaleS /,,, 2,1 3,8 3.4 . 410 4,4 4,1 0,110.

}.4

o White males l',4 ' 2.8 2,4 , - 3,6 4.5 ., 12 ,' 0;634

N
White females , 2f.,

1.3 3.4 2,4 li.7 . 4.7 42. '0'465
,i i

- Race groups ,,
1'

Total blacks- , 2.1 3,5 3.3 3.9 , 43 42 1 0284

Total' whites ,,;. 1.4 3,1 2.4 36 .. 46, 42 0,557

Sex /groups ',
^ r

Total' males
,..

, 1.7 2,9 247 3.6 4.4 14.2 ' 0.6ZtI

Total females ,

1.6 '3,5 . 2,8 0 33 4,6' ,42 '4317

Total group/ 1.7 3.2 3.8 4.5 42 1-0.402

t

1 p <01 (tWotailed)

110
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Table 1--Mean ratings of occupations on the advancement opportunities subscale (Ariiona)

, 1 ,

Subgroups

Race/sex groups

Indian males

Indian females

Chicano males

Chicano females

White males

Whiti females
,

Race groups

Indians

thicanos

Whites

Sex groups

Males .J;

Females

,Total group

Occupations Differences
, \ , L , ,-----,7---, olden

Laundry 6 ',, , High school Registered Medical' Own desired mearis of RN

worker.
ea.tetarY

leacher nurse 'doctor occupation and OVilk.::
,

,

,

12.4 34 1
3,4

22 33 , 3,5 3.7

1,8 3.1 3,3 3,9

1,7 3.6 32 4,1

1,7 2.8 2.4 3.6

3,3 ..2.8 3.8

3.5, 3,4

1.8, 3.3 3,3

13 3.1 .2,6

3,7

4.0

3,7

2.1 32

2.0 3.5 ,

2.0. 3.4

'32

3.8

3.2

.1=.1.

4,1

-41.19

4.6, 4,3 1-0.383

4.5 4,1 +0.057

42 4,1 0483

4,6 4,1 4.300

4.1 3.9 0'212

4.6 42

4,1

3,7 4,3

3,8

38 4.3

4,3

4.1

4.0

4.0

0.374

' 0t186

' L0250 :



0

0

Tible 29,41ean ritings of occupations on the work hours subscale (Pittsburgh)

Subgroups

waylw.

Occupations
Differences:

between,;

) Laundry High school Registered Medical Own desired, means of RN

Secretary
Kgker. reacner nurse doctor oicupatidp, and OWN::

,

Race/sex groups

Black males
3,0 . 3.8 3,5

Black females
2.9 4,1 - 4M

8 , White males, .
_,, 3.1 ,4.0 4,1

4 'White females
j.0 4.3 it?

Race groups .

Total blatks -
3;0 3;9 1,0 , .. 32'

,----Total whites :
31 42 42 2.7

'Sic g?oups

Total t;males

3,1 3.0 3.9

32 3t1 4.1

2.7 3.8

2,7 2.4 , 1,1

Total females

Total,, grOup

0,770:

0.81)9

1,127 :

1 1A10

1 -L0,1

14 3.9

3,1 3.9 1.1 2,9,, 2.8 3.8

3.0 ,42 4.1 2.9 2,7 4.1 ,

3.0 4,0 4.1 2.9 2.8 \ 3.9 , 1.029

1.,1



sefe

Table 304Mean rdings of/occupations on the work hours subscale (Tallahassee)

Subgroups

Occupations Difference!

between'';

Laundry
Secretary

High school; Registered Medical Owndesireicli rneannsof R

teacher nurse doctor ocworker p ti oat

Rce/sex .grouris

Black males

Black females 32 4.3

White 'males 2.7 3,7.

White females' 2.6 41

' Race groups

Total blicks

Total ,whites

0 Sex groups

'01 Total males

Totil females...

Total grotip

ip <01,(two.tal led)

3,8

4.0

31

3.8

33

3,5

2,4

2.

3,3 43

3,7 4.4

2,5 3.6

22 '3.8

3,3 4.1 33 3.4 3:6 4.4

21 3,9 31 23 2.3 \ 3.7 1358.

2.9 3,6 3.7 2.7 2.7 3.9

2,9 42 3.9 2.8 2.8 4.1

2,9 4,0 3,8 ..2.7 2,8 4.0

1,076':
z

0.91.2,



Table 31.Mean ratings of occupations on the work hairs subscale (Arizona)

WYwook.4.m,4 4.MEMmE.,1

Subiroups

1=1..
, Race/sex groups

Indian fnale's 3,11 3;9 3.9 33

Indian females . 2,9 4.1 4,2 4,0
,

Chicano males 3.0 3.9 3,9 29

Chicano females / 2,8
1 12 4,0 , , 32

1.4 White males 3:0 3.7' 18 2,6

\
hite females 2,9 4.3 12 2.7

rChicanos

1/1
N

2,9 , . i.0 3.9,1 3,0 , 32. 4.01,' ' 0 91P-

Rac, roups

, ,

.
,

lndi ns . 3,6 1.0 41 3,9\1 4.0 43 1,70,3t ::
,

. Whites .3,0 , 4.0 1.0 1 2,6 \\, ! 2,6 , 3,9. 1 1289':',

Sek 'groups

M les 3,0 3.8 P , 32 \ :3,5 4,1..

Fenlles 1.9 ' 4.1 4.1 3 5 33 41

Total gçoup . 2.9 4.0. 4.0 '. . 3.4 .. \ 3.5 4.1,

Occuliations Differences

, between:

Laundry , Nigh, school Registered Medical Own desired means of Rh.

Worker ,

ucretary
teacher nurse: doctor occupation and

,4.0

4.0

3.1

32

2.7

2.5

4.3

42

3.9

4.1

4.0

3.9

0 857'j
,

1-0,1860

1-0.733'



I

Table 32-:Mean ,ratings of occupations on the selfisupervision sibscale (Pittsburgh)

\
Race/sex. groups

Black males , 32 2,9 2.6 3.1 4,0 42 1-1

Black females 2.9' 3,5 3,6 ', 3.5 .' 3.8 4.1 1 0

White. mals I 3,3 3,0 .347 . 2.9 4,0 4.3 '-1.394 '

White females 32 33 . 3,8 32 i.i 3.9 4.0 1-0.771

Race groups .

total, blaca , ., 3.1 , 32 1 3,5 3,3 \ 33,
L

.0

Total whiteil
I s

32 32 , 3,8 3,0 4.0 4,1

\. \
Sex groups .

-...

Total males 32 3,0 3,6 ':' 3.0 4,0 ,4 43 1 1264',241
,. 2.

Total' females 3,0' 3,4 3,7 3,4 , 4,0N 4,0 0692

Total group ' Al
_________

32 3.4 32 3.9 '4.1 0

,

.. ......__..........

Occupations Differences

between

Laundry, . e i High school Reiistered Medical Own desired meins Ô R IC'

worker
,,ecretary

teacher nurse doctor occupation and
,

P <01 (liotailed)
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Table 3341an ratings of occupations on the 
settiqervision/subscali (Tallahassee) 

Race/sex Foups 
' 

'Black males 32 32 3.9' 
, 

33 ' CD C3 

Black females 3.1 3,8 3,7 .35 3Y 42 14661 

White males J1 2.6 3,5 2,8 3,8 ' 43 -61.521!, 

Mitt *ales 
., 

3,1 32 
, 

3,7 3.1 3$ 43 1-1238 ' 

Differences 

. 

betvieen', 

1 

Laundry Highsch, ool. 13egis1eOledkal Ownlesked means of RN 

worker becreurY tether nurse. 
' doctor occupation and Op 

, 

ce groups , , / ., 

Total blacks 

,. 

2 ' 35 3,8 3.1 
i 

4.0 ' 42. 
/r0/.804 

' 

Total whites 11 2.9 3,6 3,0 3,8 43 1.37,4 

' Sex groups ' 
, 

, 

Total males 
,. 

f. 1 
4 
1 

1 

. 
2.8 3,6 3,0 3.9 43/ 1 1,364, 

Total females 
, 

3,1. 3.4 3,7 33 3,8 ,43 

Tothl 'group 
2,9 ' 3.1 3:6 3,1 

. 

3 9{. 
, 

43 1-1.160 

p <.01 (twatailed) 

I 

RIA 
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Table 34elean ratings (If occupations on the self4upervision subscalo (Arizona

Subgroups

Occupations
Dierencés

between: V

L'auil"d'y Seretary
'High school Registered Oedical Nil desired (*sof ROC

worker teacher ma doctor lqupittion

Rie/sex groups

Indian:la les 3.1/

Indian :females ,
321

Chjcapp 'Male's
;II

Chicano ,fernales
2:7

zs" White. males:
il

White females '
i

/14

Race groUpS

, Indians ' a. 32

Chicanos'
2,8

Whites,
/ 33

: Sex:groups ,./,

Males 4

Fethales'

'Total group

34 34 s3.4 3.7 33

3,5 3.EH 16 3,9 3.9

32 33 '' 32 4.1 4.1 0

3.7 3.8: 4.0 41

2.7 35, 3,9 42 14E1,

32 IL 33 33 42
..

4.412

.,

3.4 1E''' 3 05 33 3,9

, 34

,9

31. 33 4,1 4,1 :

2 32'

_1110710550i11

3.1 3,9 42

-PM'il
12

3,9 4.0

3,5 -3,9 4,0

3,4 3.9 . , 4.0
.0. ,

,04)

/
, t

3,1 3.1

3,1

3,1 33
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Table 35.-Mean ratiugs of occupations.ion the work difficulty subscale {Pittsburgh)

Subgroups

_._....,..._....._._..._..__......_........___...
, ! .

Occupations . , Difference:

- between":
Laundry

S
sigh school Registered Medical Own desired miens of R

, worker
ecretary

, teacher nurse doctor occupation and OWN
1-.Jr --------..-

Race/sex groups
1.

Black males 2,1 3.1 3.3 23 1.7 22 +0,053 ,

'W ,. , 35 3,0 2.8 22 1,7 2.1 +

32 2.9 2.5 .. ,21 1.6 2.6

hite males 0.116 ,

Black females

White feriles 3.6 2,8 2.5 1.8 1.4 2.3 i ' -0,530

Race groups

. Total blacks 32 3,0 25 22 1.7 ; 2.4 1 110237,,

Total whites 3.5 2.9 2,6 2.0 1,5 22 1 2 -079':-
/.. ,

Sex groups ., .

1
,

total males . 3.3, 3,0 2.7 2 1 1.7 22- .+0,115)

Total females r 3.4 3,0 2.5 2.0 1.5 2.5 , i, -0,499,

,Total group , 14 2.9 2.6 21 1.6 2.3 ' -0,197,-:

%

4.4



Table 38.Mean ratings of, occupations on the work difficulty subscale (Tallahassee)

Subgroups

Race/sex grotips

Black males

Black females

Whb- males

W* females

Racerups

Total blacks 3,4 3,0 . 2.7 2.4 2,0 2,8 0425

Jabal whites 3,5 2,9 ; 23 2,0 1.6 2.0 0.024

Sex groups

Occupations
Difference

between

Laundry High school Registered .Medical Own deSired means of R

worker
Secretary

teacher nurse doctor' occupation and OWN

3,3

3.5

3,4

3,6 2.9

3,0 ,

2.9

2,9

2,1

2.6

2.6

2.4'

23

2.3

1.1

2.0

1.8

1.4

2.5 4,098-

3,0

+0208:

1,9 --0255:

Total males

Tothl females

Totaltroup

3,4

3.5

/14

3,0 2.7 2,3 19 23 +0.053

2,9 . 2.5 1.9 1.F, 2,4 , 0.414

2,9 2.6 2,1 1.8 2.3 (-0.154

1.p <,01:(two.ta iled)

119

,



Subioups

Table 370-Maan ratings of occupations on the work trdifficulty

Occupitions-

Race/sex groups

Indian males

Indian femates.,

Chiceno ,males

Chicano females

White males

White females.

Race groups

Indians

Chicanos

Whites

_ Sex groups ,

Males

Fe'rnales

Total group

410 p (01 (tW(galled)

Laundry, I Rettirseter

worker , t
Secretary 'Iligeahscchh:r°

3,5

3,8

2.9t

32

33

2,9

2,8

2,9

2,8 I

2,8

2,8

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.8

2.4 1,6

2,5

2,4

23

2.0

2.1

3.7_ 2.8 2,7 2,5.

2.9 2,9 2.7 22

3,2 I 2,6 \

32 3,0

33 2,9,

2,7

2,6

2.7 :

/

subscale (Ariliona)

Difference

between,

Medical Own desird meansof R

doctor xcupatiön arid OWN

1.8 2.6

11 2.3

1.7 2.7

/ 1.8

1.5 2.3

+0,078

0.164.

, +0,051

0233

.1.9 2.5.

1.1 2.5

1.7 13 0,458

2.4 , 1.9 6 2.4 70.004'

2.1 1, 1.1 2.5 '0

1.8 , 2S 0
/.

1:



Table 38.41ean ratirig of oilcoition en the desire to enter vbscale (Pittsburth)

Subgro'ups

Occupations
Diffeiren4

!betweereiL

1464 reta
High School . Registered, Medical Own desired means of RP

ni
worker teacher nurse doctor occupation and'011i

Race/sex groups ., I

Black maleii ,. ,., ', '' 1.1 1,4

Black females
1.3

IQ White hales . ......=0.....i...* ... .r ......... 1.1 13

co .

White females
e, 11 2,8

Race groups

, .: /
,...,.., ..,_0.

, .....,.. /A.

-Total blacks

r,
12 2.0

Total. whites ..,
1.1' 2.0 .

grotips

Totil males

-Total female's:

1otI ,grouP

22,

L9

1.6

L7

2,1

13 ,

22

2.6 4,8'

4,7

2,4 4,8

2111

21\ 13 2.5 t7

1.9 / 1' 7 22 42

1.9 lA 2,5

22, 211 2,3 1.7

2,0 \IS 2.4 42



,

Table 39.Mean ratings,bt occupaiians ante desire to enter subsCale (Tallahassee)

,

SubgroUps

Race/sex groups

Black males ...... .... _______ 1.5- 1.4 2.3 1.7 2.6 4.5

Black females ''' 1.5 3.6 2.4 2,5 22 45, ' 241i
1*1 '

__White males / 1,1 12 17 1,3 , 22 . 4.7

hite females ./ 1.1 ;22 2.3 22 22 4.7.. V

Race.gr6ups .,..

, Total blacks 1.5). 23, 23 22 2,4 4.5 4,339.
se::)

'Total whites
,

,, 11). 1.8 2.0 1,.8 23; 4.7'''.

Sex groups, ,

Totil .males v . , 1.3 'IA: 1,8 1.5 2,4 , 11.7

Total females .v. 1.3, _.2,6 2.1 2,3 2.4 4.1" 72-405

Total group 7,,. 1.3 2.10 2.0 1,9 2.1 .4.7 1.,4,77

o

Mi'1 .
,

. , , t. , . .

Occupatkni Differe*
,between

Lauhdry E,ligh.school Registered Medical Dirn desired:. me'finsiit

worker Q."'''',1! Oacher purse doctor.. occupation, and.OWN

2,74

i't
'y < .01.(two.tailed),

,

r
6.



Table 40.-Mean ratings of occupations on the.desire to enter subscale (Arizona)

Occupations Differences_ between

Saroups
Laundry' Hiel school Registered Medical., Om desired means of RN

:....------------
worker

Secretary
. teacher, nurse doctor occupation anOWN4.11.11111

Race/sex groups I...--

lndin males 2 0 , 22 2.5 : 2.3 3.0 42 1-4006

Indian females 1.9, 3.1 2.7 33 2.7 I 42 1 .0,936

Chicano males 1... . 13 1.3. 22' 1.9 2.8 4.7 1 -2.819

Chicano feinal'es 12 , 2.8 1,9 2,7 2.3 ,, 1 4.4 ' -1.773

White males

/
1.1 1.3 1.9 1.4 2.5 4.7 1 4311

, White females 1,1 2.3 22 23 2,0 4.8 ' -2.540

Race groups

Indians

Chicanos

Whites

Sex gioups:,

. Males 1.6

Females 1,5

Total ,group 1,6

/ ...Wm.w.

2.6 2.8 2.8

2.1 2,6

2.1

1.8 2.3 1.9

2.8 2.4 2.9

2.4 2,4

J

43 -1.420

4,6 ) .4342,

4.8

J-2.536

-1,535

1-2,015.

4.5

4.4

. 4.4



1--t

cra-

12,

Table 41.Distribution of occupational choices (Pittsburghto

Occupational categories
1

Total
group

Race group Sex group Race/sex subgroup's

Black White , Males Females
Black , - White

Males Females Males Females
N=645 N=304 N=341 N=320 N=341 N=152 N=152 N-4168,, N=173

Professional II 18 21 15 13 23 lq 24 8 23
Professional I 16 17 15 22 10 - 19 14 25

Clerical 15 12 18 1 29 1 22 1' . 35*

Skilled craftsman 12 11 13 23 2 21 , 2 25 3.

-Technical - 9 n 8 6 12 6 c 14 6 ", 10

Managerial
1.

6 9 3 7 -1 4 12 5 3

Laborer - 6 i .4 7 10 3 16 3 12 3

Civil servant 6 2 9 7 5 1 I 2 13

Other health professions
Registered nurse

4s-
3

% 6
3

2

3

4 4 7
, _

6
5

3 2
6

Self-employed. 1 .,- 2 1 4 1

Homemaker 1 , 1 1 2
Undecided 3 3 5 4 2 4 3 3 2

Total percentage 100 no *:-.-..-, no no no 1.1oo no no\

Entries are percentage of students giving occupations in each category.

4



Occupational categories
:

'Table 42,Distribution of occupational choices (Tallahissee)

Total
Race group

group Black White , Males Females Males Females Males Femi

Nr.614 N224 Nz.-390 Nr.289 Nr.:325 Nr..94 N=130 Nr.195

Sex group Black

Race/sex subgroups

White

_
Professional

,

I 19 12 8 25 131 15

'$ille'cl 14 14 15 23 7 26

., Clerical _, 14 22 9 , 3 23 5

Professional II
.

12 .14 11 6 ' 17 9

H Technical 8 6 9 8 8 5

-4 i Managerial . 5 4 5 8 2 5

Civil servant
0

4 3 , 4 6 2 5

, Registered nurse 4 4 4 7 ...

Othetr health professions 4 2 5 2 6 ....

.. Self employed 1 1 1 2
/

Agricultural 1 1 1

Homemaker
_ P l '' 1 0..

Undecided li , 15 9 12 12 22

Total percentage ,100 100 100 100 100 100

,

9 29 16i

5 22

34 2

18 5 17

7 9 8

2, 9 2

2 7 2

7 7

3 3 7

2 1

2 1.

'1

11 ,7 13

100 100 100

f,

Entries are percentage of students giving occupations in each category,

1!5



Tale 4.31--Distritu6on of =upational ctni,4 'Azona)'

OcCcatiou: Total
3ex group

.cat4ories

'Race/sex Suit=

Chicano ,V6ife

group' Indians Chicarr 'White W;Ile. Female 'i-k3Ie female

117-798 N405 N= l::191 N85 Nr.413 'UR- N.:221

Skilled craftm-, 20 .22 19 16 :9 1

'Clerical _ 14 18 10 9 2 25

-Professional II .... 9 10 9 8 6 13

Registered nurv 7 10 3 4 13 ,

Professional I 6 5 11 7 9 4 ..

cc' Civil servant _ 6 2 8 12 8 4 .

Technical ...._ 5 2 .? 12 3 7 1 -...i

Iraborer ..... _ 5 3 10 8 3 5 1

Managerial 4 3 4 4 3 2 5

Self employed/ ___. 4 3, 4 4 ; 3 5 1

,

Other health I

professions _______ 3 2 7 5 2 4 1

Homemakeir 2 1 1 ' 11. 5

Undecided 15 19 13 6 ,1,5 14 20
,

t7 1

29.,

3 14

19

2

126 Entries are percentage of students giving occupations in each category,

Male Female Male Femaii

N.7.110 N2 N:-.9.1 N=10(

33 2 32 1

1 22 17

7 11 HS 10

9 8

10 8 11 3

13 .3 19 5

3 3 5 17

8 1 /12 8

6 3 6 1

3 9 , 4 4

3 5

2 \,3

15 11 t
3

12

4 11



Tabk 4,-ontoratitzlnalysisi Catigories of occupatiornal Llices (Pittsburgh, Tallabas0, Arizona).

\Whig :;;andents Race groups kes SairoisPs
Occupationat

PiyifTPria Talla Indian Black Chicrc White Pgh Arizona Talla Males Faille
categories "-

.Nr..390 N.-..-405 N=528 N=202 (s1-.:E Nr.:645 NE N=798 N=9.94 k1 0E
M... MMOW....../....M...........b......... ...._

Profeional I 15 ..!,1 23 8

Profeonal IIsSi
i-i ,

11 3 .18 I 8 12 1.8 .9 12 8 '17

1.4 Technical ....... __. 9 2 8 12 7 9 5 , 8 5 8 ...tt
Skilled craftsman ___ 1 1:

.._ 15 22 12 .16 15 12 D l& 21 3

Clerical . I ....
9 18 17 12 15 14 14: :9 25

Registered nuise ..,..._ 4 10 3 Li 3 3 7 4

Other health

professions

Undecided

Ww.r

, 5 2

lE 9 19

5 4 4 3 4 3

6 '8 3 13 11 11 1

1 Ent* are percentage of 7:0; it Ikii.j:upations in each category.

U7
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Table 45;.-Course zd noncourse requirements for admission to nursing schools (Pittsburgh, Tallahassee, and Atona)

Course and non.

course requirements

White respondents Race groups Sts s_ Sex groups.

Pgh Tab Arizona Indian Bleck , Chicano *Ile Pgh -mita Arizona Males Femall

N:341 N=.3) Nz:405 N:=528 E202 N. f ;Ir.% Ni14, N:7 N994 N10,1

Course requirements

Algebra ....M....1. . . 28 33 21 22 23 14 ; Iri 3 20 22

Biologi - 81 80 75 52 61 59 X, 72 6/1 59 63

Chemistry :______...- 76 84 69 59 66 '56 755 73 61 61

Noncourse requirements
,

American Nurses'

ia 4
1

Association exam' - 74 74 76 '69 71 'II 64 75 170

o
CoHege 8nard exam - 25 10 8 9 , 16 4 -.1.,...' 21 12 8 12

High school

transcripts
1 33 .22 14

National League
,

for Nursing exam'. 87 ' 59 59 67 , . 71 SS E 84 5a 62 65 71 ;

4-----------
,

I Entries are percentage of respondents who selected each requirement

27

72

77

17 25 17 23 33 19 16 21 14 ;

Bogus ,examination.

Adual examination,

Not included on Pittsburgh Survey,

Excludes Pittsburgh blacks, N=224,

° Excludes Pittsburgh whites, N:581.

7 Excludes Pittsburgh males, N=670,

8 Excludes Pittsburgh females, N=738.



Table 48,Mediar estateed wee*

Caper lo ttpres
0,

Laundry wok!

Secret*

H igh school ischer

tg Registered nuse

Medical dada

then desired occur, _
RN minus OM occmpation'

Actual RN minus MI'

glories of octupationt itittsburth)

E.iice groups Sex groups .itariseisubgroups

III
biet White Actu.al

IULiIJ Blac Kates Feniales

N645 Itt-320 N:=315

$103 1106

152 151

175. In

176 1713

236 259

122 197

6 19,

-25 40

$101 205

15D 757

18D lif

171 , 177

737

17C 207

+1 -30

13 50

I All entries rmendedioi nearest dollar amount,

3 Minus sign indicates 5tudents1 occupatiOnal choice earned more than RN.

Based on figures obtained from the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce, the Pittsburgh Federation of ;cachets, the Pennsylvania Nurses Association;

and the Pennsylvania State Bureau of Employment.

NA=Not applicable.

ROO

148

173

171

114

160

+11

3

Males Fag*s Males Female Taritairylig'

N2 N:-.168

$101 IO1L $1% $ 98

52 15 164 142

.171 187 180

176 17E 177 161

10 3 244 109

,215 170 197 153

20 411

s

103

163,

157

202

NA

NA

NA I

%.



estri.
'.11tclmatiori
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Table 47,--Median Its*, lieekly starting ialaries of occupitions (Tallahassee)1

Total R3R. raps

girouP
Whites

Sagro4

Mees Females

1..+1...
Race/sex subgroups ktual

. Black White stattim

Males Ferhales Males Females salart

.:LatOry .worker .
Sectary

Registered .nua

High '',school tater

Medical doctor .ttftr)

Owvesired .aczupation

RN 'minus OWN ,occupetin

Actual RN rnins

$ 85'

115

165

115

200

200

35

51

$ 85

145

165

145

200

35

--54 54

!AD salary estirmtes rooted tp mist whole dollar.

.:.Salacies.quoted* the Floridtitatarepartment of;Persorml for 1973,

Minus sign inäizates studentsnlexpg:teti to earn more thanA..

NA:Vet applicathk.

130

$ 85

145

165

145

200

70

145

165

115

200

185

55 20

74 54

$ 85.

115

165

145

200

200

35 20

54 54

$ 70 $ 85;, $ 70 05

115 145 115 35

165 165 165

115 145 145 154

21 200 ZOO 235

203 220 185 'NA

55 20 NA

-.39 NA71



Occupational

categories

Table 48.Median estaRied weekly startin szlaries f eampations1 (Arizona)

Race/sex subgroups

Total Race groups Sex gioups ilndian Chicano White Ac,":81

group Indians Chicano 'faie Female %le Female Me Female sctt

N=405 Na2 Nzii3 Nr.".184 N.7.221 ,Nr.1M N;j1

Laundry worker $ 85 $ . 70 35
$ 7,7 $: c}.5 $ $ 5 $ $ 85

Secretary ...... _ 145 165 145 14i :65 165 145 145 145 125 108

RIIi schooil

teacher 145 165 145 S 265 1415 165 15 155 145 145

N Registered nurv:, 165 185 165 :5 1:65 -1E 18:7 185 165 165 165

c4' Medical dzctor 220 / 220 20r 2.A 0 230 2Za 220 220 200 220

OWN occapatior 185 200 18S :E 200 1E5 200 185 200 145 125

RN minus OWN

occupation 20 15 23 03 35 OD 15 00 735 4.20 40 +20 NA

Actual RN minti3

OWN _ 721 42 27 I 42 27 42 +13 27 +13 NA

1:.trti

145 162

158

00 210

NA145

Medians rounded ta nearest whole dollar arm':

SaIariesquotey Arizona Otipattinent of Persr anti Amona Nurses Association.

;Mints sign indiuts that RikOWN, plus indicat.e3 OWN AN,

riPeltlot zpplicaiiie,

131



Table 49...Distribution of tasks perceived as most fregientirerformed y grospital duty nurses (Pittsburgh)'

Hurling tak

Total Race I uPs

group Blacks Whites Males Ferilal
Fentalm Males Foles

Black White

N=645 Nr.304 Nz.320 141:-.15 ......419;45,1 N:113

Sexgroaps Race/sex groulif

Chart patient progress records .45 49 39 44

Give shots 41 41 41 38

Take _temperatures ---------- 38 39 37 35

Keep patient progress records .34 29 41

Take blood pressure 32 40 26 32

Coiled specimens ------- 31 36 24 g
Record diagnostic tests 25 21 29 28

Dress surgical wounds 24 25 3 24

Schedule routine diagnosjc tests ... 23 V 24 24

&pervise nurses and nurses aides 18 17 20 15

Bathe patients 18 20 17 20

Interpret medical treatment to

ptients 17 20 26 11 18 19 20 14 16

Make beds 16 16 16 1,6 16 16 16 16 16

Take medical histories 17 11 20 17 15 11 11 21 19

position patients 14 11 16 13 14 13 17 14

I Feed patients 12 11 14 13 12 11 11 14 13

Empty bedpans ... .. 11 13 2. el 12 5 13 14
. 12

Teach nursing students 11; 8 12 11 10 9 7 11 13

4 o Inspect open wounds 9 7 11 41 8 7 7 14 8

.1 0 Atnd profesional conferences 7 11 4 6 *9 13 3 5

Keep ward clean 6 6 5 6 8 '5

Coaduct research 6 5 '6* 5 6 1 6

Dim Oatients 4 4 5 4 4 3 4 5 5

Contort patient's family . ... 4 3 5 8 r 8 2

48 48 51. I% 34 45

43 39 43 36 46

40 32 48 34 40

30 31 24 45 37

32 3i 48 28 $ 24

26 40 32 29 19

23 26 16 30 28

26 25 24 21 48 ,

23 26 18 22 27

V 14 20 15 25

17 21 19 18 15



Give. backtrubs ........................ 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 5 4

.Give enernas ,...__-__ ,4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 1 4

Vieigh iv:lents 4 5 3 5 3 6 3 4 2

hrigath .1 unds ...................._................_ , 3 2 4 .3 3 2 2 3 4

.0

Turn patnts .........,,, 3 1 5 3 3 1 1 5 4

Ermine eyes/ears 2 3 2 2 2 3 : 3 1 2

.Plan Kling care with family 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 2 4

Supervize janitorial staff. t..:....1.... 2 1 4 2 2 1 1 4 '4

Dischaqe patients 2 3 2 3 '1 3 2 2 11

Explain ntusing procetlures to

relatives 2 2

Irrigate ewes/ears 1 0 2

2 1

1

3

1

Entries represent percentages of students choosing that task, rounded to the nearest whole percent.

3

1



Table 00-Itiean pleasantness ratings of the 25 least selected nursing tasks (Pittsburgh)

.*...........
Total Race groups Sex groups ilace/sex subgroups

group Black White White .

N=32.5 tiMalie52 Female Male FNel
Nursing tasks

_Nz304 Nz341 Nr-320

13,athe patients

Interpret medical treatment to

patients

Make beds

Take medical histories

Position 'patientS

Feed patients

Empty bedpans

Teach nursing students ......

r..4 Inspect open wounds

Attend professional conferences -

Keep ward clean

Conduct research

Dress patients'

Comfort patielit's family

Give backrubs ...........

Give enemas

Weigh patients

Irrigate wounds

Turn patients

Examine eyes/ears

Plan nursing care with family

Supervise janitorial stiff

Discharge. Patients

Explain nursing proce.dures to

relatives

Irrigate eyes/ears

45 44 18 -42 51 37 49 .-45;

+19 +16 +4. +10 +27 +15 , +18 +08 +35

17 18 16'. 25 10 24 -12 26 08

+39 +36 +41 +33 +45 +39 +34 +.27 +55

+13 . +07 +19 00 +26 01 +14 +01 +36

+15 ' +08 +21 +08 +28 196 +09 . .+11 . +30

85 80 r89 82 88 77 84 7-86 91
+41 +49 +53 +44 +58 +48 +50 , +40 +66

+3'6 35 38 33, 40 26 43 739 38

+12 +09 +15 +IL., +12 , +14 , +03 -\ +11 +19

+25 21 .-28 27 23 22 0 33 24

4.44 +31 +54 +40 +46 +36. 4.25 +43 +64

10 15 05 18 03 23 08 14 . 03

+12 4.13 +50 +03 . +15 +15 .+10 09 +19

+14 +07 +21 +06 423 4.05 +9 +s08

56 44 65 ...48 62 35 53 59 71

+18 +19 +15 +07 +27 +19 +27 +02 +27

33 31' 34 26 38 ,-24 38 29 48

08 12 +03 13 +04 16 09 710 4.16

+23 +30 +17 +23 +23 +36 4.24 +12 +23

+43 +44 +42 +34 +51 +41 +47 +29

17 14 19 . 21 13 --19 09 23

+62 +59 +65 +58 +65 +51 +66 +65

+31 .4.31 411 49 +33 +35 .+26 +23 +3S

717: 09 -23 14 19 05 13 22 .-24



Table 51.Mean pleasantness rating of most frequently performed nursing tasks (PittsbUilb)

Tasks chosen by students

Chart patient progress records

Give shots

Take temperatures

1 4
.4 Keep patient progress records

Race groups

Black White ;

+44 +0
7:09 11
+46 +41

+49 +36

+43 +42

+34 +30

Take blood pressure

Average rating of top five tasks

p ai (two-tailed).

135

Sex groups

Male Female

--436-7 448

02 23
+37 .+50

+33. +51

+35 : 1.49

+28 +35



136

Table 2-1istribution d tasks mired as mei frequently perfumed by hospital duty nurs'es jTallaliasseer

Nursinitasks

Adrministr diion-
Give .shoti,5

Take terataratures,

Take bloa'4.. \pressure

Collect socimens

Assist in opeiating 'room

chart progress \records

Bathe ents

Dress surral wo rids

Feed pabienisN
co attend staff meetings

Contort patient's fay
Conduct ;research

Dischargepatient

scuss mursing care with doctor_

Dress patient

Empty bedpans

Give, badoubs

Give enemas

Insert catheters

Inspect:open wounds

Interpret (medical treatmetutta

patients

Irfigate eyes and_ ears

Keep ward clean

Make beds

liace/sex subgroups .

Total
Race groups_ °"grPuPs

JA -Blacks 'Whites-- Males Females Males Fernald Males Female:

.617.7/4- Ii=390 N.:289 ftl325 Nr..94 Nr.195 N=195

1:4

51 50 ( 63 61 55 55 46. Ea 63z,,

53 63 47 52 55 68 60 44 51

46 47 45 47 45 , 46 46 44

37
441 33 17 37 45 43 33 33

B 43 . 27 - 32 49 31 CS 28

47_ _24 33 32 52 43 23 25

26 32 35 29 22 ' 34

24 21 23 V 221., 31 24 251 21

19 22 19 21 18, 28 19 17 21

17 14 18 17 17 18 12 21 14

5.7. 113 3S 43 83 53 161 43 31

33 5,4 2,0 35 31 6.4 43 2.0 .

12 22 1.8 31 03 32 15 3.1 05

42 6,7 2S 35 49 42 83 31 2$

1,2 73 69 73 7.1' 93 61 6.1 7.1

122 183 8.7 15.6 92 245 132 113 6.1

10.4 12.6 9.0 11,1 53 7.7 102 14.4.

2.1 )3.1 15 1.7 25 -L"--;32 31 D)

23 2.7 31 25 , 31 lib 32 16 2.6

13 22 15 2:1 1,8 en' 2.0

31 4D 2.6 3.1 31 2.1 5,4 3.6I.
74: 112 4,9 7.6

13 05 1.4

,6,7 73 10.7

13 12D 15,6 105-

5,8 132 92 /

03 21 0.8 '1,0

4,6- 7.4 61 123 3.6

145 11:7 123 15.4 15.9



Monitor iilost.surgical drainage

tubes 5.7 13 82 i 62 51 2.1 0,8 82 82

Plan ,nirsing care with familyi.L 2.1 22 2,0 22 13 42 OS 2,0

Position patients in beds, chair's,

etc. 9.6 83 : 103 93 93 10.6 6,9 t.7 113

Record diagnostic tests ' . 133 143 122 16.6- 105 202 .10.0 .14,9 10.1i

6hedule Patients for routine
,

I
.

I
I

tit io Ai!

. i
,.12.$ 10.7 13.6 111 135 '9,6 115 123 //: 149

, .

tti-1 Stait and monitor iniravenous

0 injections '8.6 2,7 12,0 62 102 , s' 12 15 7 2
,

SUpeivise duties otianitorial-staff 0.6 0.. 03 0.7 0,6 . 1.1 '0.8 ,. 0,5

Supetvise nurses aide's 12.4 '134 112 13.1 11.7 17.0 / 10.8 113

.1

Take patient's medical history .: 11,9 7.6c. 144 10.4 7.1 10.6/ 5:4 103

TeIctr 'nursing students and aides 62 i 8.0 \, 6/1 6.9 , 62 1076 - 6.1 5,1

Weigh patients' ' 3.3 ' ' 31 33 4,1 25 .2 -11 4,6 2,c.

2.01

169

03

123

82

Eriiries are percentage CI rhspondents ch king each task,



a

1
Table 53.Mean pleasantness ratings of ten most frequently checked. nursinglasks (Tallahassee)

Total
Race gni Ps Sexgroiips

Ten most frequently checked tasks group Blacks W ites Males Females';,

N=614 N=224 N 390 11:.'-.289 Nr.3251'

Administer medication , +16 +33 + 6 . It .+11 +19 ,

Give shots 17 , 4 11 24

Take temperatures +26 +50 b +1 +18 +33

cL: Take blood pressure +26 +,'10 +1 +21 +31
.o

Collect ,specimens , -19 31 60 51 48

piverage of top five tasks. 00 +18 10 02

', Assist in operiting room , 15 12 , 17 . 14 16

. Chart progress ,records
7

+27 +44 +18 +18 +35

Bathe patients ., 35 34 38'. 35 '-36 ,

Dress surgical wounds 34 32 36 31 -.36
,..

Feed patients 3 + 4 8, .740 4 3

p (01 (two.tailed).

138



Table 54.--Mean pleasantness ratings of nursing tasks (Tallahassee)

Nursing tasks

, Total Race groups Sex groups

pop Black

Race/sex subgroups

White Male Female Black White

N=614 N=224 N=390 N=289 N'325
Male Female Male Femal

N=94 N=130 N=195 Nr.19,,..,,-...,
Attend staff meetings 0 +06 +33

Comfort patient's family +09 +35,

Conduct research +31 +23

Discharge patientS ....... +58 +55

Discus's nursing care with doctor . +30 +43

Dress patients -.20 -12

Empty. bedpans -79: -6'2

Feed patients ...._. ...... -03 +04

GiVe backrubs +03 +08

Give enemas -50 -26

insert catheters -19 -32

'Inspect open wounds -49 -41

Interpret medical treatments to

'patients +13 +19

Irrigate eyes/eats .-21 -10

'Keep ward. clean -30

Make ,beds -24 00

Monitor drainage tubes -21 -15

/ Plan, nursing care with family ._ +21 +48

Position patients +11 , +24

'Record diagnostic teSti +21 +35

Schedule..routine tests +23 +43

Start and monifor intravenous"

injections -10

-06 +02 +09 +29 +36 -06

-02 -02, +20 +8 +39 -13

+16 430 +12 +23 +24 +36 +54,

+59 +50 +63 ±50 +59 +51 +6e,

+26 +21 41 +29 +53 +21 +3'4:

-21 -26 -12 -28 -01 43

-88 , -79 -79 -64 -60 ;784

-08 ---10 +03 v+01' +01 -14

+03 -07 .43 00 +13 -,-1,)7 +'13

.464 -48 -53 -27. -25 -58 769;

-57 -41 -:54 -31 -33

-52 44 -52 -18 -46 -45

+11

-726

-39

-36

-32

+21

+05

+15

+16

, +0c

-23

-41

-33

-26

+20

+02

'-I-16

+18

-16. 7-09

417 +17

-18 -16

-18 -19

-15 .-07

-28 -725

+40 , +39.

+20 +08

+24

+314,, "LF3,4

-17 -07

+20 +09 +11;

-04 -24

00 -52

+04 ,. -15

-09 -23

+.51 +13

+34 +01

+36 +11

+19 +14

-12

+30

+09

+18:

+19;

21;
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Nursing tasks

Table 54.1Mein pleasantness ratings of nursing tasks

To )1 Race groups Sex gro

gro

lahasseekont Ned

Race/sex subgroups

Black White Male

N 6 4 N=224 N.-;390. Nz289

Female Black White

Male 1 Female Male 1Femi
N=325

N:94 Nz.-130 .

Supervise janitors 07 36

Supervise nurses' aides +2 +43 -1:19

Take' patient's mediaal history +0 +37 +17

Teach, nursing ,students +30 +40 +24

Weigh patients + 9 +271 01

/
Table 55e-4,4ean pleisantness scores of tas

21

+17

+20

03

26
+30

+29

+39

+19

01

+40'

+38

+29

+08

10 35 31.

+14 +14 +23

+36 +09 +25

+47 +18. +31

+10 06 +01$

most frequently perfoned by actual d nurses (Tallahassee)

ng tasks

Percent Race

grourStudent

°nurse's Blacks Whites

slaecsktisng NAVI

MPS ,MPS

42 +33 + 6
10 +44 +18

38 +19 . +12

36 +43 +20 ,

17
. +43 +21

Administer medications

Chart progress records

i interpRt medical treatment
/

Discuss nursing care treatment with doctor'

Plan nrsing care with family /

an pleasantness ratings

Sex groups

Males Females

N:::184 Nr325

0.0

MP,S MPS

4.11 +19

+18 +35

.'+ 9 +17

+21' +40

420 +10

ri

' A



Table 56.-Distribution ef tasks perceived as most frequently performed by hospital duty nurses (Arizona)'

Race/sex subgroups

Total Race groups Sex gri,, Indian Chicano

Nursing tasks group Indians Chicano White Male Fe ale Male Female Male Female Male , Female

N,498 N=405 N=202 Nz-.191 li,I=385 N=413 N=184 N=221. N=110

Take temperatures - 48 22 49 58 17 49 43 42 50

Give shots 43 43 14 45 41 45 48, 38 35

Administer 1

medications 42 31 50 54 34 49 .26 36 35 70 .49 59

Take blood pressure 30 32 28 28 28 4 33 28 28, 28 ,23 . 33

Chart patient
,

, progress records_ 28 15 30 P26, 26 31 .28 13 27 .. 33 21 31

'Assist in operating ,

.I. ,

room 28 15 30 21 25 30 28 31 24 t; 38 20 21

I-1

03 Collect specimens.. 19 8 24 20 17. 20 15 15 21 27 . 16 23

co

Dress surgical

wounds .._ 17 9 17 16 17 17
10
aV 17 19 15 13 19

Interpret medical

ireatments , 18 12 13 5 12 ', 23 16 .30. 10 17 7

Bathe patients _ 16 7 1019 4 16 16 13' 14 17 '.20 20

Attend staff
1

meting 6.9 10,1 1.5 5,6 3.9, 917 43 14.9 . 9,0 22

Comfort patient's 1 n
family 3,3 . 42 40 3,7 ,3.9 2,7, 42 31 91 : 1.1!

Conduct research 0.5 , 4/8 4,7 1.0 1.0 3,8 .4.1 2.7 1.1 .43
1

' Discharge patients. 33 3.7 ''0'..' 5 ,2 2.9 3.6 22 5.0 0.9 - ' 6,6

Discuss nursing
.

, care with doctor. 9.1 10.4 4.4 11.5 10.4 8.0 125 8.6 4.5 V,
, ft

'.. 132 10.0 ..

Dress patients .:...,. 61 8.4 35 73. 72 6.5 8.1 8.6.. 5.4 ; 1.1 -7.7 10/2
..')

EMpty b'edpans 10.0 7.6 10.9 141 91 102 5,4 9.5 . 9.1 ,3,0 19.8

Feed Patients 15,5 / 153 12.4 19,4 20.0 : 11.t.1 20.6 10.9 , 12.7 43 26.4

. \ Give backrubs 2.6 2.5 /3.0 2.6 2.1 ' 11. 1.6 32 '2.7 . 33 22 . 3

'''Gve, enemas 21 0.7 2.5 ', 52 2,11 22 . 1.1 - 13 1.4 4.4 ,

footnote'at end of table.

N=92 N_91 N=100.

47

53

67

..55

6.6

4
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Nursing tasks

Insert catheters

Inspect open

wounds 5,3 52/

Irrigate eyes/ears._ 2,f1 3.2

Keep ward clean 11.3 IA14.1

Make beds 8.3 9,6

/ Monitor drainage

'tubes _ .

Plan nursing care

with family

Position patient in

bed, chair,etc

.RecOrd diagnostic

I tests
1-1

c4 Schedule patients

for routine tests

Start and monitor

intravenous

injections

Supervise 'janitorial

staff

Supervise nurses',

aides

Take medical

history

Teach nursing

students 72

Weigh patients 5.0 6.7

'Race/sex subgrou

Total Race groups Sex groups Indian Chicano

group Indians Chicano White Male Female Male Female Male -Female

N=798 N=I05 N=202 N=191 N=385 1=413, N=184 N=221 N=110 N=92,

Ps

2,1 3,5 0,5 1.0 1.0

54 5.2 6.7. 3.9 7,1 3.6 6.4 4.3

1.0 0.5 ,2.9 1.2' 5.4 1.4 0.9 1.1

7.4 9.4 112 11.4 13.0 14.9 9.1 5,4

6.9 11.0 7.8, 8,9 18.5 19.0 6.4 .7.6

3.3 3.0 4 4. 2.6 13,4 3.1 3.3 2,7 2.7 7.6

3.9 6.4 2.6 3.4 4,6 5.4 72

1 1 0 9 0.9

12.4 9.9 14,8 152 12,5

(

142- 16.3 7,9 12 15.8

10,6 8:6 10.9 14.7 122

6.5

0.8 0.5 2 2,1 1.0, 0,5 1.1

11.6 14,1 8.9 9,9 13.3 '11.4 16.3 i4 13,0

White

Male Female!

N=91 N=1001

4,0

4.3 1,0

123 12.0 8,1 11.8 17,4 14.3

12.6 17,9 14.9 9.1 7.6. 19.8,

92 92 8 1 42.7 41.3 18.7

5.7 8.4 6.3 52 71 5.4 5.9 5.4 12,0 4.3

MAO

8.8 9.6 5.9 9.9 9.1 8.5 11.4 3 81

8.4 9.9 8:8 9,9 9,8 51 6.4 10.9

2.5 42 5.7 4,4 8,1 50 2.7 22

I Entries are percentageof respondents checking eathi task.
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Table 57.-Ilean pleasantness ratings of most frequently performed nursing tasks (Araona)t

Nursing tasks

Race/sex subgroups

It I

Total Race groups Sex groups Indian hicano White

group Indians Chicano White Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Nr.-198 -F:405 Nr:202 Nr.191 N:385 NL-413 Nr.184 N=221 N7.110 N492 Nr..1001.

Tasks respondents

thought nurses perform

Give *shots

Take temperatures

Administer medications .

Take blood pressures

Chart patient progress

records

Average rating

Tasks nurses say they' do

Administer medication

Chart patient

records

Discuss nursing care with

doctor. .

*inter** medical

treament-firr pati'ents

Plan awsingrdere

Avew rating
=mw.....111.

+09

+88

+22

+34

+31

(+V)

+18 17 16 +09 +08 +5 +12 07 29 25

+22. +35 +14 +29 +47 +16 +28 +35' +35 +04

+28 +18 +17 +17 +27 +20 +34 +15 +23 +12

+40 +31 +28 +30 +39 +30 +47 .+32 +30 +19

+21 +12 +19 +43 +425 +16

(+21) (+33) (+24 (+33)' (+20) (+21) (+05)

+32 +35 +24

(+28), (+20) (+1$

+28 +18 +17 +17 +27 +20 +34 +15 -i-2s +12

-02 +35 1+24 +21 +42 +19 +43. +25 +4.8 +16

+r --1,sj. +30

+18 +14

+3
L4 +39

(+25) (-127) (+27)

Alliatingvare those asSigned to tasks y sludenf respondent groups.

1, I,

+18 +26 +49 +22 +28 402

+1? +2. +19 +31 +13 445

+21 +40 +26 +iltr..* +36 4.42'1

(+19) (+31) 1+19) (+X' (+23) (432)



table 58.Comparative analysis: Tasks perceived as most frequently performed by hospital iluty nurses (Pitts

and Arizoia)1

Tasks

White respondents

Pgh Ta Ila Arizona

N-7341 N1-390 N=131"

Rice groups

Indian Mk Chicano White Pgh

N:405 N.-:528 N-:202 kra

Give 'shots 41 47 43 43 51

Abinister medications' _ .NA '63 42 31 50

Take ternperaeures ___ 37 45 18 22 42

Take blood presure 26 33 30 32 42

cr)

Chad ;atient :progress

records 39 28 28 15 34

Assist irroperating room'. NA' 24 28 15 '41

Collect.speoimens.._._ 24 27 19 6 / 39

Dress sargiollounds 25 19 17. 9 24

1 Entriessulipettentages,

Toiksalsixhalen, by nurses,'

sTaslonotMiclutiod on PittsburiSurvey (Nr.220.

TaSkatitiiitindid On Pittsbtoh Survey (N=5811

6Taslonotclucted on Pittsburgh Survey (N:6741

nclided en Pittsburgh Survey (Nr:131).

141

44 44 41

50 ,

445
NA

49 43 38

28 30 32

!

T:Oah3ssiOil

Regions Sergrou

Talla ,,,,Arizona Males remalei

N=614" N=798 1r-994 N=1063

,53 4,3 43

58 42 '1,16

46 118 43

37' "30

30 32 45 30 32 36

30 '25 -NA-- 32 28 28 '31 !,

24 23 31 33 19 27 25',

11 21' 24 ,19 17 20



TableiMean PleisantuasS titings of most-frequently perfumed nursing tasks (Pittsburgh, Tallahassee and Arizona)

1. White respondents Rke groups , Regions Sexgro6ps'i

Pgh 'fella Arizona Indian Black Chicano White Pgh Talla Arizona Males Perna!!

N=341 N=390 N=191 N=405 N=528 N=202 N=922 =645 614- Nt..198 N94

+33
+23

+42

.e14:

+23 +31 .124 +4?

45 16 12 =20

49 28 40 .711

34 27, 26

Tasks

Give shots' 11

Administei medications NA

IQ Take tem ratures -41
co

.1 Take blood, pressure

Chart paiient progress

records

+42

+4
Assist in operating room NA

Collect spiecimens .46

Dress suergical wounds 21

26

+06

+14

+18

16 +1,8

+17 +28

+14 +22

+28 .

+24 +32

28 7

50 16

36. -.18

07 17 17

+18 + 9

+48 +35 +21

+42 +31 ±26

+43 +35 +22

14 28 20

31 38 51

14 38 27

+10

NA

+43

+42

18 + 9

+15 422

+26 +38

+26 +34

14

+13

+28

+28

ww..amme.mwm...mwmolm.m..4.=m0.......

145

+42

NA

1.39

21
+ma



Table 604Relevant courses aken by high school student(Piftsburgh)
I

Race/sex subgroups

Total Racegrups Sex groups Black , White .

group Blacks Whit Males Female Males , Fernales Males Ferrer

11?-'645 N=304 Nr.31 1,1:320 t17.152 Nr..-152 l$1:168 N1-12

Courses' taken prio to senior, year

Algebra , 67 66 / 67 , 61 ,69 64 76

Biology 80 80 79 . 80 79 81 79\, 80 , 79

1.A

Chemistrp 44 35 53 48 , 4C 41 29 55

Courses taken .seni r year

Algebra 7. 8 6 8 E 11 6 7

Biology '12 10 13 12 E , 11 9 13

Chemistry, 14 21) 10 17 . la 22 18 13

"'curses completed by grailu ion

74 74 73 81 67 80/ 70 .1' 83

s, Biology 91 90 92 92 90 92 88. 93

Chemistry 58 55 '63 , 65 52 63 '41 68

50

entries are percentages of respondents who had taken.or were taking respective courses,



(

Table 614Relevant courses taken by higli\school students (Tallahassee)'

Race/sex subgroupt ,

Total lace group Sex groups Black Whitegroup ----------------
N614

Blacks Whites Males Females Males Females 'Males, Email
=

N=224 N=390 N=289 , N=325 N=94 N=130 Nr.-195 N=19

Courses taken prior ti senior year

Algebra 70 42 86 69 71 43

Biology 91 83 \ 95 89 , 93 .80

Chemistry 34 15 46 . 41 . 28 18

, Algebra

Nology

Chemistry

Courses taken In senior year

12 70 . 11

7 4, 1 11

, 10 , , 9 9

6

10

8 4

11

t,ilgebra 79 ,

97 91

Chemistry 43, 21

96

99

57

42 82

86 94

13 53

97

Courses completed by graduation

81 78

96 . 97

51 37

4
e

54 47 94

91 93

276 17 64

Entries areswittntages of respondents who had taken or were taking respective cOurses.



I Table 62. Relevant courses taken by high school students (Arizona)1

Race/sex subgrips

Toiai Race groups 'Sex grou0s Indian Chicano WIN 7

pri11938 Indians Chicano White Male Female Male Female Male Female irelf;

"1 -Ia5 N:202 N:191 N.:;385 N=413 N:184 1'1;0 N1" Nz110 :73: 2 N;91

Courses taken prior to senior year

65 55 79 60 44 57 64 .42

.80 73 89 78. .61 67 , 85 69-

3.6 23 30 17 42 36 43

Algebra 60 , 69 50 52

Bioldgy 77 83 g 76
*

Chemistry 30 23 .39 34

Courses .taken in senior year

.Algebra 9 12 3 7 9 8, : 11 13 4 3

Biolog 9 1 12 8 10 9 8. 9 14 11

Chemisby/. 14 19 6 13 13 16' .16 12 5 9.

12

8

15

8

10.

Algebra 69 81 53 59

Biology 86 . 91 76 . 84

,Chemistry 44 .. 42 45 47

General ,Science._ 51 49

Coursei completed by graduation

74 63 90 73 .48 60 :

90 , 82 97 87 75 78 93

49 ;39 46, 29 47 45 .58

10 .56 82/ 67 58 43 59

Entries are percentages of respondents who had taken or were taking respectiVe course.

,



Table 63,Distributions of.,family size (Pittsburgh)

v

Number of siblings

None

1.4 One

Two

Three

Four

Five

More than five

No response

I Entries are percentages.

Total Race groups

group Black White

Nr..615 Nr...304 Nr.341

11,6

23,1

28,8

16:8

10.4

5.8

3.4

9,5

11.8

22.4

29.7

14,8

r: 9,9

7.21'

42

135

11,5

23,7

28,0

18,4

10.9

4.7

2,8

5,9

Sexgroups

Male Female

N=320 141;325

13,1

24.9

V.3

16.6

10.0

4.8

3.1

9,7

102

21.3

16.6

16.9

10.8

6.8

3.7

92

Race/sex subgroups_:

White

,Male Female Male Female

152 N=152. N=168 N.-473

7.9

.14.1

15,9

8.8

4,8

.3,1

1,3

164

9,6 12.3

19,8 . 4,7

30,9 26

14,0 11.3

11,0 ILI

8,8 4,3

5,9 3.7

105 3,6

10.7

19;5:



Table 61.Distributions of famili size (Tallahassee)

Race/sex subgroups

TI Racegroups Sex groups Black , White

Black White , Male Female Male Female , Male Female

Number of siblings

N::289 N325 Nr.94. i6130.; N195 Nz195-

None 245 IA 15.9'

1-h

A One 1
30 12.9 22,4

i') 4, Two 10 ' 30,9 29.5

Three \.

, 163 20.1 14,5'.

Four 112 , 13,4 10,8

,

Five
r, .

'4 5,9 82 4,57

Mom tIrlan five 2.9 4,11 2,3.

Total, percent ., IOU '100.6 loco

No 'response 11,1 13,4 \ 9,7

Entries are percentages.

13.8

20.1

29.9

18.5

11.8

4.7

12

12.1

15.1

18.1

30,1,

14,7

11.6

7,5

100.0

12,1

a

11,0 12.5 15,1 16 7-P
.

11,0 14.3 24,4 20,51.

34,1 , 28.6 27.9 31.1`:-.

2i.9 ''' 18.7 16.9 122',1;

122 i 143 11.6 10.0,$

. 9.8 8.9 / 23
e,.1is.;.,

u4,

, 2.7. 1.7 le
3,

10.0 loom 100.0 100,0t

10,1 , ,,I3.8 , .,, 11,8'



Table 85.-Distributions of family size (Arizona)

Total' ,6

4 group / Racegroups Sexgroups

Number of siblings
,f* ttidians Chicano, 'White Male Female

N=405 N=202 ,N=1"91 . .N=385 N=413

None 7,3

One
,

12,6

c1.1 Two \. 14J

Three 22.4

Four 272

Five 11.0

More than fie 42

Total percent 100.0

No re.sponse 3.4

Race/sex subgroups

Indian Chicano Wh'ite

Male Female Male Female Male Femak

N=184 N=2.21 N=110 N'=92 N=9f-14

5.1 33 15.8 7.9 6.7 6.8 3,7 3,7 33 153 163

6.7 .13.1 24.6 13.0 122 8,5 52 9.3 17.6 27.1 22.4

10.0 16,6 22.4 14.9 14:4 102 .9,9 15.7 , 17.6 23,5 21.4

242 -14,6 16.4 23.6 21.4 23.9 24.4 28.7 19.8. 16.5 163

26,0 36,7 19.7 26.6 27,9 24,4 272 37.0 363 17,6 21.4

19.5 4.0 0.5 10.6 11.4 193 19.7 1.6 33 1.0.

8.5 1,5 03 33 6.0 62 9.9 0.9 22 - 1)0

100,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 . 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0' 100,0 100.0

3.9 13 42 4.1 2.7 43 3,6 12 1.1 6,6 2.0

1 Entries are percentages.

151



Table SO.Distributions of fathers' occupations (Pittsburgh)t

Occupation categories
_

Total Race groups Sex groups Race/sex subgroups

group Black lAtite Male Female; Black White

Male Female Male Female

N=645 Nr.304 Nr.341 N=320. N=325 N152 N7.152 N:=168 N=17.1

Professional I. 2.4 2,0

Professional II 3.6 23

Technical 1.4 05

Managerial ' 2.6 23

Skilled craftsman 92 6.9

,)14' Laborer 212

Clerical 9.4

Civil servant 30.3

Homemaker '1,0

Agricultural 12

Self-employed 13.6

Registered nurse .. ... 02

Other health professional 0.4

Total percent 100.0

No response 24.0

1Entries are percentages.

2,7

4.5

2.1

2.7

10.6

21,6 27,4

83 92

41.7 223

1,7

1,0 1.4

123 14.0

0,5

0,7

100.0 100,0

32.9 16,1

2.7 21 43 4,8 0,7

2.7 42 2.7. 22 22 55,

12 1.7 03 1,4 22

2,7 2.6 2.7 22 22 22

72 10.8 63 75 83 131

26.0 23,8 243 183 27.6 27.6

8.9 9,6 9.0 9.0' 9.7

32.9 275 442 .38,7 242 I 20.7

0,4 1.7 0.7 I 22

12 13 22 2.1 0,7°

12.4 15.0 9,0 172 143 13.8

0,4 0,9

0,8 1.4 1
100.0 100.0 110 100.0 100,0 100.0

20,6 27.4 27.0 342 14.9 17.6

lb"),



Table R.-Distributions of fathers' occupations (Tallihassee)1

Total
\.%N

Occupation categories

Race groups Sex glroups Race/sex subgroups

Black White Male . Female Black White

Male Female Male Female

N=3KI N=289 N=37.5 N=94 N=130 N=195 N=19.5
.N=614 .N=224

Professional I --fir 6.7

Professional II _ 16.3 11,8

4.3 0.8Technical -

Managerial

Skilled craftsman

al Laborer

Clerical

CMI servant

Agricultural

Selfimplayed

Registered nurse

4 Other health professional _..

Total percent

No response

I Entries are percentages,

212

16.9.

5.8

14.5 3.4 18.7

5,4 5.0 5.8

11.3 1.0 7.7

3.8 7,6 2.8

113 33.6 3,4

5.4 1.7 6.7

9.0 5.0 10.4

19.7

14.0

4.8

18.3

52

10.9

22

10.0

4.3

9.6

13. 2,5 0,6 0.9

100.0 100.0 100.0 1,00.0

28.0 473 17.0 . 261

153

,

15.1

182

3,9

112

5.6

11.7

52

12.5

6.5

8.7

6.0 1 7.5

20.0 6.0

- 13

6,0 1.5

4.0 6.0

24.0 19,4

'2.0 10,0

30.0, 35.8

2,0 3.0

4.0 :b.0

1.0 1

242

9.9

6.8

224,

62

6.8

2.5

3.7

5.6 \

112

183 .

232'

4.9

152

5.5

3.5.

3.0

3.0

7.9

9.8

13 2.0 .3.0 0,6 0.6

100,0 100.0 ,100.0 . 100.0 100,0

28.9 46,8 48.5 11.4 15,9



A

Table 68.-Distributions of fathers' occupations (Arizona)'

Occupation Totit

categories group Indians

N=198 N=405

Race groups

Chicano white

N=202 N=191

Professional I 1.5

Professional II 5.7 6.1

Technical 0,9 0.5

Managerial 1.5 2.5

Skil fed craftsman 7.9 3.0

Laborer . .. 34.7 26.9

Clerical . . . 5.1 9.1

Ciyi I servant 30.5 35.5

Homemaker 0,2 -
Agricultural _ .02 0.5

Self-employed ..... 7.5 6.1

Registered nurse

Other health

professional

Total percent'

NO response ... .. ..

3.6

7.1

'1.2

0.6

11.8

.43.8

4.7

.19.5

Race/s6x subgroups

Sex groups

Male Female

N=385 N=413

0,6

3.0

12

12

10.4

34.1

12

36.0

0.6

7.1 10.4

anom

Indian

Male Female

N=184 N=221

1.9 2.1 12 1.8

6.1 5,3 5.8 6,4

0.4 1.4 - 0.9

1.5 1.4 33 :*

8.0 1.1 3.5

36.4. 33.3 32.6 22.7,

5,7 4.6 9.3 9.1

47 34.7 26.7 41.8

0.4

0.4 - 12 -
92 6.0 7.0 5.5

1.4mi

Chicano ,White

Male Female Mile Fer

N=110 N=92 N=91 N=
rammmaYamaawmamm,

2.5 13 12

3.4 2.3 4

2,3 1.2 1

1.1 12 1

'9.9 13.6 11.6 9

40.1 46..6 34.9 34

62 3.4 23

21.0 182 302 42

.... 12 ....

8.6 5.7 12.8,

anaal MM. Man,

3,8 8.1 0.6 12 42 3,5 93 7,3 - 1,1 12 1

/100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100

33,7 52.1 11.4 18.3 34.0 34.4 540 ,. 50.7 11.0 12.0 22.5 15

4
: Entries are percentages.

151



Occupation categories

..0.^W
Professional I

Professional II .

Tednical

Skilled craftsman

Laborer

*4 Clerical

Civil servant

Homemaker

Agricultural

Selfimployed

Other health professional _

Total percent .

No response

Table 89,-Distributions of mothers' occupations (Pittiburgh)

Total Race groups

group Black White

N=645 . N=341

0.4 0.8

6,7 1.4 I 5.7

4,2 4,8 3.8

2.8 1.3 3.8

1,5

5.8 6.1 5.4

11.9 10,4 13.4

59J 652 552

6.3 .1.9 8A

12 0.4 1,9

0.2 di 0,4

100.0 100,0 100.0

24.8 243. 252

Entr:es are percentagt.

p_Sex grous_____Race/sex subgroups

Male Female Black

Male FernaliT-iali----eiriali

Nz320 N=325 -N152 N.74527-71-1-:::168-7-N=17-3-

,8
0.4 0.4 - 0 0,1........

71 63 6.0 8.8 82 3,6

4.6 3,6 6.0 3.5 33 , 3,6

2.5 2.8 1.7 0.9 33 4,3

- 1.6 - - - .2,9

3.3 8.3 4.3 8.0 1.6 C,7

14.9 9.1 12.8 8.0 172 10.1

58.1 61.7 63.2 67.3 . 533, 572

7.5 6.1 5.1 2.7 9.8' / 72

0 0.8 0.7
_ 23 1.4

_ 0,4 _ 0.9 - -
100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0

262 23.4 23.0 . 25.6 29.2 21,4

1



Table 70.-10istributions of mothers' occupations (TaPahassee)

Total Race groups Sexgroups Race/sexsubgroups

group Black White ThMale male. 'Black , White

Occupation categories
, Male reiali'-iiiie-fernal

N=614 N=224 N=390 N289, N=325 ---a-r
N:94 Nr.130 N=195

______±._....,_

Professional I 0,5 - 0.8 0,8 0,4 , - - 13

Professional II 10.8 8.4 11.6 8,4 12.6 11.1 7.1 7.8 15.4,

Technical 22 15 '2.9 3.4 12 22 ,--- 3.9 1.9

Managerial
,

3,1 1.5 0.6, '15 4,5 , 22 12 13 -
Skilled craftsman 3,1 23 3.8 3.7 2.8 4.4 12 3.9 .' 3.7

1.1

4 Homemaker 43.8 43 48.7 43,5 43.9 35.6, 29.8 46.1 . 512

° Clerical , 2.7 92 - 13 3.7 44 10.7 . .
Civil servant 142 382 4.5

-
113 163 333 41.7 . 46.1 3.1

Agricultural 202 4:6 52 24,4 16,7 4.4 4,8 27.9 22.8

Self.mployed 23 0.6 1.4 4.9 / 22 4 2.4 1.3e

.

Registered nurse, - - .
Other health professional ____ 0,1 - 03 03 '... i 0.6

Laborer 0.7 0.7 0.6 02 0.8 - 12 0.6 0.6 ,.

Total percent 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 : 100,0 100.01 100.0 100.01 100.0

No response 27,5 . 42,4 19.0 31.0 243 52.1 35.4 21.0 16.9

rin.....m.pwrome,...===md.- oknow.....,...,..... +...P.40".
Entries are percentages.



Table'71.4istributions of mothers' occupations (Arizona) 1.

Race/sex subgroups

Total 7-Racegroups -7-ST(groups Indian Chicano White ,

Occupation
grouP Indians Chicano White. Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Femal

N=798 N:105 N:202 N191 N=.385 NL-413 Nr.:184 Nr.221 N=110 1;1;92 Nr.91 N=.10

Professional I 02 03 - -- 0.3 . 0.8

Professional II .._ 3,0 2.7 5.6 0.6 32 2.8 32 23 6.1 53 1.1

Technical . 15 03 3.1 13 03 2.8 - 0,8 12 53 ... 3.7

Managerial 03 - , 1.1 - 0.6 - - 2.4 . .... -
Skilled craftsman 1.7 03 5.1 0,6 12 22 - 0.8 4.9 53 ... 12

1-i

A Laborer 2.1 1.0 3,4 1,0 2.0 2.8 0,6 1,5 3.7 32 32 43

Clerical 4.1 4,5 5,6 2.3 3.8 4.4 32 6,0 4.9 63 42 -t.:

. Civil servant 18.8 12.4 232 232 18.9 18.7 14,6 9,8 19.5 263 232 232

omemaker ...... ._ 472 41.1 10.7 54,8 40.4 543 342 62,4 39.0 42,1 531 551

Agricultural 2,7 0.7 6.8 2,3 2.9 2.5 0,6 0.8 9.8 ill 11, 3.7

Self employed ......_ 03 0.7 - _ - 0,6 . . 1,5
_ .... -

Registered nurse _ _ _ - _ ... _ _ . ,.... ..

Other health

, professional 17.9

/ Total percent 100,0

No response 19.5'

1 Entries are pertentages.

29.9 5.1 10.1 26.7

100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0

28.9 7.4 12,6 , 132

8.4

100.0

25.4

157

43,7 135

100,0 100,0

152 40,3

8.5

100.0

9.1

2,1 13.7

100,0 100.0

5,4 143

1.3

100.0

11.0



Ambunt of ekation

Table 12,--Distributions of fathers' education (Pittsburgh)1

tf

Total Race groups Stroups_ Race/sex subgroups .

group Black White . Male Female Black White

. Male -Female ! Male , Ferni

-..:7:-.152 N-.--::ii1 . NzlN=645 N.----304 N=341 N=320

8 years or fewer .:. 12,8 12.0

9-11 'Years. 24,5 24,7

12 Oars 512 52,4

Some college', 6.7 6,4

Ciollege graduate 4,1 3.7

l'Graduate school 0.7 0.7

Total percent 100.0 100.0

No respon,se 7,4 .122

Entries are percentages.

Amount of education

4

,..
133 9.9 15.5 102 13.8. 9.7 '16,4

24,0 253 23.4 27.7 21.5 23.6 24.0

50.6 51.6 48,4 52.6. 52.3 55.8 462

7.1 5.3 82 5 .1 7J 5.5 8'2

4.4 .3.9 4.3 3.6 3.8 42 '4.1

0.6 10 0.3 0.7, 0.8 12

100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 . 100.0 100,0

32 6.5 82 9.9 14.5 3.5 18

Table 71--Distributions of fathers' eduction (Tallahassee)1
..0.0..m.r.

Total Race groups Sex groups Race/sex subgroups

grouP Black V'ihite Male Female Black White

Male Fi----maleMale Fon:

. 11=614 N=224 N=289 N=315
N=94 11=130 N=195 N=1

8 years or fewer ....... __... 7.6' 15.0 3.8 6.7 8.4 11.6 18.0 3.9 . 3,8

9-11 years ...... ... .. ..... .._____ 1;1 25.6 52 12.6 9.9 261 24.6 7.7 2.7

12 years 262 33.8 22.9 27.5 24:9 362 32.6 243 .. 212

1-,.3 years college 143 102 16.1 12.3 :16.1 102, 102 133 194

College graduate , 264 10.0 332 29.4 238 13.0 9.0 3.4 . 31.0:

158 Graduate school 14.3 " 4.4 .18.8 11.5 15.8 . 5.6 . 15.5 223

Total percent / 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0. 100.0 / 100.0.

No response 14.8 292 6.6 132 16.0 26.6 315 72 5,6

..........._,...,............-------._ .........._..........._...........------.---
Entrio ore percentages,



Table 74.Distributions of fathers' education (Arizona) /
,Race/seisubgroups

Total Racegroups Sex groups

Amount of e.ducation grouP Indians 'Chicano White Male Female Male Fema:e Male Female Male Ferna

N=798 N=405 N..-420 N=191 N=385 N.:413 Ifr:1-84 isk.:221 N=.110 N=92 N-4.91 Nz1(

Indian 7 Chicano White

8 years or fewer._ .

9-11 years

12 years

Some college

College graduate

47,3

17,6

21.5

8,7

4,8

522

202

19,7

°. 6,1

1.7

57.6 30.5 46.0

12.1 19.4 14,4

18.8 \ 27.1 24.9

6.7 ,11.1 8.8

4.8 8.8 6,0

Graduate school

Total percent 100,0 100,0 100,0 100.0 ; 100,0
,

No jesponse ,.... 29.6 43,7 18.3 11.13 26.0

Entries are percentages.

48,6 50.0

20.9 14.9

183 24.6

8.6 7.9

3.6 2.6

100,0 100.0

32.7 38,0

51,4 552

25 4 10.1

11,9 21.3

4,4 5.6

0,9 6.7

\.

100,0 100,0

, 48,4 19.1

Table 75.....Background information: Mothers' education (Pittsburgh)'

Amount of education

Total RaclEups Sex groups

grouP 'kik White Male Female

Nz.-645 N=304 N=341 N7..320 N=325

592

14.5

15.8

7.9

2.6

100,0

17.4

293 31

183 20,4

293 25.0

13.4 14.E

9,8

10000 100k

9,9 12k

Race/sex subgroups

slack White,
Male 'F.ernale tv-lal.e_Ferjali

________________________ _ ..., ____________,........_______,.. ........^.....T.............'.'.."..
\

73 6.5 10,1 1,6 \ 93 4.9

243 25.5 27.3 21.7 9.3 22.6 24.8

57.7 56.8 53.6 60.9 5\2.9 . 62.8 552
.

72 8.6 6, 11.6 .5:7 4.9 6.7

2.9 22 2,6 1.4 2.9 4,9 1,4

02 0:4 ... 0.7 . --. ...

100,0 100,0 100,0 . 100.0 ," 1001,0 100.0 100.0

6.8 8.6 6,9 92 , i,9 4.1 63 .

8 years or fewer

9-11 years

12 years ..,

Some college

College graduate

Graduate school __

Total percent

No response

82 4.3

23,9 22.0

58.6 622

5,7 7,9

3,6 3,3

0,3

100.0 100,0'

5.3 6,5

1.Entries are percentages.

159

1



Table 78.-Background information: Mothers' education (Tallahassee)1

Toial Race groUps Sex groups Race/sex subgroups

1.
group Black White Mi177'Female Black White

Amount of education Male Female Male Female

N=614 N=224 N=390 N=289 N=325 ri S N:130 N=.195 N195

8 years or fewer

9-11 years

12 'years .......

1-3 years college

College, graduate

Graduate scliool

Total percent

/ /No response

pefailikes.

4,4

16.0

37.4

15,5

18.1

7.1

8,5

8.9

31.1

32.6

10.0

11,6

4,9

100,0

15,9

1.6

7.4

40,4

183

21.8

9.8

100.0

4.3

3.9

12.8

41.6

15,7

20.6

5.3

100.0

9,3

9.3

18,7
28.0

33,7 313

153 12,0

16.0 12,0

8.7 4.0

100.0 100.0

7.7 . 202

82

33,6

31,0

0.5

53

453

17.6

113 25,1

5.9

100.0 100,0

13,1 1.1

2,7

9.6

3753

19,8

'18)

13,9

100,0

4.1.

Table 77.-Background informatien: Mothers' education (Arizona)I------------Race/sex subgroups

Total Race groups Sex groups Indian Chicano White

Amount of education group Indians Chicano White Male Female Male Female MalT-Female 'Male Fernalr-----------------
N=798 N=405 N=202 N=191 N=385 N=413 N184 Pl=221 Nr..110 Nr.92 , N9J ks-.10(

8 yiars or fewer _L., 36,8 453 54.1 10.4" 312 41.9 37.6 / 510

9-11 . years 21.8 263 193 18.6 23.4 20.1 32.7 E,0

12 years 30,0 18.4 232 '492 322 27.6 21.8 1.5.0

Some coilege 6.4 5,5 1.8 10.9 5.9 6,8 4.9, 6,0

College graduate "4.9 3.5 0.5 10.9 6.6 32 3.0 4.0

Graduate school _ 02 - 0.4 - LU

Total percent 100,0 100:0 100,0 160.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

No response 292 50,4 10.4 42 25.7 32.4 45.1 552

!Entries are percentages.

49,5 59,8 163 155

172 213 192 175

303 14;6 46,5 515

3.0 2.4 10,5 113

12 18,6 4.1

10.0 100,0 100.0 100.0

10.0 103 5$



Amount of own finincial

support required after

high school graduation

Table 18.--Distributia post.high school plans-lnancial (Pittsburgh)'

Total Race groups Sex groups

group Black White Male Female

N=645 N=304 'hl..-:341 Is1-.:320 N=325

..m.a....n....Ia.n.A..m......rowr. .,.m.,=w1m.P..01=1.1

None

One.fourth

Ongalf

Three-fourths

All

Total percent

No response

1.A

01 1 Entries in percentages.

amp.

/2,1

26.1

232

28.0

100,0

6,0

0.1 0.1

17.9 25.5 15.9 24.7

26.0 252 27.9 23.7

25.7 22.0 23.8 23.7

303 26,7 32,4 21.8

100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0

63 5,6 3.7 83

Race/sex subgroups

Black White

Male Female Male Febale

Nr.152 N=152 N=168 Nz173

132

27,8

28.5

30.5

100,0

13

233

243

22,7

28.0

100.0

13.1

Table 79.--Distributions of posthigh school plans-nancial (Tallahassee)

252 253

28,4 235

19.4 2447

27.0 25.9

100,0 100.0

7.1 4.0 .

Total Race groups Sex grouPs Race/sex subgroups

Amount of own financial group Black W-hi-te Male Female Black White

support required after --"T"------leFemale Male . Female

., high school graduation N=614 N:2211 N7..390.' N=289 N-325
7 N.:-..91-1=130 N=195 N---19i

None

One-fourth

One half

Threefourths

Al I

Total percent

No response

1 Entries in percentages,

.15.5

23.9

42,0

16,4

2.1

1010

9.0

10.4

172

42,8

25.4

3.6

100.0

16,1

18.5

27,4

413

113

1.3

100.0

4,9

113

21.5

47.4

17.3

2,1

100.0

11,8

6

'37,5

15.7

2.1

100.0

6.5

4,3

13.8

51,0

26.6

4.3

100,0

23,4

13.8

20,8

313

21.6

3.1

100.0

10.'8

1.11 213

25.1\ 29,7

45.6 \\, 37,4

12.8 9.7

1,0 1.5

IDOL 100,(1.

62 3,4



Table 81-Distributions of post.high school plans-financial (Arizona)1

Ani"nt
of

"n Race ups

rfeoirluainrecclialaftsuerpix

p
gh Pup Indians Chicano Wilite1

school graduation N=798 Nr.405 N ..-.:202 =1

Race/sex subgroups

Sex groups Indian Chicano White

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Femal

N=385 N413 N=184 Nr.92 -11-z91 Nr.103

No 7,4 7.9

One. urth 12,7 113

One,h f 27.4 30.0

Three.forths 235 223

All 29.0 27.9

Total percent 100,0 100.0

No response 3.1 3.7

6.6 711 73 75 95

14.1 135 112 133 8.4

232 265 24.7 29,9 303

242 24.9 27.4 119 273

312 28.1 282 292. 242

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2.0 31 3.4 2,9 33

6,6 93 33 - 13.1

141 14.8 133' 15.1 121

29.7 13.9 34,4 26.7 26.3

18.4 262 211 27.9 42

311 352 272 302 2631

100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 1002 1

.4.1 1.8 22 55 1.0

Entries in percentages.

Table 81,-Disthbutions of post.high school plans-careers (Pittsburgh)

1.

College and career decisions

Total Race groups

group Black White

N..:645 Nr.304 N=341

Do you plan to attend c011ege

after, higb school? 542

If you went to college do you

think you would be success-

ful?

Have you made a ffrm career

decision?

602 49.0

Sex groups Race/sex subgroups

Male Female. Black White

Male,. Female Male female:

N-4 N=325
Nr.152 Nr.152 Nz168 Nr:173:

591 493_ 66.4 53,9 52.4 '452

74.6 783 71.3 722 763

63,6 652 61.6 55.9 71.1

77.0 793 69.0 73.4_

553, 763 563 663

Entries In percentages answering yes to questions.



Table 82e-Distributions of post.high school plans-careers (Tallahassee)

Total Race groups Sex groups Race/sex subgroups

group 'Black White Male Female Black White

College and career decisions' Male Female Male Female.:

N=614 N:=224 N....:390 Nr.289 Nr325
1N=130 Nr-195 N=195

Do you plan to attend college

after' high school? 752 642 812 75.4 75,1 68,1 613. 79.0 8111

If you go to college do you

think you'll be successful?. 82,7 .75,3 86.9 84.4 .812 79.8 72.3 86.7 872

Have you made a firm career

decision? 51.9 65.0 443 48,1 55.7 63.8 662 40,0 48.7

I Entries in percentages answering yes t6 questions.

1-1
Table 83.-Distributions of post.high school plans-careers (Arizona)

yr
171 Race/sex subgroups

Total Race groups Sex groups Indian Chi

College and career

cano White

decisions
group Indians Chicano White Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

N=798 Nz15 N-402 N=191 Nr.385 tit413 Nz184 Nr.221 Nr.110 N:91 N=100

Do you plan to

attend college

after high schodl? -

If you go to college

'do you think you'll

be successful? ...'

save you made a

firm career

decision?

65.5 642 66.8 61.8 64.1 66.8 59,8 67.9 72.7 59.8 62.6 61.r

703 632 75.7 80,6 743 67.1 64.1 62.4 81.8 683 85,7 764

141

14.1 412 483 453 403 415 342 47.1 52.7 433 335 52.0

I Entries in percentages answering yes to questions.

1 3



....=.
Table 84.--8actground information: Frequency of career counseling (Pittsburgh)

Total Race groups Sex groups Race/sex subgroups

Number of times talked
grouP Black White Male Female Black White

with counselor'
Male 'Female Male Feniah

Nr.645 N=304 N=341 N=320 N=.325
N=152 1=152 N=168 N.T,I,T

41

Once 10.0 92 11.0 8.1 12.1 5.4/ 132

Twice 27.8 232 3Z7 272 28,4 20.9 '25.7

Three times 47.4 35,9 592 46.7 10 33,1 38.9

Four times 62.7 49,6 75.7 613 ..r/64.0 46.6 518

Five times 683 562 80.9 682 69.6, 55.4 58.4

More than five times .100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Percent nb response 389 113 p 7.6 2,6 53

I Entries are ZUrrulative percentages. ,

8' Number of times talked

with counselor'

......mm...1=.,...1w

7

Table 85.4xkgrouni information; Frequency of career:counseling (Tallahassee)

Total Race groups

growl) Black. White

Once

Twice

Three times

Four times

More than five times

Percent of no response

1 Entries are cumulative percentages.

N=614 N=224 N=390

283 213

49,4 363

70,8 563

78,5 672

823 74.1

100.0 100,0

5

10.8

33.8

603

763

81,0

100.0

135

Sergroups Race/six subgroups

Male Female Blacjc hi1Te

Male Female Male Femal

Nz289 N=43 1:§r-14:x13-1FE'19'T-N7-XS:
.

113

31.4

572

743 .

80.5

100.0

9.7

,..m.1

34.5' 29,7 233 20.0

60.6 _502 4 41.8 343,

842 75.6 662 65.7 493

88,6 81,5 762 732 622'

89.6 83,7 81.6 :74.7 733

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 18 110

343 351

572 65.0

83.9 85:6

87.7

89.6 901

10060 1004



Number oF times

talked:,with;

counselor'

11

Table 88.--BaCkground information: ,Frequency of career ciiinse ing (lizona)

Raclgroups Sex groups

Total

-Female

Indian

group
indO:chicano White--7-Mafe- .Fe-male

MaleT
,=

/ Once

_It" Twice

Three times

Four ,times

More.,than five times

Perceq of no.

reSponse.

Entries are cumulative

33.7 38.3,

.$5,9 62,6.

74.8 '79.5

82,1, 84.4

843 86.9

i00,0. 1010

percentages.

wrml4dINW

Race/sex subgrCups

Chicano Whit('

Male'rerrnalat

9 261: '1323

45.9 442 51,6

64,2 10.4 ,

18.7 78.0 'g3;

85,3 183

108.0 100,0.

21,0. 31,3 35.7 32.0 ,42,6 35,2

45,0 53,4 5:7,9 512 68,4 58,4

68,9 713 765 735 862' 74,6

78.7 80.9 84.6 80.0 92,1.. 78,9

820 832 88.2 '81.8 94,1 81,7

106,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 .100.0 100,0

165



Viva,

I.

Table 87,7Expusure to hospitals and'health career models (Pittsburgh)1

.Total Race groUps 'Sex groups

Question's related to exposure
group

to health; careers
N=645 N=304 N=341 N 32t N=325

Black White

Race/sex subgrourt

Male ./ Female Black

Hive 'you ever done volunteer

work in a hoSpital? 11,8 10,9

lould_you..do_volunteer worIL

in a hospital'

Would you work in a .1.1ospital

if paid' 64,9 76.3 53,5 58.3

Do lou personally .know ay

Do you, personally know :any

MD's? , 49,7 52.0

Do you personally 'knoiiv any

dentists? 384

Would you like a career as an

RN? 142 153 12,8 3,1

White

Male Femal Male Fer

N=152 N=152 lit.,168

19.1 q 16.4 3,6 21.1

258 112 21,8 101 I 29,F.

69.8 75.0 77.0 43,8 63,E

18.4 16.4 20,0 10.9

65.2 68,5 62,9 58.4 72.0 592

47.8 51,2

40.1 36.6 ,

1 Entries in percent of students answering yes to exposure quistions,

o

48.3 56. 47,4 16.4 49,1

,

40,3 36.8 34,9 363 45;

21.9 5.3 26.5 12 24::



imm.1..m14.1=1=1111111.1.1

Table 88.Exposure to hospitals,and health.career mohls fTallahasse0'

Total Race groups Sex groups BkRace/sex s,.ibgro

Questions related to exposure
4roup 71-jack White M ,ale Fe rrole White

to health careers
Male female Male Fern

N=614 N:-.224 N:390 Nr..289 N=325
, Nr.94 t1=130 Ikl.:71:95 fl=li

Have you ever done volunteer

work in a hospital? . ..., 8,8 9.0 8.7 35 . 13.5 53 11,5 2. 14.9;-

Wobld you do/volunteer work

hi. a hos ital? 18,9 19,5 18,1 9.3 ta _ 13.8, ..___13,11_,_....L22..__.---28,7

0 Would y9u work In a hospital
0

for paY? 58.3 , 732 49.6 522 63.7 '681 77,7 41.6

'Do 'you personally know any

,regiStered nurses 61.4 562 639 53.6 98.8 44,7 654 57.9 69,7:

Do you persoinally" know any

doctors? 55.0 40. 62.8 55,4 53,5 41,5 ,' 392 62,1

Do you personally know 'any

dentists?, 1,1,62 / 29.4 56.0,. . 14.6 17.7 ?",.5 3'3'1 54,1 57A-

'63'
0.

Would you like a career as a
.,.

regitere'd nurse?, 19.4 32.7- 12.0 5.9 . 31.4 .',i8, 46.9 ., 2.6

li,n!

" ",
.

1 Entries in percent of 'students answering yes to exposure questions,
/ . .

.
,

,,



Table 89,-Exposure to hospitals and health carear mo Is (Arizona)'

. e Race/sex subgroups
,

Questions related to -Total '' Race groups Sex groups I Indian Chicano White

exposure to health groulL--IndianrChicano White Male Female '1 ale Female Male Female Male Fema

Careers

I

1\17...798 filL405 NI-102 N=191 ,N:34 Nr.113 -181 N=221 Nr...110 N:92 11=91 Nr..1

//
Have' you ever done 4

volunteer work in .

4

a hospital? . . ... 152 17.0 10.4 14,7 6.0 23/il' 1,8 / 28,5 ; 7.3 11,1 6,6

Would yo_

26,8, 30.4 282 17,8 16,6 /36.3 15.0 43.0 23.6 33,7 .11.0 24

volunteer work in

a hospital'
1-1

Would you work m a

hospital fOr pav"

Do you 'periomily

69,3 76.0 74.7 192 63,6 / 716 / 642 851 74.5 75.0' 47.1 51

know any\-

registered nurses/. 42.1 35 11.6 I ,\ 61.3

Do you personaV

.know any doctors?. 293 232 33.7 393

Do you, personally \

know any dentists? 192 17.8 16.8 24.6

Would you like. a

career as a

registered nurse?. 26.9 36.5 20.8 13.1

1 Entdes in percent of students ansWering yes to exposure questions.

48.9 22.5 42.1 36.4 . 57.1

29.3 30.0 23.0 31.8 35.9 38.5

20.1 17.4 20.9 28.

7,8 44.8 8.6 59.7 7.3 3.0 '6.6 1
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Reasons givep

Table 90e-Reasons for rejectini RN careers CrallahasseeP

Tofal Race groups Sex groups
pace/sex subgroups

group Black White Male Female Black White'

Male Female,' gale ', Femal

pc1.14 Nr195 N7-19;

N rz:224.N=390 N 89 N 325

No interest

Other cireif choice

Female occupation

SqueamishneSs

Too much education required -

Total percent

No response

1 Entries are percentages,

20,9 24. 18,7 25,5 15,4 28,6 '20,7 24.4 122

132 16.5 12.4 12,1 15.9 15.8 172

20,1 25.6 20.0 40.7 - 492

293 232 30.8 10,0 44,1

16,4 9.9 18.1 11,7 21,5

100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0

29,0 47,0. 192 41

10,7 143

, 37.5

3,2 442 12.5

12 172 11.9 ;

10Q.0 10,0 100.Q

13.8

Table 91.-Reasons for rejecting RN careers (Arizona)

,

Total Race groups Sex groups, Indian

Reason given group Indians Chicano White . Male FérOle' Male Female

Nr,798 N=1(6. N:202 N191 N.7.385 N4111, N:184 Nt221

Race/sex subgroups ,

. Chicano White

No interest

qther career choice -

Female occupation

SqUeamishness

Too much education

required

Total. percent

No response

. 1 Entries are percentages:

162

132 113

310 \ 35,4

22,1 22.7

16.8 17.5

100,0 100.0

382 /

17,1 22.4

14,5 15,0

31,6 23,8

18,8 23.8

17,9 15.0

100,6 100,0

42,1 210

16,4

12,5

523

63

12,5.

100,0

25,4

17,5

14.1 1, 2.91

1,5 572

442 8,7

Male Female Male Fen

N:110 Pl=92 NF.91

132 20.0 11,9 '18.9

242 ,21.3 2.4 21.6 8

22 48,0 2.4 173 -
44,0 2.7 4.7,6 5,4

22,8.° k18,1

100,0 100.0 100.0

50,1 25,0 582

2

8,0 35.7 6,8 23

.100:0 .100.0 100.0 100

312. $43 18,7, 27



:VH. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 'CURRENT
FINDINGS AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Over the past decade, health researchers have recognized. the
need- far' rdore definitive data than were currentlY available con-
cerning those factors which lead students to choose or reject
careers in nursing. Although, considerable information has been
obtained 'about The characteristics of students who choose nursing .
careers (Knopf, 1972, 1975), less attention has been focused -on'
the. attitudes..and knowledge of, 'nursing among the general' high
school student population. Those studies which did address the
issue were limited in one or more of the follOwing ways: (1) they
sampled only a select student. group (i.e.,' White males, white fe-
:males ; (2) the sample populations were confined to a single region
of the country ;. and/or (3) a.limited nimber of .attitudinal vari-
ables' were measirred. This investigation was -unique in that the
objective was to ascertain and COmPare a wide range of knoWledge'.
and attitudes of nursing held by a latg heterOgeneous sample of
high school students (i.e., blacks, whites, American. Indians and
Chicanos)Orawn from diverse regions of the country. The results
reported ibove confirm Several previous fIndings, support softie
preViously.unsupported assumptions, provide neN-V findings not pre-

viously reported, and refute.some conjectUres.
It has been established that males reject nursing as a Viable

career because they, perceive it as a female-related occuPation (Vaz,
1968). The 'results of the, present inveStigation confirm 'those 'find-
ings, thuS increasing our tonfidence that the sUrvey instrument
employed .here wg.is indeed,:a valid measure of. stUdent attitudes
and perceptions of nursing.,

Although no document'ation wAs found in the literatUre, it is
generally assumed that females/reject nurs-ing careers 'primarily,
because of their aversion to morbidity. Our findings clearly indicate.'
that thiS conjecture is valid. It has also been repotted (Scheinfeldt.
.and her associates, 1967, 1970) that .many Minority grOup..-stn,
dents are unprepared acadernically to pursue nursing educcitiOn'..
Our findings generally support thiS conclusion but also clarify the
situation somewhat_ .According to students' self reports of. the .



courses they have taken, approximately half said they had not
taken algelira or chemistry although most had takerAiology. This
prOblem was not unique to minority group students, however. Stu-
dents from all ethnic groups tended to avoid chemistry, and thus
it appears that high school students in general, regardless of ethnic
background, are not sufficiently, prepared to pursue nursing educe,
tion. Also speculated, but not substantiated 'n the literature, is
the notion that exposure to RN mbdels increases the probabilitY
that a student will choose nursing as a career. A finding of this

___investigation_showed that students who indicated theyLwere_per,
sonally acquainted with an RN ;rated the RN more posiiively on
all.scales than students who were not personally acquainted with
an RN.'; These findings provide strong support for Ahose (Winder,
1971; Seheinfeljdt, 1967; Lande, 1966; Taylor and Richtc.r, 1969)
who posit a positive link between personal acquaintance with an
RN and the desire to become an.RN:

Several hew and as yet unreported findings emerged from this:
investigation. _Previous research had failed to describe with any
clarity; the stereotypic images students hold of nursing tasks. Our
findings clearly showed that, regardleSS of race, sex or geographic
region, students hold very strong stereotyPes of professional mirs-
ing duties. HospitaLduty nurses were incorrectly perceived as per-
forming relatively low-skill-level health care tasks that are usually
delegated to L Ns (e.g., taking temperatures and blood pressures).
While stud ts rated the tasks they thought nurses pe'rformed
positively uur findings indicated that they have more positive pen/
ceptions ofithe tasks nurses said they actually performed. Nowhere
in the iterature has this finding been previouslY reported. An ildi-
tiona _finding of this investigation, not previously reported, i that
students think nursing has many desirable job attribUteszas indi-
cated by the high job deshability ratings obtained /from the
semantic differential subscales.

When should recruitment 'and guidance program, be initiated?
Previous studies have indicated that` the formation of desire for
nursing careers among females occurs in the early teens. Nothing
in our .stimly addresseA,this problem and we are not in a position
to either Suppdrt or refute this finding..It dqe/s not necessarily fol-
low \that thiE is the proper time to recruit people into nursing
careers, since response to 'recruitment 7effertS can be based on
entirely different factors than response to 'spontaneous factors.
Programmatically, there is some difficlulty in holding onto recruits
for 5 or more years if thelY have Yeen recruited so ,early. There-

.

1. P7/ 4 --



fore, maybe thequestion resolves into hoNV late in their high school .
careers can students be recruited? .

To answer this- question we halve provided a conple of insights
not previously available in the literature. First, we have been able
to demonstrate that fewer than 14 percent:of all studenti (with
little variation among the race/sex subgroups) feel that they have
firm, 'fiked. choiceS of careers other than nursing. Thus .a large
amount of students are available as a- target group for a:recruit-
'ment and guidance program even if we further exclude another 17.-

. percent to 21 percent who 'claimed they were notinteresthd in suCh
-----acareer. Seco , liatmeststuflent-seettld be- .

come academically prepared if we could 'recruit them by the end
of their junioy-year.

Thus, it is felt. that, in addition to making a substantial contribu-
:tion to the literature on minority attitudes toward and knowledge
oi nursing careers, we have also established a sufficient basis for .

a formulation of a menningful recruitment and guidance program:

172
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OMB CLEARANCE NUMBER 66-572057
EXPIRES; 06/30/73

SURVEY OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS' .

OPINIONS ON CAREERS

INTRODUCTION

The National Institutes of Healat and the.Aperkan Institutes for Research are

conducting 'this sur4ey tn find mit what.high schoolseniors think aboUt various

careers. Your coOperation in' filling out tia stiniey will be a helP to future atm-

dents who are seeking information about further schoOling and specific career

fields, / .



INSTRUCTIONS

We want to get your opinion about Some occupations and professions. One occupation appears

at the top of each of the following pages. Each page contains a list of Word pairs.

Your task is to pick out the word that best represents your personal, true feelings about the
lob. You will be presented with a series of broken lines with word pairs at either end. Place an X
somewhere along the line depending on which word in the pair more closely describes your teelings

'about the job. For example one of the lines will,look like this:

EASY WORK HARD WORK

If you feel that the job you are asked to rate is closely related to ond of the words in the pair, place

an X on one of the lines as follows:

MECHANIC (Sample Job)

If you think that the mechanic has an easy job, place an X at the end of the line nearest

"Easy Work".wavi

EASY WORK X HARD WORK

But, if you think that he has a hard job, la at t)'lof the line nearest "Hard Work".

EASY WORK
, Moral

X HARD WOtl.K

If you feel that 1b is a Ite..èasy, place an X in the space next to the 'end space as follows:

'EASY WORK
(a lotrie easy)

X HARD WORK

Or, if you feel that the job is a little hard, place an X in the space next to the end space on the

other side of the scale, as follows:
(a little hard)

EASY WORK HARD WOE%

And finally, if you consider tht, occupation to be neutral (thatboth sides of the scale are equay'y

associated with the job) or if the word pair seems completely unrelatO to the job, place an X inthe

middle space, as follows: ;
/

.

(neither easy' nor hard)

EASY WORK . X WORK

Please make your 'judgments on 'Me basis of what you think these jobs ke iite. There are no
correct answers. We want your firsiim`pressions your imMediate feelings. Do not worry or puzzle

- over individual items, but do'not be careless. Be suns you put only one X for eacb pair -if words.

DO NOT TURN BACK TO ANY PREVIOUS PAGE.

7 o

GO IMMEDIATEL Y. re TH.E NEXT PAGE



High Pay

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER

Low Pay
4 2

Little education
needed

f.'ersonally
unrewarding

Low status
occupation

Typically
a woman.s n's

occupation cupation

5 4 3 2

2

Lot of education
needed

Personally
rewarding

4 5

High status
occupation

Soring work 'Enjoyable work

Challenging

Few opportunities
for advanaernent

Good w eking
hours

Chance to
superviseself

Easy Work

Unchallenging

2 3 4

Many opportunities
for advancement

Poor working
hours

3 2

3 2

No chance to
supervise self

Hard work'

i have no desire
to ent4r this
profession

2 3

.1 have a strong
desire to enter
this profession

5

CARD 1,

9

10

11

12

.16

18

19

20

D6 NOT TURN RACK TO ANY PREVIOUS PAGE. GO IMMEDIATELY TO THE NEXT PAGE

. .



High Pay

Little education
needed

Personally
unrewarding

Low status
occupation

-Typically
a worhan's
occupation

Boring work

Challenging

REGISTERED NURSE

5 4 3 2

2 3 4 5

3 4 5

Low Pay

Loi of educatio6
needed

Personally
rewarding

_ High status
.occupation

ation

Enjoyable work

Unchallenging

Many opportunities
for advancement '

ce
21

Few opportunities
for advancement

-

Good Working
hours

Chance to
supervise self

...
Easy work

I have no desire
to enter this
profession

2 3 A

./

3 2

. 3

4 3

2 3,

DO NOT TURN BACK TO.ANY PREVIOUS PAGE.

4

Poor working
hours

No chance to
supervise self

Hard work

I have a strong
desire to enter
this profession

GO IMMEDIATELY in THE NEXT PAGE



SECRETARY (With' horthand)

High Pay
4 3 2

Little.education
needed

2 3 4

Personally
unrewarding

1 2 3

Low stat,is
occupation / I

3r
Typically
a wornan's
occOpation

Boiing wo!k

\ Low Pay
1 \

L.01 of education

s
needed

Personally
rewarding

High status
occupation

m
tupatión

Enjoyable work

Challenging
3 2

Unchallenging

Few opportunities
for advancement

Good working
hours

Chance to
supervise self

. Easy work

2 3 4

5 4 3

Many opportuniti
for advancement

. Poor working
hours

No chance to
supervise self

Hard work
4 3 2 1.

1 beim no detire
to enter thii
profession :

1 2 3 :, 4

1 I

DO fIDT TURN BACK TO ANY PREVIOUS PAGE, ' )

178

I have a strong
desire to enter -
this profession

33

-s4

X
. 0

37

CC

38
2
0-
0

41

42

43 ,

GO IMMEDIATELY TO THE NEXT PAGEr



High PaY

Little education
needed

Personally
unrewarding

Low status
occupation

Typically
a woman's
occupation

Boring work

Challenging

' Few opportunies
for advancement

Good working
hours

Chance to
supervise self

Easy work

J.:11a-Ve no desire
tn enterAhis
profession

; LAUNDRY WORKER

4 3 2

2 3 5

2 3 4

2 3 5 .

Lew Pey

Lot 0..f .1:ducation
neede.:1

'Personally
rewarding

High status
occupation

cally

on

Enjoyable work

Unchallenging

Many opportunities
lor advancement

. ,

Poor working,
hours

No chance to
supervise self

Hard work
4 3 .2

2 I 3

DO NOT TURN BACK TO ANY PREJIOUS PAGE.

1 7 9 ;

I have a ron
desire to enter
ttiis profession

45

46

48

Sc
0

,co

49

2

50
i-
o

a

52

53

54 -

55

I56

pO IMMEDIATELY ro THE NEXT PAGE



High Pay

Little education
needed

Persoreally
unrewarding

Low status
occupation

Typically
a woman's
occupay:In.

MEDICAL DOCTOR (Intern)

Low Pay
5 4 3 2 1 - -

2

2

3 4

3

_SL

57

Lot of-education
needed 58

Personally
rewarding

4

High status
occupation

cupation

Boring work Enjoyable work

Challenging
3

Few opportunities
for achiancement

3 4 5

Good working
hours

4 3 2

Chance to
supervise self-

3

Easy work

I have no desire
to.enter this

-Profession
3 4 5

/
Unchallenging

'Many opportunities
for advancement

Poor working
hours

No chance to
supervise self

Hard work

I have a strong
desire to enter
this profession .

59

6'

62

63

65

67

DO NOT TURN BACK TRANY PREVIOUS...LA' Ot. GO IMMEDIATELY 7-17 THE NEXT PAGE
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High Pay

Little education
needed

Pe\rsonally
unreWarding

Low status
occupation

YOUR OWN DESIRED OCCUPATION

5 4 1 3

3

(Specify)

Low Pay
2 1

. Lot of education
needed

4 5

Personally
rewarding

4 5

11 h status
pation

4 5

69-70

71

72

73

74

Typically Typical ly
e-

a woman's 0 a man's z
occupation occupation 75 m

,

Boring work Enjoyable work 78 Z
,

5
\ 8

1

Challenging Unshallenging. l 77

3 .

Few opportunities
for advanceme

Good Working
hours

Chance to
supervise self

Easy work
:

1 have goliesire
to enter this
profession

2

5 3 2

5/. 3

6 4 3

2,

Many opportunities
for advancement

Poor working
hours

No chance to
supervise self

Hard work

DO NOT TURN BACK TO ANY PREVIOUS PAGE:.
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5

1 have a strong
desire to enter
this profession

.8
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GO IMMEDIATELY 70 THE NEXT PAGE.
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INSTRUCTIONS

We would like to know what you think the admission requirements'are
for several differeni t pes of schools, These schools are listed below.

Under each type of schoci there is a list of high 'thool courses. For each school, check f 1,what you thin art the Three Most Important

Courses Nuked for admission to each. If you think no courses are required for a given school, check the bom ( ) beside No Courses Required,

01 0 Algebra

02 0 Biology

03 0 Business Math

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Check ( I ) the Three Mi 1 rtarit High School Courses

04 0 Calwlus 0 !Foreign Langav

°0 Cherristry 08 0 'Social Studies \

C'S 0 English StIonhand

NURSI HO

o 0 Algebra

oft] Biology

C13 I] Business Math

eck I 12 1 the Three Most lrnpo

0 Caradus . 07

05 0 Chernistr;
o3

06 0 English
cr3

0 Algebra °4

02 0 810lOgy °5

03 0 Business Math 06

10 0 Shop Courses

11 0 Typing

12 0 No Courses Required

Schoo ourses

Langtiage

al S dies

Sho

JOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL SC

Check ( ) the Three Most Important HO Courses

0 Calculus 010 Foreiin guage

0 Chemistry G8 0 Social Swdies

0 English 09 0 Shorthand

10 0 Shop Courses

11 0 Typing

17 0 No Courses Required

100 SOP Glirses

110 Typing

12 0 No Courses Required

FOUR.YEAR pLIEGE

Check (11 the Thre Most Imp 2nt High School Courses

01 0 Mira 0i 0 Calcului 07 0 Foreign Lavacft

ND Biology 050 Chemistry re O Social Studies

co 0 Business Math .0 0 English DI 0 Shorthand,

00 NOT TURN SACK TO MY PREVIOUS PAGE.

10 aShop C.J

11 0 Typing

12 0 No Courses Require

89

10.11

1113

1415

18.19

2041

27.73

24 15

2$.27

2813

3131

GO IMMEDIATELY ,TO THE NEXT PAGE



;STR'UCTIONS

In addition 'to course requirements, schools sometimes require cerpin types of tests 4 other qualifications, For each type al school below,

'check I I what you think are the two most important additional ,requirements needed for admission to each, If you think that no additional

requirements are needed I or a given type of school, check the box I I marked No Requirements Needed.

Check I I the Two Most I mart Additional Requirements

L JUNIOR COLLEGE

32

'I

I or L' , American Nursing Association Examination N .1 e anii Placement Tests 07 1 Recommendations from Teachers

02 ,I.'. College Board Examinations
,

05 aol Transcripts ot 7 NO Recuirements Needed
1

Graduate in Upper Half ol Class 04 : ".. t1bnal League for Nursing Test,

\ , 34

: American Nursing As'ociation Examination C4 2 Guidanc(. ,
Tests 01 _ L:ommendations hm Teachers l

J5

College Board Examinations , 05 ,....- igh Schot;,.. ; of' ._: No Requirements Needed

°3::. Graduate in Upper Half of elal D(' .. ilational Legit , . -,ing Test
,..

,

NURSI Ile

Check I I the Two Most Irn rt; Requirements

. VOCATIONANND TECHNICAL HOOL

/7Chei,k I I I Or Two Most Important Addition moirements \ ,

01:: American,Nursing PsscciOon Examination CI 4 Guidance and Place Jests Recommendations from Teacher;
3C

t
37

02 .1 College Board 6xaminatlOns 05l High Sdloo1 Train A No Requirements Needed..
.03 Graduate in Upper Half of Class National League far Nurs

\
FOUR 'i',All COLLE E

,

C,Ieck I Tithe 1' 0, ',/ ,71-os.t IrnoortanhAdditi nal Requirement!
i .

..,

' 01 ',.7; American Nursinq.Association Examination 04 i7:, Guidance and Placernek Tests (11 '.. Recommendations from Teachers
i

..

._

, 07 '.,College Board Exam riations D5 '..,.1 High School Transcripts 08 :.:,. No Requirements Needed

111 n GraduAte in Upper Half of Class DI' t'..': National League for Nursing Test

14.

'

a

N. 00 NOT TURN BACK TO ANY PREVIOUS PAGE

N.

isa

1 0

39

GO IMMEDIAI TrLY TO THE Nt XI' PAGE
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INS,TRUCTIONS

Several occupations:are
listed below..5eside each, check f 1 phe one salary that you think is the closest to what a person just starting out in that

field makes, Salaries are given both on a yearly and weekly basis at the top of the page; Use tither as your guide, atitoenter, check only one salary

per occupation. Md the occupation you would like to have to the list and check the starting salary you would expect in your occupational choice.

,

.

.

53,500

Amally
or .

570.00

tinkly

_
$4,500

Annually

Or

$85.00

Weekly

;

$5,500

Amually

or

$105.00

Weekly

56,500

Annolly

or

$125,1:

Week

SALARIE5-

Amully

$11,500

Annully

or

$210.00

Weekly

$12,500+

AMally
Or

$245.00+

Weekly,

$7,500

or

, 5 00

Hy

$8,500

Amolly

. Or

$165.00

Weekly

$9,500

Amully

Or

$185,00

Weekly

MA
Amuily

or

$200.00

Weekly

,

0

c

Laundry

Viorktr
.

OP

oi

0
02

0
03 04 if

4

,

0
07

0
08

0
09

0
10

HTigehaschthecrol 0
co

0
02

a
03 '

.

0
Cii

i,

opi
A

0 0 0 0 ,

c

1-) Secretary

P
,

O1

0
V

0
.03 ill

pArd

(4 08 X

,

0 09 4

A

T R°redNurft
I

0
01

0

0
02

I:]
03

a 0.
oi 05

i
1(1

a 0
08

0"0
09

0

Medical

Doelor

l Intern)

t]
0

0
,

0
0

0 0
04 05

0 0
N 07

0
.43

0
,

0
m \ 10

Iwouldhke

t°t1a

wil
0
.01

.0
N

0
0

0
Cil

0
0 06 07 0 0 10

00 NOT TURN PACK TO ANY PREVIOUS PAGE.
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4445

46.41

484.

50 57'
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INSTRUCTIbNS

Below :s a lisr of tasks sometimes performed by hospital duty nurses. Check ( ) the five (5)

tasks you think nurses spend most of their time doing. Remember to check only five.

.01 2 Administer medications 19 0 Inspect open wounds

02 CJ, Assist in operating room 20 0 Interpret medical treatments to patients

03 0 Attend staff meetings 21 0 Irrigate eyes and ears

04 .71 Bathe p:atients 22 Li Keep ward clean

05 LI Chart patient's progress r.:cords 23 LI Make beds

06 Collect specimens (urine, blood, etc.) 24 0 Monitor postsurgical drainage tubes

07 LI Comfort patient's famil., 25 Li Plan nurjicare with family

08 0 Conduct research 26 n' P Sition ir ds, ctiairs, etc.

09 0. Discharge patient 'agnostic tests

10 0 Discuss nursing care wirh doctor 2 Schadule patie-nts.for routir .2 tests

11 0 Dress patient 9 D Start and monitor intravenous injections
'A

12 0 Dress surgical othe u ds 30 0 Supervise duties of ianitorial staff

13 0 Empty bedp 31 0 Supervise Nurses' Aides

14 0 Feed patients 32 L: Take blood pressure .

15 01 Give backrubs 33 0 Take patient's Medical history

15 0 Give enemas 34 0 Take temperatures /
17 0 Give shots 35 n /

Teach nursing -students and aides/
16 172, Insert catheters 36 E Weigh patient /

DO NOT TURN BACK TO ANY PREVIOUS P
GO IMMEDIAra Y TO HE WEXT PAGE



INSTRUCTIONS

Below is a list of tasks hospital nurses usually Perform in their daily duties. Rate each one as to
whether you think it is a PLEASANT duty to perform, it is a NEUTRACAUty to perform (that is,
neither pleasant nor unpleasant), or it is an UNPLEASANT duty to perform. If you think the task is
a PLEASANT cne, place a three (3) in the blank beside that task. If you think the task is aNEUTRAL
one, place a two (2) in the blank beside that task. Finally, , if you think the task is UNPLEASANT.
place a one (1) in the blank beside that task. Be sure to rate each task. Work quickly and carefully.

(3) PLEASANT (2) NEUTRAL (1) UNPLEASANT

7- inspect open woundsAdminister medications

Assist in operating room

66 Attend staff meetings

67 Bathe'patient

se Chart patient's progress records

sa Collect specimens (urine, blood, etc.)

70 Comfort patient's family

71 Conduct research

72 Discharge p

73 Discus.; nursi

74 Dress patient

75. Dress surgical and other wounds

76 Empty bedpans

77

78

79,

so

a Interpret medical treatmenu o patients

Irrigate eyes and ears

io_ Kee clean

ii Make b

with doctor

or post-surgical drainage tubes

Plan nursing care with family

1 Position patients in beds, chairs, etc.

is Record diagnostic tests

16 Schedute pmients for routine tests

ii Star: and monitor intravenous injections

la Supervise duties of janitorial staff

is Supervise Nurses Aides

Take blood pressure

Take patient's medical history

Take temperatures

Teach nursing students and aides

Weigh patient

Feed patients_ 1. 20

Give backrubs 21

Give er, as 22

Give Shots 2.3

'Insert catheters 24

(3) PLE4SANT
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Check ( I the current hich school program that you are in.

IL-3 Academic
25.26

02 LT: General (Business)

03 E General (Technical)

04 El Skills (OVT)

Check I NA I all those.courses you have already taken and passed. Do not include courses

You are now taking, or those you plan to take, or courses you did not pass.

cc cc

27 Li Algebra 30 4 E Chemistry

28 2 ci Biology 31 5 E Foreign Language

25 3 El' Calculus 32 6 E.: General Science

. .

Check ( INA I the courses you are nnit-
year.

cc

36 Algebra he ry . 42 7 Li Geometry

37 2 0 B1 iology oreign Language 43 El Physics

38 3 LI C n GenerafScience 9 73 Trigonometry

cc
33 7 Li) Geometry

34 B Li Physics

9 Li Trigonometry

mplete by the end of ycur,senior
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BACKGROUND INFCMATiON

1 Date of Birth:
Day Month Year

2. Age: What is your present age?
How many months since your last birthday?

3. Number of Older Brothers:
Number of Older Sisters-

4. Father's Oc.cunation

to Number of Younger .Brothers: t,
it ;...lumber of Younger Sisters: 13

If Unemployed, check here I ) and indicate former occupation above.
If Deceased, check here I and indicate former occunation above.

5. Father's Education (Circle highest grade completed):
01 02 02 04 .05 06 07 08 10 11 12

College 1 2 3 4 Other .

113/ 1141 1151 115i

4

6

8 9

14 15

18 19

6. Mother's Occupation
scr.k

If Unemployed. chec.1/4 here I E
If Deceased, check here a

7. Mother's Educa
01 02

College 1 2
1141

3
1151

t
fo

former occupation above.
er occupation above.

hest grade completed):
05 06 07 .08

4
1161

Other

8. DO you plan to go to college after high schooP

SPerav

20.21

72

23

74 25'

10 11 12

' Yes 2 [11 No

9. If you went to college do you th;link you would be successful?
Ye; r_1', No

10. How Many times since laSt September have you talked to your counselor about careers?
0 [_] Not at All

L..: Once
2 11: Two Times
3 ! Three T.imet,

4 Four Times
I iFiye Times

6 I:: More than Fkie Times

11. Have you made a firm decision about your future career?
1: Yes 2 No

12. Have you ever done volunteer work in a hospital? I LI Yes 2 ri No

13. Would you be ipterested in working in a hospital after school or on weekends as a
volunteer without pay? 1 r.--; Yes 2 Li NO
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14. Wuu Id you be interested in Norking p.rt-tirne in a hospital if you were paid? 32

1 Yes 2 r I No

15. Do you personaliy know any Registered Nurses? i 0 Yes 2 0 No
Doctors? 1 0 Yes 2 0 No 34

Dentists? 1 0 Yes 2 0 No

36
16. Do you think you would like a career as a Registered Nurse?

1 0 Yes 2 0 No

If not, please briefly indicate why
37-39

17. How important is it for you to start working and earning money after you finish

hieh school?
Check the appropriate box ( I below.

1
0 Critical that I start working and earning money imm her high school

2 0 Very important but not critical
3 0 Neither.iMportant nor unimportant
4 0 Of little importance
5 0 Not at all critical that I Sta diately after finishing high school

18. After graduation how much
98.0 All 75

39

will you be responsible for? 4041

0 25% 01 0 None

19. Please indicate your ethnic bockground:

1 0 Afro-Arnerican (Black) 4 0 Chicano (Mexican American)

2 0 American Indian 5 0 Oitental
3 0 Caucasian (Angloid) 6 0 Other

20. Pleaur indmicate youT sex:
2o 0 Female
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